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What is life? A madness.
What is life? An illusion,
a shadow, a fiction,
and the greatest good is small;
for all life is like a dream,
and dreams are no more than dreams.

 — Pedro Calderon de la Barca,
	 				La vida es sueño, Act 2

An anonymous manuscript is found in the locked drawer of  

an old wooden desk, where it may have been buried for three decades. 

It tells a story of Walker Middlewheat, a young man whose life is  

a blank slate until he encounters someone calling himself “L.C.,”

who claims his life is entirely invisible. Walker is taken on a quest  

to discover this shadowy figure’s identity and, in so doing, his own,  

first exploring his familiar New York City and Long Island haunts,  

then drawn off to explore every corner of America and beyond — to the  

penthouse rich and to madmen and hidden tribes in equatorial jungles;  

to secret filmmakers on the pampas and to would-be actors  

fighting for parts off-Broadway; to travelers in faraway bazaars  

and seekers in mysterious mountain valleys. 

Incognito is a kaleidoscopic, quixotic story — perhaps one tale,  

perhaps 1,001, mixing fact and fiction told from a dozen voices,  

a Russian doll structure of stories within stories nestled within stories,  

adorned with signs and puzzles, mazes and chess, 

immersed in Dante and Shakespeare, classical mythology and 

Eastern thought, and echoing Pynchon, Barth, Borges, 

Paul Auster, and David Foster Wallace — that searches  

for answers and makes you wonder, “Are there only questions?”

MATTHEW KIELL is a professional writer, 
independent publisher and photographer 
who has lived in the Chicago area since 1980. 
He grew up on Long Island.
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This PDF version of Incognito was created 

in parallel with the 1st print edition.

Typesetting completed on 23 June 2016.

Design Notes: This book was designed by the author, 

as was the cover design of the novel.

The text is set in Zapf Book Medium type, 8 on 13.65.

The maze presented on the title page and filler pages  

between the book’s sections is a merging and modification of  

several puzzles created using Maze Generator (at mazegenerator.net).  

A path from the maze’s entrance to its center does exist. 
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in critical articles and reviews. Unauthorized reproduction of any part of this work 
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¿Que es la vida? Un frenesi.

¿Que es la vida? Una ilusion,

una sombra, una ficcion,

y el mayor bien es pequeño;

que toda la vida es sueño,

y los sueños sueños son

(What is life? A madness.

 What is life? An illusion,

 a shadow, a fiction,

 and the greatest good is small;

 for all life is like a dream,

 and dreams are no more than dreams.)

 — Pedro Calderon de la Barca,

	 	 La vida es sueño,	Act 2

Once the outside world interfered too much. 

Now the world is all inside me. And I see better, 

for I can see all the things I dream.

  — Jorge Luis Borges

      (exact source unknown)
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CONteNTs
A VolUME is fOUnd & HIDDeN AWaY

PArT 1: THE BOaRD IS SET
INSIDE THE WALLS.  The author at St. Jude’s.

PArT 2: oPENINg
1. Anson Graves gets a phone call.

2. The reader is introduced to a cast of characters, including Walker 

Middlewheat, a nobody.

3. “Pick” Webster returns after the fall. 

4. Walker and the Berg, his drinking friend, examine their lives over 

the evening’s third pitcher of Budweiser.

5. Walker prepares to meet with the mysterious “L.C.“

6. An exhausted, unsettled Walker returns to the Metrotime office 

with far more than anyone ever expected.

7. Pick and Walker talk over dinner.

8. The gulf opens between Walker and his girl friend, Mavis.

9. “Invisible: An Interview,” Metrotime (June 1974).

10. Walker’s sightings of L.C. — here, there, everywhere.

11. Pick and Walker meet after years, two changed men with stories 

to tell. Pick tells an amazing story with a twist not of his making;  

Walker begins the incredible tale L.C. told at their second meeting.

12. L.C.’s story begins: Encounter with an atomic sculpture, flight 

from Chicago, a career as a freelance cameraman in the shadows 

of the Rockies.

13. L.C.’s story: Flight to the underside of the world.

14. L.C.’s story: In search of the tribe that hides from man.
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PArT 3: MIDgamE GAmBITS
15. Walker enters a library voluntarily. A cryptic letter in Walker’s 

mailbox.

16. A dream, a 3 A.M. phone call about the intricacies and infinite 

possibilities of chess. 

17. More sightings of L.C. 

18. L.C.’s story: L.C. meets the Englishman in Manaus, on the Amazon. 

19. L.C.’s story: The Englishman’s tale of the Yanomamo. 

20. L.C.’s story: The Englishman is left behind. L.C. wanders and finds 

work as a cameraman in Rio. 

21. L.C.’s story ends: The shattering world of Angelo Santanasta. 

22. Walker and Pick talk in a dark field after L.C.’s dark tale. 

23. Two strangers talk in a backstreet pie shop in Kathmandu, Nepal, 

and share the Langtang Journal, written in a Himalayan sanctuary. 

(End of chapter moved to Appendix 1.)

24. The Countess’ penthouse world — music, mystery men, new 

thoughts, a new art. 

25. Metrotime magazine enters Walker’s past. 

26. Walker meets Krystle Killroy, victim turned hunter.

27. Walker and Mavis take in a few films. 

28. The Angle: An island merely surrounded by water, a birthplace, 

another sanctuary. 

29. More L.C. sightings. 

30. An introduction to the illustrious, infamous Chaissen Tantivy. 

31. The meaning of Tantivy.

32. Walker becomes a new man. 

33. Walker in Denver . . . and Chicago. 

34. More sightings of L.C. 

35. Walker confronts his mother with the truth. 

36. Out into the rose garden. 

37. Mom’s sad story. 
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38. A journey into L.C.’s nighttime realm. 

39. Walker meets a wife of L.C., in Trinidad, Colorado. 

40. Walker and Chaissen Tantivy “meet.” 

41. Dr. Antonio Caetano de Abreu Friere Egas Moniz. 

A Memo from Dr. Charles Tolliver. 

42. Langtang Journal: Theseus confronts the Minotaur. (Chapter 

moved to Appendix 2.)   

43. Chaissen Tantivy’s brain. 

44. Segreti in Chicago. 

45. Criss-cross-country. 

46. Tracing Tantivy. 

47. Blanche White visits the Talavera home.

48. Detective Middlewheat’s partner spills a few beans. 

49. More sightings of L.C. 

50.  Walker runs for a touchdown. 

51. The overdue death and burial of Chaissen Tantivy. 

52. A letter from an illusive attorney. 

53. Walker and the 19th wife of L.C., Veronica Vale. 

54. Finding the attorney Erhardt and unexpected news. 

55. Walker prepares an escape. 

56. Harlan Boothe’s “Tale of a Toilet.” 

57. Santanasta exists!?

58. Walker’s thought at the moment of escape. 

PArT 4: eNDgamE
59. A man called Schattner, in Kathmandu. 

60. Schattner settles into the Langtang Valley. 

61. A locked chest. 

62. Detective Middlewheat’s workshop. 

63. Langtang Journal: Theseus rests in darkness. (Chapter moved to 

Appendix 3.)   
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64. Schattner begins a dream. 

65. A dream concludes?

66. Schattner meets the Master; Schattner’s Langtang life; treks  

to Kathmandu bookshops; study with the Master. 

67. Langtang Journal: Theseus sails for home under a black sail. 

(Chapter moved to Appendix 4.)   

68. Schattner and the Master of Kyangjin Gomba. 

69. A Langtang dream and a decision to return home. 

70. Walker returns to old haunts and steps into his mother’s garden. 

71. Walker goes to visit Pick. 

72.  Walker’s visit with Pick [beginning]. 

73. [A missing chapter: Maybe the start — or all — of Pick’s Black Death.]

74.  Walker’s visit with Pick [concluded]. 

75. Langtang Journal: Theseus trapped. (Chapter moved to Appendix 5.)   

76. Resighting L.C.; Walker and L.C. meet again after a long separation. 

77. An old TV show. 

78. L.C. works once more to get under Walker’s skin. 

79. The accident. The beginning of the end. 

80. Langtang Journal:  The diarist discovers Borges, the nature of 

labyrinths and of the hunter and the hunted. (Chapter moved  

to Appendix 6.)   

81. The media fall in love with a unidentified corpse. An obsession 

fills Walker. 

82. The writer writes and reassesses. 

PArT 5: THE BOARD Is RESET
EpILoguE.  The patient at St. Jude’s lets a nurse’s aide read his book, 

talks circles around a receptionist, and has his regular session 

with Dr. Tolliver.
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To every ω-consistent recursive class κ of formulae
there correspond recursive class-signs r, such that
neither v Gen r nor Neg (v Gen r) belongs to Flg (κ)
(where v is the free variable of r ).
  — Kurt Gödel, Proposition VI, “On Formally
      Undecidable Propositions in Principia 
      Mathematica and Related Systems I,” 1931

Je suis moi-meme la matière de mon livre.
(So, reader, I am myself the substance of my book.)
   — Michel de Montaigne, 1580

A manuscript is discovered in a drawer of a neglected wooden desk found 
in an overcrowded junk shop. It has taken several locksmiths many hours to 
unlock the center drawer of the battered desk without causing irreparable 
damage. The lock at first inspection appeared to be a simple obstacle to 
overcome. Yet, as are most of life’s barriers and challenges, it’s a far more 
complex mechanism than expected, containing a maze of interlocking 
parts; any piece might be the key to the puzzle — or any piece, if improperly 
removed or forced, might disrupt the entire structure, creating a progressive 
knotting, never to be penetrated or unraveled. It is an act of good fortune 
as much as the skill of the locksmiths, then, that in this instance the lock 
has been opened successfully.       

Of the desk’s history, little can be said for certain. If there were ever any 
labels or marks of manufacture, they have long since been erased; more 
likely, such marks never existed at all. Given its minor idiosyncrasies in 
design and execution, the strong possibility exists that this sturdy, simple 
piece of furniture was created not in a factory but in an anonymous base-
ment workshop. Its travels have been so discrete and so ordinary that no 
one would ever be able to trace it to any of its previous locations. But it has 
surely traveled far and been scarred, scraped, and scratched by numerous 
owners. It is not the sort of item that demands or seeks attention. There-
fore, the circumstances of its movements are open entirely to the whims 
of conjecture . . . with one possible exception.

The manuscript in the locked drawer — the only item in any of its drawers.
And does the manuscript help to explain the origins of this desk?  
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It must say something. Eight hundred typewritten pages in seven dozen 
interweaving chapters and almost as many interweaving stories. At first 
glance it appears to be a memoir, perhaps distorted, but nonetheless history. 
Indeed, it says a great deal, so much in fact one steps back in wonder.  
But no author’s name is attached to the manuscript, and the story it tells  
is tinged with an uncertainty that forces the reader to doubt constantly:   
Is the writer in the story the writer OF the story? There are many clues  
to the author’s identity, but clues are not answers; there are no answers. 
Who can know for sure? Nothing is certain but the words themselves?

So one is left with unanswered questions, with a tale perhaps fact, 
perhaps f iction — a diary or a fantasy; perhaps new, perhaps years old; 
with an author perhaps known, perhaps unidentif iable.

But as the author writes, citing the Rimsky-Korsakov opera Le coq d’or, 
“The fairy tale [may be] a lie, but it does contain a clue.”

✴       ✴       ✴

A number of months ago, I was engaged in one of my frequent explorations 
of the many antique and junk shops along Merrick Road on Long Island, in 
the suburbs of New York City. These forays are rarely fruitful, but this once 
I discovered an old desk much like the one described above, a desk notably 
unnotable. But it bore an uncanny resemblance to a small writing desk that 
my father fashioned five years before he died, which burned to ashes in  
the fire that took his life. Nothing, least of all the shop owner’s exorbitant 
asking price, would keep me from that piece of furniture.

Then I discovered that the middle drawer was locked and that the 
shop owner had no key to open it. Far from being dissuaded, I felt further 
compelled. A tilting of the desk indicated something hidden in the drawer. 
Convinced that it was a special message to me — don’t ask me why I would 
imagine such an idea, such an unspiritual person as I am — I bought it, took 
it home, and called in a locksmith.

Within the tightly locked center drawer — it wasn’t quite as difficult 
to break into as the imaginary lock I would later sketch — was a strange, 
anonymous, almost-finished manuscript. Initially, the accidental discovery 
released a torrent of memories; and it inspired me to write the beginning 
of a story, which you’ve just read and which, like many fictional tales, 
represented an almost daring display of true memoir. But, like the writer 
in the Prologue of the work you’re about to read, I encountered numerous 
impasses that kept me from continuing my story. And unlike that writer,  
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I never managed to overcome the obstacles, especially one.
That obstacle was the manuscript, the incredible story of a man, two men, 

who were in many ways similar to me. As I wrung my thoughts to develop 
a story out of the opening paragraphs that I wrote, I came up with nothing. 
I couldn’t create a suitable fiction because my thoughts repeatedly — soon, 
obsessively — fell back on the real manuscript that I had found. I could not 
simply read that story as I would any novel or history, then settle down to 
weave my own stories. That manuscript found in a real drawer was far 
more striking than any fictional manuscript I might fabricate to place in an 
imaginary drawer. My story was doomed to failure because it could never 
compare to its real-life inspiration. And so, these past months, I have been 
spending all of my waking hours rereading the tale of a man named Walker 
T. Middlewheat and a shadow called “L.C.” and considering the many ques-
tions — about itself and about the world it portrayed (my world) — that have 
to be addressed, even though many remain unanswered.

In those months, I’ve learned that physically the manuscript itself — the 
paper, the type, the occasional flourishes of design that its creator showed 
— were all quite ordinary; the manuscript, physically, is a product almost 
anyone could create who had access to a well-supplied stationery store in 
the early 1980s, with no indication it was created with the aid of computers. 
Nothing in the manuscript could ever solidly identify the author of this 
work unless the author’s identity were already known.

I don’t wish to bore you with my own story; my life is a dull one. However 
— to keep my story brief — I returned to the shop where I bought my desk. 
The proprietor was an old man with an interest in making a buck but little 
interest in the history of any item unless that history might aid in a sale or 
increase the item’s value. The desk, by all appearances, had so little value that 
the old guy had difficulty remembering having sold it to me, although he 
had insisted originally that it was rare and merited its steep price. Where he 
found it has become lost forever, buried in an old man’s brain.

All that remained was the manuscript.
I’ve done my best to discover the truth. But I fear I’m not up to the task. I’ve 

been unable to locate the principals in the manuscript or several of the story’s 
main locales. However, I have also been unable to prove whether this means 
that they do not exist or merely that their identities have been disguised.

Some of what I’ve read is true — unaltered fact and straight history . . . the 
Yanomamo and Kreen-Akrore tribes in the Amazon jungles, the resignation 
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of the President in 1974, the television program recounted, Dr. Egas Moniz, 
the Henry Moore statue called Nuclear Power, a pie shop on a side street 
in Kathmandu called the Chi & Pie. Much of the circumstance is merely 
obscure or thinly veiled . . . Maxwell’s Plum restaurant on Manhattan’s East 
Side, the house of the pardesi (whoever he might be) in Nepal’s Langtang 
Valley, a far locale that just in recent days was devastated, almost wiped out, 
by a cataclysmic earthquake. Where I’ve thought it would help the reader 
— and I’ve tried to be judicious in this role — I have provided footnotes to 
clarify points that might otherwise be obscure or be needless obstacles.

But ultimately do such points matter? In one sense, yes, it’s interesting 
to know that the TV program described in Chapter 77 is the fifth show in 
the first season of the original “Outer Limits” science-fiction series, which 
came onto the air in 1963, and that the episode in question was entitled 
“The Sixth Finger.” And it’s striking to learn that the double-feature Walker 
and Mavis see in Chapter 27 was historical fact — showing at that time and 
in the theater described, as was the film they had attended a week earlier. 
Yet do these facts prove the larger truth of the story? Might these details be 
nothing more than trimmings in the context of far more important matters? 
Or possibly the product of obsessive-compulsive research?

I have no answers. I’m just a reader, with my own speculations, interpre-
tations, and conclusions. The thoughts I occasionally give reach no farther 
than my own sphere of knowledge and those of a few friends with whom I’ve 
shared the manuscript. Each reader must decide personally what’s important.

And what of the rest? Does Walker Middlewheat in fact exist? Where 
can one find St. Jude’s asylum, if anywhere? What of Pick Webster’s terrible 
disease? Somewhere hidden in a guarded South American villa, does the 
terrifying Santanasta thrive and create his “art”? And perhaps most of all, 
what of the ever-elusive L.C.?

I confess again: I failed to unearth the answers to most of the many 
questions the story addresses. But I still held a manuscript, which I brought 
to several publishers, eventually finding the company that is producing 
this volume. As the text’s editor, I’ve ordered the chapters in a way I imagine 
may have been the author’s intent. The manuscript  is evidently incomplete, 
random pages located elsewhere or lost accidentally or by design. However, 
it was accompanied by an informal chapter list made by the author or by 
a reader preceding me. It differs in a few respects from what appears here. 
So the order is by no means absolute, as you will soon discover. 
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Is anything absolute? Is anything certain? It’s unmistakable that the 
author’s intent was to tell his story nonlinearly and to lead the reader to 
refer back to earlier sections while progressing through the book, as my own 
experience has proven. To aid in this, I include a Table of Contents, which is 
my creation, not the author’s. I also was tempted to include a basic chronology, 
which I sketched out as I worked on the manuscript to keep from falling 
into utter confusion. However, I have thought better of it; you may wish to 
create one, as I did, or you may wish to lose yourself in the knotting of time.

As I have said, I’ve shown the work to a few readers, confidants who 
aided me immeasurably in noting and checking arcane references that are 
the author’s wont. Without their aid, many minor but unusual facts would 
have remained undiscovered; personally, though I consider myself a percep-
tive reader, I’m not well-read or educated sufficiently to recognize obscure 
literary quotations. (Yet I enjoyed the manuscript, which should encourage 
others like me who view themselves as general readers, not “academics.”)

At the same time as providing their insights, these readers have turned 
to me for advice in the reading. “How should I read this manuscript?” they’ve 
asked. Hearing them all ask that question was irritating — I wanted them to 
judge for themselves as I was forced to — but I also did want to help somehow. 
“With your eyes and your mind,” I would reply. “The guidance can’t come 
from me but from yourself and from the story itself. I’m nothing.”

I admit I glossed over sections myself the first reading, and I’ve never quite 
understood how they fit into the whole, if “a whole” is what this manuscript 
is. Is it the author’s fault or the book’s, or is it mine? In editing this volume I've 
made a few decisions with which some readers will disagree. Most notably, I 
moved a half dozen chapters into an Appendix section. But this isn’t my story. 
I don’t hold the key to the author’s thoughts, enshrouded in mystery as he is.

The book’s title, like the ultimate chapter order as given in the Contents, 
is mine; the manuscript was untitled. Indeed, the title word, incognito, never 
appears in the work. But everything needs a name. Beyond this, I’ve tried to 
intrude as commentator as little as is practical, and only in footnotes, which 
may be unassuming enough to ignore entirely if you wish. It’s only fair. Even 
were I a far more able critic and commentator (and I have already confessed 
to being merely an amateur story writer and antique collector), I could only 
provide one interpretation or viewpoint, when obviously many are possible.

   Matthew edward Kiell, 2015  
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PARt 1
® BOARD IS SET

[It is] a giant miniature, full of 
mirages, of superimposed gardens, 
of games conducted between  
time and space. 

— Jean Cocteau
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InSide
THE

WAlLS

  My mind to me a kingdom is:
       Such perfect joy therein I find.
  As far exceeds all earthly bliss
       That God and Nature hath assigned.
  Though much I have that most would have,
       Yet still my mind forbids to crave.
             — William Byrd,
                 Psalmes & Sonnets, 1588

JANUARY 6, 1984

Though this be method, yet there is madness in ’t. I write mindless 

scribbles on my pad of lined paper.

How true what they say. I am tired. But should I have closed myself 

within a maze of walls? Or should I have found myself a mountaintop retreat,  

as I did once before? I’ve encountered so much change and trauma in 10 

years. Has it really been so long? Fugaces labuntur anni,1 as if only moments 

have passed since I was unthinking, uncaring, scratching by — another 

man from the book-learned, analytical, wealthy man, from the troubled, 

haunted man I am today. Ten years. Has it really been so short? Sometimes 

the minutes lag so, and I am carrying the burden of these mysteries for an 

eternity. The legacy of a madman? Perhaps.

Eternity scares me. The thought of wandering in vast circles without 

purpose, without meaning, forever.

  Quivi sospiri, pianti e alti guai
  risonavan per l’aere sanza stelle,
  per ch’ io al cominciar ne lagrimai.
  Diverse lingue, orribili favelle,
  parole di dolore, accenti d’ ira,

1 “The years glide fleeting by.” — Latin saying.
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  voci alte e f ioche, e suon di man con elle
  facevano un tumulto, il qual s’aggira
  sempre in quell’aura sanza tempo tinta,

  come la rena quando turbo spira.2

Don’t let me be caught in a whirlwind; don’t let me be stranded below a 

starless sky; don’t let me find myself in a dreadful foreign land. Just let me 

find a haven.  

There surely must be far worse places than here at St. Jude’s Hospital. 

Indeed, I’ve glimpsed them, been privy to a revelation of Hell — a personal 

hell and the Hell of humanity — with no hope of communicating it to a soul.

An asylum. Images emerge of straitjackets and water hoses, of padded 

chambers and constant muffled cries, of barely human animals with their 

minds half cut away, of the Marquis de Sade and Nietzsche, of dissident So-

viets muzzled and drugged, of assassins, mad bombers, and 1,000 deluded 

unfortunates all claiming to be the Lord Christ. Though asylum conjures 

these horrible images, the definition sounds fine enough: “An inviolable 

place of refuge and protection giving shelter . . . sanctuary.”  Nothing about 

the insane until the very end. Anyway, I can leave whenever I wish, no 

strings attached. I’m not insane. I’m kept here by my own fear and confu-

sion, because I’m too tired and turned around.

Lazy doodles. I continue to scribble. I keep repeating that silly, topsy-

turvy phrase. Though this be method . . .

Eventually something will follow that line. Then I will start my tale. 

Until then it simmers in my head, a prisoner of my mind.

One especially literate psychiatrist — perhaps in this very sanctuary 

— presents an interesting view about the Prince of Denmark. As the good 

doctor sees it, Prince Hamlet suffered from a Ganser’s state: He was a mad-

man who, in his derangement, considering himself a sane man (and what 

2  “There sighs, lamentations, and loud wailings resounded through the starless air, 

so that at first it made me weep; strange tongues, horrible language, words of pain, 

tones of anger, voices loud and hoarse, and with these the sound of hands, made a 

tumult which is whirling always through that air forever dark, as sand eddies in a 

whirlwind.” —  Dante’s Inferno, Canto III, 22–30 (Sinclair prose translation)
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madman doesn’t?) , feigns lunacy to confuse those of the Danish court; the 

calculated insanity of the insane.

Finding myself here in this establishment for the rest and recovery of the 

mind, such seemingly outlandish theories, peripheral conjectures, become 

far less strange. In fact, they become quite sensible. Madness is really such a 

normal part of life — so much a part of our art, literature, philosophy. Quem 
vult perdere Fortuna prius dementat.3 Fortune keeps herself busy. Hamlet 

caught in a vicious circle of his own madness — manipulator and puppet, 

conspirator and victim, man and boy, and as one author suggests, both his 

own son and father. He may seem to be in a unique labyrinth of insanity, in 

a Shakespearean puzzle beyond the reach of any real man; he is, however, 

no different from us all. But out there in our Western, middle-class society, 

we submerge the mad impulse and brand it. I’m so glad I escaped it once, 

even if in so doing I still had to face my own demons; I’m so glad I’ve found 

this second chance. Out in America’s cities, towns, and farms it’s so easy to 

hide or dismiss the madness. It’s easy to hide in a cabin by a lake where no 

one will ask any questions. But here . . . Ah, here it can’t be so easily hidden, 

for within these walls the world has sequestered its madness and distress. 

Only here does one find the sacrificed virgin chasing the Minotaur. Only here 

does the Mafekind Night of our souls have the chance to spill over into the 

next morning’s daylight. What better place to purge myself of my haunting 

memories and discover my identity anew.

Many an hour have I spent already in the few weeks I’ve been here, 

relaxing on the grassy lawns of the hospital. My doctors’ prescription 

includes long hours of fresh air, long strolls about the institution’s grounds, 

every opportunity to rest and refresh the mind.

Airing my soul, I find myself open to daydreams involving these 

grounds. The lawn-mowing tractors crisscross one particular lawn, leaving 

a huge chessboard of light and dark green squares. From the nearby 

hill where I like to sit, it’s easy to general the troops — foot-soldier pawns, 

mounted knights in clinking chain mail, turrets, enthroned monarchs,  

red-robes ecclesiasts — moving strategically, jousting, conferring, retreating, 

and crashing forth with the final charge. Until I came here I failed to 

3 “Whom Fortune wishes to destroy she first makes mad.” — Publilius Syrus.
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understand that the game is real and that reality is such a game.

Down from that same hill but along a different slope is a beautiful rose 

garden, a place for the doctors and the less dangerous patients to walk and 

relax. Its appearance reminds me of an old German silent-film classic (though 

the name slips my mind) that has a garden like this one.4 The gravel paths 

wind in symmetrical patterns along long walls of high rose hedges, many 

of them eventually leading to an open circle at the core.

Nothing pleases me more than my hours spent ambling along the rose 

garden paths, shuffling my feet over the stones, finding my way to the center 

of the array of bushes and trellises, where I can sit thinking and trying to 

reorganize and make sense of the many events in my life.

Even there in that garden, though, life catches up with you.

Several times I’ve found Dr. Tolliver relaxing there, or his new assistant, 

Dr. Ashby, who arrived at his job soon after I arrived. If I find Dr. Ashby,  

I rarely sit down. He makes me uncomfortable. Extremely uncomfortable.  

His outward appearance is quite average — average height and weight, much 

like me, unassuming mannerisms, a flat quiet voice almost affected in its 

calm. Once or twice I’ve felt I was peering into a mirror when I chanced 

upon him unexpectedly face to face. But more often I’ve merely felt the eerie 

sensation that I’ve met Dr. Ashby before, perhaps many times. But I force 

the thought from my mind. Even if it were true, it shouldn’t matter. But 

something in the shade of his eyes, in the contour of his cheekbone, in the 

shape of his fingernails, is painfully familiar. If it is him, . . . No. Here in the 

light of day it is impossible for me to pinpoint, impossible to connect it with 

what had only been found beneath a shroud or in the shadows.

Similar feelings don’t touch me with Dr. Tolliver, however. He is warm, 

relaxed, and comfortingly paternal.

The doctor recently found me in the garden. I was reading Borges stories. 

We talked of the Argentinean writer, falling into a conversation about one 

tale dealing with chess. The doctor mentioned he was interested in my 

little fantasy of the chess board. He said he was an aficionado of the game 

himself and would love the opportunity to play me. We could do so there 

on the bench at the center of the garden; then he could see how I played.

4 A cinephile friend suggests the 1920 German silent film The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari.
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Only after much prodding did I consent to play. But most of our games 

are short. The doctor presses each match to a firm conclusion — a checkmate 

or a resolute, superior position. I resist. Never let games wind down to such 

an end. What is an endgame — in chess, in life, in art — but a metaphorical 

pulling of teeth? Useful perhaps. But painful and real in the most banal 

senses. One may argue it's necessary, but must we witness it? Is it not best 

left imaginary? Endgames. Best left to the imagination, to the realm of 

possibility. Best not played out, drawn out, and real. But still, I must say, the 

games we do play have been stimulating. His game is pure textbook, as you 

might expect of a man of science. My style is humanistic — the pieces move 

by the rules of medieval battle as do the live players on my fantasy board.

Lord knows, I’ve lost many a game with my strategy: The chess board is 

the world, the pieces are phenomena of the universe, the rules of the game 

are what we call the laws of Nature. The player on the other side is hidden 

from us. I have to play as if the pieces live. The knights cantering about the 

board, forever courting danger, always but a jump from disaster; the pawns’ 

slow but inexorable march forward, selflessly sacrificing themselves for the 

goals of a grander plan; and the mysterious king whose presence defines 

the game and whose fall cuts everything short. It’s all alive. Cuando los ju-
gadores se hayan ido, Cuando el tiempo los haya consumido, Ciertamente 
no habra cesado el rito.5

Daydreaming and relaxing games of chess can only be temporary 

diversions. Questions pound within me. Who is this one — if who or one — 

who has followed me, led me, turned my brain into his experiment, played  

Dr. Frankenstein without ever touching a surgical knife? Is he my own 

shadow, no more no less, or a shadow of himself, or a single shadow of many 

men? Or is he many shadows of a single man, perched in the light of many 

spotlights aimed from many angles? Have all the multitude of questions 

cast my way been begging for answers, or have they been a massive web 

forming one vast rhetorical question? Who is my mystery man, this tether-

less, rootless being; what is the mystery; is the mystery within me? Is it even 

fair that I ask, Who am I?

5 “When the players have departed, / And when time has consumed them, / Surely, 

the ritual will not have ended.” — Jorge Luis Borges, “Ajedrez,” lines 9–11.
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By what right should I be allowed to throw myself into this indecision 

and confusion, so deeply that I must come here for a time? Who has the right?

Yes, I know. Calm yourself. Relax. Think back to a simpler, less cluttered 

time in life. Think back, to childhood and a happier time. The beginning of 

life without a care or thought, resting in that slumber for more than 20 years. 

More than two decades of mindlessness, protected from the world and best 

forgotten. To those who are awake, there is one ordered universe. 

										6	

Those words of Heraclitus seemed so very true when I first read them, fil-

tered through poor translation, nine long years ago. Ha!

And then somewhere along the way I was dragged into a funhouse 

where reality was pulled from before my eyes every moment; where real-

ity and fantasy met; where a father, no father, babbled like an infant; where 

a brother, no brother, insinuated his claims; where my birth came, then 

returned a year later; where I am left to ponder who am “I” however far 

away I run . . . where every shadow thinly veils the answer to my dreams.

My mind is playing tricks, I sometimes hear myself saying. The mind, the 

brain, 10 billion neurons constantly flashing, is a marvel I will never fully 

fathom . . . my father lies; of his bones are coral made. Nothing of him that 

doth fade, but doth suffer a sea-change into something rich and strange.7 

Yes, strange; his brain, a shadow’s brain, my brain, all impossible to enter, 

though the Frankensteins have done their best. This must be more than 

my own mind’s tricks. It is not merely my doing. It is beyond one man to 

create such a fiction all in his mind. And I didn’t start it.

A man I wouldn’t recognize on a well-lit boulevard, though I’ve met him 

a thousand times and I could sense his sudden presence in a pitch-black 

alley, forced me into this maze.

Damn him. Why didn’t he leave me to my sleep, to my girlfriend and 

my drinking companions, to my silly games and absurd superstitions, now 

6 “To those who are awake, there is one ordered universe.” — Heraclitus, fragment 89, 

which ends: “. . . whereas in sleep each person turns away to his own private universe.”

7  William Shakespeare, The Tempest , Act I, scene 2, excerpts of “Ariel’s Song,” with a 

corruption of the word thy to my.
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long gone? Why did he need me to join his search for forgotten ancestors? 

What made him think I’d want the pain of knowledge? Sometimes I feel 

I can only damn him. But then I know he has already experienced such a 

fate. He’s a lost cause, a lost child searching for continuity and security, for a 

thread to follow, for a strand of breadcrumbs out of the forest. Or so I think.

My story, if ever I come to write it, what will it look like? I fear I might 

recognize myself in it.

And so it is time for another day, another treatment, another brush with 

my own being and with all of those still inhabiting my thoughts.

Never have I felt so great an urge to sit at my writing table, in my bare 

sanatorium room, in the large dormitory, among these lawns and trees and 

bushes and paths. Never have I wished so much to capture my thoughts 

on paper so that I might not have to dwell in my mind any longer. Never 

have I felt there are so many questions to answer.
¿Que trama es esta del sera, del es y del fue? ¿Que rio es este por el 

cual corre el Ganges? ¿Que rio es este cuya fuente es inconcebible? Es inutil 

que duerma. Acaso el manantial esta en mi. Acaso de mi sombra surgen, 

fatales e ilusorios, los dias8 . . . How could Borges, blind now for so many 

years, have imagined these words; how does he see so clearly and fly ever 

upward, whereas I, even with my intellect now soaring, feel like Icarus  

after the water has consumed him and begun to calm? The fallen figure, full 

fathom five, plunges deep into the sea, into total darkness. The wax of his  

melted wings is cooled by the rush of water and hardens again against 

the skin	of his flailing arms; what was once his liberation is now his chain. 

He gasps once more for air; but there is no air to breathe. Time is slipping 

away and he must fight to live; he must choose a direction. Confused, 

unsure which way is up, he begins to swim. . . . How did I come to where I 

am today? I scribble some more on a page. Though this be method, yet there 

is madness . . .

8  “What web is this of what will be, what is, and what was? What river is this through 

which the Ganges courses? What river is this whose source is unconceivable? It’s 

useless to sleep. Perhaps the source is in me. Perhaps from my shadow the days arise, 

relentless and unreal . . .” — from the poem “Heráclito,” Jorge Luis Borges
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PARt 2
OPENING

Clown:  Madman, thou errest. I say 
there is no darkness but ignorance, 
in which thou art more puzzled 
than the Egyptians in their fog.

    — Twelfth Night, Act IV, scene 2
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 Unborn, Unoriginated, Unformed.
 — Gautama Buddha’s description
      of that which the Universe is  
      the ever-changing expression 1
APRIL 15, 1974, 9:20 AM

He sat in the private office at the back of the cramped Editorial Department 

of Metrotime magazine. From appearances he was exactly the sort you’d ap-

proach on a street to ask directions. He seemed slight and small; his features 

were smooth yet well-defined, crisp, orderly. In fact, he wasn’t slight at all, 

but compact and rocklike.

The handset of his telephone rested on the desk so he wouldn’t be dis-

turbed as he examined the copy. Without looking from the paper, he pressed 

the intercom button.

Like most editors-in-chief, Anson Graves was a man with many thoughts 

on his mind. Not the least of his problems was that his magazine, along 

with his position, was in jeopardy. Metrotime, in its few years of life, had 

always struggled — for an identity, for a readership, for advertisers. It had 

followed a middle-of-the-road path from the start — in its politics, in its 

subject matter, in its style and tone. And in the middle of the road it had 

found mediocrity. The magazine sadly lacked a clear voice or philosophy, 

and for that it was now on the brink of extinction. In fact, in the past week, 

an ultimatum had come down from the committee of owners: the publica-

tion was on its final trial.

Every decision Graves made would either push Metrotime away from or 

nearer the edge. But he had to do something to alter the inertia, the stifling 

indifference, that had set in; the magazine was rolling steadily toward ruin.

Of course, if the publication did die, Graves would find a new home soon 

enough — he was a fighter — and he assumed, to the degree he thought about 

it, that most of the staff were of his ilk and would find something eventually.

“Yes, Mr. Graves? You buzzed for me?” The office receptionist had stepped 

into the doorway.
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“Where in hell is Middlewheat!” Graves’ features turned brittle as he glared 

at the young woman, who was hoping for a quick getaway from the office.

“Walker? He’s not in the office.”

“I know that. That’s why I’m asking you, fool! Is he out running a message 

somewhere?”

“I don’t think so.”

“In another department?”

“I’m not sure.”

“Getting coffee for someone?”

“Not that I know of, sir.”

“Anything the hell at all to do with the operation of this rag?”

“I really wouldn’t know,” she said, “but not that I’m aware of.”

“I hired you, dammit, to know that crap.” He turned from her — his signal 

that she should leave — and peered out the window. “Damned jackass kid,” 

Graves mumbled. “If it weren’t for his father’s threats I’d never have even 

hired him.” He wrote himself a note — “Ax W.M. soon.” He took the scrap of 

paper and slammed it onto a spike holding a pile several inches high of notes. 

The note came down atop another in the same vein written a few minutes 

earlier concerning a staff writer named Richman. He never checked a slip 

after slamming it onto the spike; but he knew exactly how many were there 

for each person, and when there were too many that person was gone.

“Mr. Graves?”

“Whaaat!” His features snapped brittle again as he stared up at the young 

woman, back again by the door, half hidden.

At his tone the receptionist flinched and stepped back involuntarily.

“Goddammit, what?”

“Uh, . . . telephone.”

“Over me or under me?”

“I don’t know. I asked him who he was, but he was very evasive. I don’t 

know the voice; it’s sort of distant.”

“If it’s a member of the board, tell him to wait. Damned board members 

— refusing to identify themselves. Just a pack of pompous profiteers. They 

can wait. Don’t say how long. If it’s anyone else, tell him to tie himself in a 

knot and screw himself.”

“I’ll tell him you’re not in.” Graves had given such vulgar responses before, 

and she hated it every time. Instead of adjusting to the job and the abuse, she 
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was becoming more and more nervous. Graves’ unpredictable outbursts left 

her feeling increasingly vulnerable, his meek appearance making his grating 

invective that much more difficult to accept. This was already her third job 

in New York since moving from northwestern New Jersey the year before. 

After two months at Metrotime, she was seriously considering quitting this 

job and the city and trying her luck in Philadelphia.

“What is it?” Graves said impatiently when the receptionist reappeared.

“He says he has a story for the magazine.”

“So he isn’t a board member.”

“No, sir.”

“Too bad. I had some kind thoughts to blow their way.”

“But the man says what he has will make a great story.”

“Why didn’t you hang up?”

She said nothing in reply, but her sheepish, slightly fearful look said, I’m 

sorry but I’m not like you; I couldn’t do such a thing.

“A crackpot?” Graves said after a moment.

“Maybe, sir. You’re probably a better judge of that than I. But he didn’t 

sound crazy.”

“The worst kind, the kind who look and sound sane but aren’t. What else 

did he say? Anything?”

“Just something about an interview.”

“Another damned freelancer peddling crap.”

“If you ask me, I think he wants to be interviewed.”

Graves paused. “What the hell. Put him through. Which line?” He hit one 

of the flashing buttons, silently lifted the handset, and listened for well over 

a minute. As he was about to speak, the operator broke in: “Deposit another 

dime for the next two minutes.” The caller said nothing, but the sound of a 

dropping coin followed. “Thank you,” the operator said.

“Who are you?” Graves asked without introduction.

“Are you Graves, managing editor of Metrotime magazine?”

“His assistant. And you?”

“L.C. Just call me L.C., for the moment.”

“Elsie? Like the cow?” Graves said.

“No jokes, okay. Initials. L period C period.” The voice did indeed sound 

distant, muffled, as the receptionist had noted. Graves jotted down “long 

distance” on his notepad. Then he remembered the operator, scratched out 
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the note, and wrote “10¢/3 min — local, in the city. Masking voice.”

”Listen, . . . L.C. Could you hold on a moment? I have an urgent call.”

“No, but . . .”

“Just a moment, okay.” He pressed Hold without waiting for a response, 

then pushed the intercom button for the receptionist. “Follow my call, write 

everything down! And don’t forget the muzzle. The last time the guy heard ev-

erything in the office, heard your damned breathing, and threatened to sue.”

She fumbled through her desk, searching out the padded piece that 

fit over the phone mouthpiece. Why didn’t this place at least have modern 

eavesdropping equipment? she thought. And why did she have to do such 

things? And what if a phone call came in or if a visitor entered the office 

while she was frantically transcribing the conversation on the phone? Her 

job description said “reception” not “deception.” She would definitely have 

to find other employment, one with a higher moral standard.

“Dammit. Quick. This jerk won’t hang on all day.”

Deep at the back of the drawer she felt the piece, pulled it out, forced it 

into place, and depressed the lit button on her phone. Graves clicked back 

to the call in time to hear the operator demand another 10¢.

“I can call you back, L.C. What’s your . . .”

“No thanks. I have dimes. Lots of them. Don’t worry.”

“But it’s no trouble.”

“No. I just want to set up an interview with your magazine. It’ll be unique. 

You won’t find anyone like me, at least no one who will be willing to talk.”

“What about you?”

“I’m unknown.”

“Aren’t we all.”

“No, all of you aren’t. I know what you mean — your anonymous, huddled 

masses yearning to breathe free and all that shit. That isn’t what I mean. 

You’re all quite known, from the instant you’re born. For instance, your 

boss, Mr. Graves, is 48. He is 5-foot-1 and, as of last year, 120 pounds. He was 

born in Montpelier, New Hampshire. In the past 12 years he has worked as a 

senior editor for seven magazines and newspapers; the six before Metrotime 
have folded. Most of his employees, past and present, including you prob-

ably, would willingly put a contract out on him if they could get away with 

it and knew how to put out a contract. I could tell them how, by the way.  

A few might not even care about having to get away with it.”
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“I don’t have to waste my time with slanderers.”

“I guess you don’t, Mr. Graves — see, I know it’s you — but I could recite 

your life history within 24 hours. If you want me to unearth the slime and 

dregs, the spice and dirt of it, 48 hours. It’s all there in black and white. You 

should know that well, Mr. Graves; you’re a journalist. Everything is there 

in black and white. . . . But I’m not. That’s why you might say I’m so colorful. 

An interview, then? What do you think?”

“What the hell should I think? You haven’t told me anything.”

“Oh, I’ve told you plenty. Some people hide away, run away, change their 

identities, go undercover to play spy games. But on the books of the world, 

Mr. Graves, I’m just not here. Not for a moment — not the real me; just oc-

casional impersonations. In the entire world, I’m invisible.”

“It’s not worth it. There’s no story there.”

“Think about it, Graves. Entirely anonymous. You could never trace me. 

I can steal, I can kill, I can be whatever I choose to be. Change from day to 

day or even hour to hour, walk through a door as one person and come into 

the next room another. And I have stolen. Everything I’ve gotten in life I’ve 

stolen or lied to get. I’ve slept with people — dozens, hundreds of people. And 

I’ve killed men and women, watched young girls die.”

“How many?”

“Nine or 10. But that’s just the tip of the iceberg.”

“It’s bullshit.”

“Of course it isn’t. But I’m not going to give it all away now, Graves. That’s 

the purpose of the interview. There may be some people like me in this 

world, but you’ll never find one who will talk. . . . You have to take chances, 

Mr. Graves. You’re heading a troubled magazine.”

Graves went silent, and scribbled another note: “Insider? Knows maga-

zine’s troubles.” Except for slight breathing sound against the mouthpiece, 

the line was quiet. As each new minute passed, the caller said “Thinking?” 

and a brusque “Uh-huh” clipped from Graves’s mouth.

“Okay,” Graves said finally. “We have hit some rough times. Where do you 

want to meet? Why don’t you come up to the magazine this afternoon?”

“Of course not. No, not today. And on my terms, my turf. I need time to 

prepare. It’ll be tomorrow. I’ll leave a message at 4:30 where it’ll be.”

“Leave the message for Richman,” Graves said. “He’s between assignments. 

He’s fairly new with us, but he’s a good man. Been in the business for 12 years.”
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“No, I don’t want Richman.”

“You know him? What the hell’s wrong with him? Don’t tell me who to 

send. Be glad I agreed to anything.”

“Not Richman. He can write it up, but I don’t want to meet him. I want 

someone younger and more impressionable, someone who’s still receptive.”

“Richman.”

“You can see the crust covering the guy. The moss is reaching his knees 

already. You have a young guy working for your magazine — Middlewheat. 

I’ll talk to him. Good kid.”

“What! He’s not a writer; he’s a slouch. He wouldn’t listen to you unless 

you had a tip on a race at Belmont or an opinion on last night’s Mets game. 

And he’s only an office boy, and a bad one at that.”

“Maybe I do have a tip for him. Middlewheat or, as you’d say, screw it. 

As I said, I don’t care if someone else prepares the questions, but I’ll talk to 

him, only him.”

“Why him?”

“You can afford to spare an office boy, right?”

Graves knew he could spare Walker. If anything, having him actually 

doing some work would be a welcome change. “Walker’s busy,” he said.

“Change it. I like him, and I have a story you want.”

Graves hung up.

“Get all that?” Graves yelled as he neared the reception desk. “Did he say 

anything after I hung up?”

“No, but I heard a voice in the background that sounded like that news-

paper vendor near the building entrance.”

“Downstairs?” He looked to the far end of the editorial department, where 

a small group of staff were gathered, but he didn’t see Walker there. “Where 

in hell is Walker?”

“Oh, he said he was going out for a coffee break. Left about 15 minutes 

ago. He should be back in a few minutes.”

“He was here and out again?”

“Yes.”

“Find him — and Richman, too.”
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 2
A stable of minor characters without a story — aimless reprobates, all, 

without purpose or direction — all assembled by grand workings of chance 

at a single time in a single suite of offices of a third-rate magazine called 

Metrotime, with an unimpressive past and a questionable future.

✴       ✴       ✴

What was it about the interview offered by the anonymous man that ap-

pealed to Graves, caught his imagination despite its sketchiness and unreli-

ability? On its face, nothing. Graves’ rational, professional side told him to 

dismiss the silly idea of granting this man an interview. But beneath the 

surface, Graves had already decided otherwise. Perhaps it was that he saw 

a reflection of his magazine in this man — an entity without a clear direc-

tion or purpose, without an established identity. Perhaps it was the caller’s 

vague sketch of being able to do anything, investigate any corner of life, be 

anyone; Graves had often told people that that was why he had continued 

the family tradition of journalism, that it was the only occupation where 

the entire world was its subject, where his view of the world wouldn’t be 

restricted and narrowed automatically.

Graves had accepted the editor-in-chief job at Metrotime four years 

earlier because he imagined he had finally found the vehicle to accomplish 

his dream. Metrotime was a project started with no clear aims in mind. The 

investors who joined together to back it wished merely to take advantage of 

an expanding magazine market. If it succeeded, they would be publishing 

moguls; if it failed, they had a tax shelter. But no one had a clear conception 

of what Metrotime was to be.

Each investor had his pet ideas, and conveyed them to Graves. The 

schemes were always vague — mere caprices, mere wishes. Metrotime should 

emulate one magazine, it should attack another; it should be reactionary, 

it should be liberal; evangelical, ecumenical; trendy or even trendsetting, 
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conservative; a champion of subjectivity and opinion, a pillar of dispassion-

ate observation and objectivity. Though the ideas were invariably vague, the 

threats were crystal clear if Graves failed to follow the advice. Metrotime 
could be and was anything and everything simultaneously, and so it was 

nothing. It became a frivolous game among the controlling interests, a petty 

battlefield of wealthy men’s philosophies. And the Metrotime staff were 

pawns, left to cope with chaos.

It was not a stable working environment that would attract the best in 

the field. And so the staff was an ever-changing group of journeyman jour-

nalists and office workers, a revolving door that further exacerbated any 

efforts to create a coherent image for the publication. There were only two 

exceptions. The first was the arts columnist, Lee Webster, who had joined 

the staff at the magazine’s inception and created his own niche and the only 

area in which Metrotime carried any real weight or credit.

Webster was known to everyone as “Pick,” a nickname attached to him 

more than a dozen years earlier at college because of his gaunt, toothpick 

stature, 125 pounds stretched over more than six feet — his sharp features, 

and those piercing sky-blue eyes that sparkled all the more in contrast to 

his shock of black hair and his black beard.

Pick was the only binding force in a fragmented office of tiny cliques, 

the only person who crossed from group to group, and the only one who 

was unintimidated by Graves and could address him as an equal. Pick was 

literate and extroverted, thoroughly educated in the arts and literature, al-

ways enthusiastic about discussing any aspect of culture. He had the perfect 

critic’s personality — confident and authoritative whenever he wrote. In the 

flesh this translated into frequent longwindedness, into lapses of academic 

pedantry, and he was too quick to broaden other people’s knowledge by 

sharing and displaying some of his. But these were modest faults. His two 

great prides were his disastrously disheveled desk and a massive historical 

novel he had been writing now for five years.

Unfortunately, Pick had been absent since mid-February. He had fallen 

from a ladder while fixing the crumbling brick chimney of his parents’ 

home near Philadelphia. He had suffered a broken arm, a fractured hip, 

and a severe concussion. In the hospital his progress had been slow, and 

every few days a new minor but aggravating complication had disrupted 

his recovery. His presence was missed.
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 The precarious, transient existence for most of those at Metrotime was 

exemplified by the fact that the senior writer in the past month had been 

the writer named Richman, who had joined the staff in late November.

Nicholas Richman was the personality columnist, but his own personality 

was vague. The forms and résumé in the Metrotime files said he was born in 

New York City on November 26, 1942. He was 5' 9"  and 140 pounds, with light 

brown eyes, and straight short, light-brown hair. According to the driver’s 

license in his wallet, issued a few weeks before he arrived at the magazine, he 

was 5' 11", weighed 155 pounds, and was born on February 28, 1947 in Bemidji, 

Minnesota. His hair was brown, but his eyes were listed as hazel.

It was difficult to know Richman’s eye color behind the darkly tinted eye-

glasses he always wore. He explained that he suffered from an eye problem 

that left him sensitive to the sun and to fluorescent light. The glasses were a 

crowning touch to a strange face dominated by a large, asymmetrical nose 

that appeared to have been broken at least once if not more often.

After an exemplary probation period, Richman settled into a pattern of 

erratic performance, coming to the office irregularly and spending much 

of his time at a bar some blocks from the magazine. His mind seemed to be 

elsewhere. He stayed aloof from his co-workers, and Pick was the only one 

with whom he’d struck up a friendship.

At this moment, early on Monday, April 15, 1974, Richman was nowhere 

to be seen. Like Middlewheat.

Walker Middlewheat was the office boy and messenger, the second 

exception among the staff’s ever-changing ranks. But Walker’s position as 

an office hand for the magazine staff separated him from the rest of the 

personnel, making him a sort of occidental untouchable, and he demon-

strated absolutely no inclination to climb out of his lowly position. He was 

a young man who showed occasional sparks of interest in the world and 

slight flashes of competence and organization in his job, but only rarely. He 

viewed his office assignments primarily as petty annoyances disrupting a 

well-established routine of betting and girl watching.

In general the staff observed and reinforced Walker’s unofficial “untouch-

able” status by ignoring his presence, relegating him to the shadowed world 

of a subservient species. He reciprocated willingly, unthinking, for he found 

little in any of the staff to interest or appeal to him.

Here, again, Pick was an exception. Whereas everyone else reacted to 
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Walker by acting as if he were invisible, Pick saw an unaffected intelligence. 

At the same time, he could see that Walker rarely wished to impress people 

with it, as so many people do, and in fact barely wished to exert it beyond 

the unpressing needs of his everyday existence. In Walker, Pick saw an Eliza 

Doolittle; and, always a man looking for an intellectual challenge, Pick natu-

rally cast himself as Henry Higgins.

A second exception to Walker’s isolation was Tara Wilkinson, the recep-

tionist, just seen suffering Anson Graves’ barrages. She was the most recent 

arrival into Metrotime’s fractured world, new to and as yet uneducated in 

the rules of the environment — an outsider herself, and the only person both 

younger than Walker and not indoctinated by a college education.

Tara had come to New York from northwestern  New Jersey to become a 

“working girl.” Her rural corner of New Jersey held little promise, and within 

a year of escaping from high school, she left for the big city. Although not yet 

21, she was a wandering soul like all the others at Metrotime, having already 

moved through several jobs and several boyfriends, restless and unsatisfi-

able, and at the same time — still retaining the old-fashioned values instilled 

in her by her upbringing — searching vainly for security and Mr. Right.

Only recently, Tara had noticed, to her amusement, that Walker had 

begun to flirt with her in an adolescent fashion, even crossing the invisible 

line of overt sexual overtures. She liked Walker, although he seemed nar-

row and naive. Despite what she considered to be her better judgment, she 

even found herself attracted to him. Maybe one of these times, when Walker 

made a move, she would invite him out for margheritas, her favorite drink.

What the high-strung receptionist didn’t know was what she represented 

to Walker. She was an object of rebellion, disequilibrium, and confusion. Her 

short blonde hair, light complexion, and small figure contrasted so greatly 

with his girlfriend’s waist-length fiery red hair, tanned skin, and chesty, cur-

vaceous, Playboy body. It went against all of the instincts Walker thought an 

average American boy with a normal sex drive was supposed to have. But 

somehow Mavis, who Walker had known since he could first remember, and 

who had been his girlfriend for the past several years, had begun to seem 

oppressive and unreal. Tara was a refreshing escape.

✴       ✴       ✴

So who was Walker Middlewheat that, despite being the most insignifi-

cant person at Metrotime, the mysterious L.C. would ask that he be the one 
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on the staff that the magazine send the be the interviewer?

Born on Long Island, on January 6, 1951. Height: 5 ' 9 1/2". Weight: 158 

pounds. Average build with slightly broad shoulders. Eyes: dark brown. Hair: 
straight, light brown, typically long and unstyled in the way prevalent in 

the early ’70s, long slightly down-pointing sideburns. Complexion: slightly 

dark with only vestiges of teenage acne. Clean-shaven. Had a pair of glasses 

for very slight nearsightedness, which he never bothered to wear. An only 

child fawned over by his mother. These were the basic facts.

There was nothing distinctive or remarkable in his features, except a 

scar to the side of his right eye that wasn’t even visible until one examined 

him closely. Combining all of that with his long, slightly disheveled hair in 

no particular style (so typical of kids of the time) and with a nondescript 

wardrobe that neither stood out as fashionable nor outlandish nor anything 

but uninterestingly functional, a way of dress that was entirely forgettable, 

Walker Middlewheat was the sort of person who could, and did, easily blend 

into a crowd and disappear.

The résumé of Walker’s life was marred by few unusual events; from 

his birth in 1951 until that moment, his biography, in its general contours, 

fit millions of other people.

His family home, in the middle-class suburbs of Long Island, was a 

comfortable but dull structure built just after World War II. The furniture 

was “early American,” although in its mass-market stylelessness it evoked 

no period, as only items from the late ’40s and the ’50s could. Step into the 

Middlewheat home, and you would be struck first by a sense of order and 

comfort and then perhaps by a sensation of emptiness — not physical emp-

tiness, for the house was by no means unfilled, but an immaculate lack of 

character that extended far beyond the furniture.

On a wall in the kitchen, above the early American–style wood veneer 

cabinets, was a sign carved in wood by an assembly-line craftsman: “Greta’s 

kitchen.” An old A.M. radio — a square box of off-white plastic with a large 

round dial and elongated numerals — sat at one corner of the counter look-

ing as clean and unblemished as it had the day it was bought almost 25 

years earlier. Every surface was spotless — no food, glasses, plates, or utensils 

anywhere but in drawers or cupboards, where they belonged.

You would see few books in the house, nor would you see any paintings 

or any other sort of art whatsoever. A copy of the 1949 edition of the World 
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Book Encyclopedia sat on the livingroom shelf, but on examination one 

would find that the thinnest layer of dust, always exactly corresponding to 

the length of time since Mrs. Middlewheat last dusted, covered the books. 

Closer examination would show that few volumes had ever had their bind-

ings bent by so much as a single use. It was a middle-class ornament, and 

had been untouched in years, save by Greta and her Endusted rag.

Other than that closed encyclopedia you would find few books — no 

novels, no histories, not even popular romances or paperback mysteries; 

none were to be found in the Middlewheat household. You would see news-

papers — the sports, comics, horoscope, and TV sections — strewn about 

after recent handling by Walker or his father, otherwise neatly piled by Mrs. 

Middlewheat. The rest of the daily newspapers she carefully placed in a 

pile used for wrapping trash, for the garden, or for Walker’s father’s projects 

down in his private workshop.

Ubiquitous were the neat stacks of women’s magazines in one corner 

of the livingroom and on a table in the kitchen. Greta Middlewheat would 

spend much of her spare hours during the day, when not attending to her 

home, perusing the magazines like bibles, looking for new recipes to give 

to her family or to make for her clubs. And as Walker grew up he emulated 

his mother, his own magazines being devoted to sports.

What might strike you, nebulously yet definitely, if you stayed long 

enough in the Middlewheat household was a curious lack of communica-

tion. Anywhere. No letters to or from friends or relatives. No notes written 

to one another, no scratched-out reminders for themselves. Nor, until Walker 

became a teenager, did the sound of the telephone more than rarely disturb 

the tranquility of the Middlewheat household.

As you walked into the hallway, you would see family mementos, the 

sole ornaments on the walls — trophies, framed tourist posters and family 

photographs. Particularly in the hallway, you found photos — several dozen. 

There were photos of Walker in numerous sports uniforms, for he had been 

an avid athlete throughout his school years. There were a few pictures of 

the whole family at amusement parks and birthday parties, and shots of 

Mrs. Middlewheat out back in the yard lovingly caring for her prize-winning 

rose bushes. There was a picture of Greta talking across a picket fence to 

her neighbor and only close friend, Anna Gimbel, while Walker, perhaps 

two years old, poked through the fence at an infant Mavis. Most of all, there 
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were the many photos of Walker in every sports uniform from Pee Wee Little 

League through high school, with his strongest fan, his mother, at his side 

in every shot. And finally, there was a large black-and-white photograph of 

the Middlewheat threesome, the parents bundled in winter coats in front of 

the local movie theater, holding a well-wrapped baby just a few weeks old.

Walker’s father was a New York City police detective. Detective Middle-

wheat’s many decorations covered a wall of the livingroom, attesting to 

almost 30 years as one of the City’s finest detectives — an intuitive, gung-ho 

cop, a huge monument of a man. Back in 1949, the year before his parents 

married and two years before Walker was born, he had established his 

reputation for a lifetime by cracking the case of the most celebrated bank 

robber and killer of the period. But around his family, inside his house, never 

a word was spoken of his job or about police work in general. Little, in fact, 

was spoken of Detective Middlewheat himself, who remained a mysterious, 

distant, yet always benevolent and generous father. His presence was mostly 

noted in the faint hammering away of his undiscussed tensions behind a 

locked door in his basement workshop, where he sequestered himself for 

much of the time when he was not on the job in New York City. What Walker 

knew about his father’s profession came not from his father but entirely 

through the television screen. To Walker, the Detective was a vague combi-

nation of Columbo, Matt Dillon, and Superman.

Walker’s mother was a typical ’50s housewife — a reflection of the TV 

mothers of “Leave It to Beaver” or “Donna Reed” — a custodial, maternal 

breed without outside ambitions or cares beyond her family and home, 

the “Queen for a Day” type, a species that recently entered eclipse, though 

too late to effect Mrs. Middlewheat. The most important thing in life was 

raising, nurturing, and protecting her child.

Walker himself spent most of his childhood on the quiet side street 

in front of his house, involved in one or another informal ballgame. As a 

student, lackluster would be a generous description; he paid attention just 

enough to keep from failing, although he often did well in mathematics 

simply because of a natural facility.

Walker rarely delved into life’s inner workings and mysteries, except the 

mysteries of astrology and the mysteries of sports — its trivia, its statistics, and 

the sports themselves. He had grown not so much into a man as a big kid 

— content with surface, with a life lacking challenge, with a good, sanguine 
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hamburger for lunch while perusing the sports pages and the horoscopes.

When Walker squeaked by high school, graduating without distinction 

and with no consideration of continuing on to any sort of higher education, 

his father pulled strings, calling in favors from various supervisors on the 

New York City shipping docks. Walker found himself moving away from 

home to work as a longshoreman, moving into a comfortable, low-rent 

apartment near the docks, also secured through his father’s finagling.

But Walker was not cut out to be a stevedore, and he lasted only a couple 

of months, to his father’s chagrin. Yet in that brief time he was admitted into 

the circle, the men accepting him for being his father’s son.

After that, Detective Middlewheat found his son a job as a runner in 

the Garment District. There, too, he couldn’t make it at the harsh, elbowing 

existence in the concrete caverns off 7th Avenue, pushing carts full of 

clothing from trucks to wholesalers. Here he even failed to crack the barriers 

of friendship with the other workers.

Now, Walker found himself at Metrotime only as a concession to his father, 

who had made a third effort to find his son a job and who seemed more 

satisfied, in fact, with this new position for Walker. Although his father had 

died a year earlier, Walker found the shackles of that obligation as ironclad 

as if his father, still living, had clipped them onto him the day before.

Anson Graves likewise felt the obligation chaining him down. He found 

himself most begrudgingly forced into employing this indolent young man 

in return for dozens of favors by the Detective. Over many years, the elder 

Middlewheat had bent the rules, ignored inconsequential but annoying 

misdemeanors, and leaked news tips, helping Graves greatly as he hacked 

his way up the journalistic ladder. Graves went along with the younger 

Middlewheat’s uninspiring performance and frequent absences, covering 

up Walker’s mistakes and telling the young man’s mother of his shining 

progress. At least Walker created little damage.

Walker was like millions of other people. He cared little about politics or 

world affairs, about economics, about books or literature, about art or mu-

seums. He was the sort who never voted, who enjoyed evening after evening 

at the bar with the guys or an evening watching sit-coms and westerns.

Around the bar that he frequented, a backstreet tavern with no name 

not far from the docks and from Walker’s apartment, which was identified 

merely by the Budweiser sign hanging over the entry and the longshoreman 
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clientele within, Walker had become locally famous for his knowledge of the 

sports stats and the deep storehouse of trivia he possessed. The truth of the 

matter was that, as Pick suspected, Walker was by no means unintelligent. 

He would sit in the bar and demonstrate an astounding statistical ability and 

memory that would have flabbergasted a long line of high-school teachers 

who had slapped a label of mediocrity on him.

In the bar’s easygoing environment, amidst a regular crowd of working-

class drinking friends gained mostly during his brief stint on the docks, 

Walker’s mind shined through as it did nowhere else. He knew all the jockeys 

at the local racetracks, their records, and their weather preferences. He had 

an intuition that had permitted him to play the horses with alarming suc-

cess when he chose to do so and to baffle and entertain his friends. He knew 

every player on the Yankees and the Mets — each and every home run, RBI, 

batting average, ERA, and game score. He knew the Knicks would never be 

the same after they lost Willis Reed, and he said so repeatedly as the basketball 

season wound to its conclusion to anyone at the tavern who would listen.

It helped to know such things when sitting over a pitcher of beer with 

your buddies. What use did he have for knowing the names of his senators 

(though he knew the baseball team), or where and what Cyprus and Crete 

were, or who Mideast heads of state were, or plots of Shakespeare plays?  

It didn’t impress the guys. It didn’t mean a thing.

 3
APRIL 15, 1974, 9:45 AM
“When’s he coming back?” Two secretaries stood by the coffee machine.

“I hear it may be today. But I’ve heard that every week. You never know 

with head injuries. He’s lucky to have come out of it with his body in one 

piece. The man’s such a stick, I’d think he’d snap in half from a fall like that.”

They were, of course, speaking of Pick Webster, and in their voices one 
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could hear hints of the tension that had been mounting at Metrotime and 

the hope that his reappearance would calm the atmosphere again.

“Pick’s back!” someone announced. The typewriter clatter abruptly abat-

ed, and people stood expectantly and skeptically for Pick to appear. An almost 

audible group sigh could be detected as a thin man in his 30s with black 

hair and a well-trimmed beard stepped through the door, aided by a cane.

“Good to see you, Webster,” Graves said, meeting Pick by the reception 

desk, in a tone no one had heard in many weeks. Tara, sitting at the desk, 

was startled; she’d heard nothing but venom from her boss since her 1st day. 

“Hope your head has stopped rattling and you’re ready to work,” Graves said.

“I’m still a bit headachy and my hip hurts like hell, to be honest,” Pick 

replied. “As for work, I’m afraid it’s been so long that I’ll have to be retrained.”

“You’ll get back into the groove soon enough.” Then Graves spun toward 

Tara. “Where is that kid!”

“I still don’t know, sir.”

“Who?” Pick asked.

“Walker.”

“Walker?” Pick said. “Oh, I saw him a couple of minutes ago hanging up 

a phone down in the lobby.”

“Thanks,” Graves bristled, and he stormed back into his office.

“Isn’t he a terror?” Tara said to Pick.

“There’s a bit of kindness deep down in everyone. It’s just a lot deeper in 

Graves. He may not be particularly agreeable, but he’s a good editor.”

“You’re Mr. Webster, right?”

“Pick.”

“That’s what everyone’s been calling you.”

“You mean they talked about me in my absence? How nice of them to 

remember. Gone but not forgotten.” Pick put a briefcase on Tara’s desk and 

pulled out a large pile of papers precariously wrapped with several rubber 

bands. “You think you might be able to find me a folder to hold these, uh . . .”

“Tara. I started here the Monday after your accident.” Tara went to find a 

folder as Nicholas Richman entered the main office and welcomed Pick back.

“Let’s talk some more about that idea I told you about on the phone a 

few days back,” Richman said. “The ball’s already rolling.”

“Already?” Pick said. The two men started to talk, but found that other 

staff were coming over to say hello.
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“Maybe it’s better if we conspire on this at lunch,” Richman suggested.

Pick and Richman struggled to put Pick’s messy stack of papers — prob-

ably 1,000 sheets — into the large accordion folder that Tara found.

“Is that your novel?” Tara asked. “I’ve heard all about it — knights, cru-

saders, castles. It sounds exciting. Can I read it?”

“We’d all like to read it,” Richman said. “Unfortunately, his writing is 

messier than his desk. . . . What exactly is this stack, maestro?”

“The last three chapters. I finished them in the hospital, even with the 

headaches.”

“It looks to me as if you have an untamed monster on your hands — an 

obese, out-of-control monster.”

“That’s its charm, Nick. ‘A classic lecture, rich in sentiment, with scraps 

of thunderous Epic lilted out by violet-hooded Doctors, elegies and quoted 

odes, and jewels five-words long that on the stretched forefinger of all Time 

sparkle for ever.’” Pick retracted his extended finger.

“Milton?” Richman guessed.

“Tennyson, Nicholas. From The Princess.”

“That’s why you’re the arts writer and I write Personalities,” Richman said.

“You haven’t been here for very long.”

“It isn’t that, and you know it. After you, I have seniority.”

“You’ll move up, and you’ll guess right on one of my quotations one of 

these days.”

Pick lifted the packet after they had wedged the last of the papers into 

the folder and handed it to Richman. Then they walked slowly to Pick’s desk.

“My desk!” Pick exclaimed when he spotted the mountain of papers, 

books, and trash. “I’d hoped someone would put it out of its misery and tidy 

it up in my absence.” It was just as he’d left it, save for a light layer of dust 

that had settled over the entire mound.

“We couldn’t touch it. It made us feel you were here in spirit, if not in body.”

“I didn’t die,” Pick said, moving carefully to his chair. “Help me settle in, 

will you?”

“Sure. Hip bothering you?”

“Like crazy.”

“You know, you look like you’ve added a few pounds onto that skeleton 

of yours. I guess it’s easy to do lying in a hospital bed for so long. It looks 

good. You could even afford to put on a few more.”
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“Thanks. I’ll see what I can do.”

Pick surveyed his terrain. A finely crafted statuette peeked from be-

hind some papers — a medieval knight in full regalia mounted on a sturdy 

horse. It stood on a pile of letters, serving as a paperweight. “Hi there, old 

friend,” Pick said as he grasped the knight. “Amazing how much you miss 

little things like this.”

Under the knight, Pick saw an envelope. It was from Madeleine Fay, known 

in society as The Countess, one of the city’s richest women and most ardent 

patrons of the arts. Inside was a pair of invitations to one of her popular 

art soirées, this one a musical evening devoted to two dozen protégés. Pick 

noted the date — a long way off, in August. The Countess loved long build-ups.

“Join me on this?” Pick asked.

As Metrotime’s Personalities columnist, Richman should have jumped 

at it. “Not really. I know I should, but to be honest, I’m sick of these things. 

And I never really liked those big parties; I prefer people one on one.”

“Your loss,” Pick said. “‘Great things are done when men and mountains 

meet; This is not done by jostling in the street.’”

“Milton,” Richman guessed as he walked away.

“Wrong again. Blake.”

“Blake?”

Perhaps, since Richman wasn’t interested, Pick would invite Walker — 

try to instill a bit of culture in the kid. He knew the Countess well; she liked 

games and human experiments, much as Pick did. She’d be pleased with 

him to be introducing Walker to her penthouse world. 

Then Pick put the invitations away and set to work, searching his piles 

to remind himself of the benign disorder of his little universe.

 4
TIME: A Thursday night in April, about 10:15 P.M.
SCENE: A corner bar in lower Manhattan, a place with no name except 
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“Budweiser” in orange neon letters in the window, the middle two letters 
starting to fade and f licker. One of those bars along a row of small store-
fronts not far from an old city neighborhood that decades earlier had been 
fashionably bohemian, but long since abandoned by the trendy in favor of 
Stuyvesant Village and Peter Cooper Village and parts of Greenwich Village.

A faint beer odor pervades the place, but not overpoweringly; the bar 
is fairly empty. Only the diehard regulars are here. Peanut shells are scat-
tered on the f loor, where they crunch underfoot; wicker baskets of free 
salted peanuts, soaked in brine and still in their shells, are on each table 
and spaced along the bar.

The local Channel 5 news is tuned in on the TV suspended from a ceil-
ing mount at the far end of the bar. The only one watching is the bartender, 
who is about 60 years old and has the build and particularly the hands of 
a former construction worker.

At a small table in a back corner, two men sit, a pitcher of beer half-
drained between them. Thet look at their glasses, swilling the beer about 
in the bottom to renew the foam to what’s left before pouring it down their 
throats and refilling their glasses.

One man is absorbed in the racing charts from a local paper. The charts 
are heavily marked — deletions, circled names and figures, exclamation 
marks, microscopic notes in every blank space written with a mechanical 
pencil. A well-worn paperback of sports trivia, a second of baseball statistics, 
a third on astrology rest on the table. Several paper napkins are crammed 
with figures, calculations, and comments. He’s in a slightly sour humor. The 
man is in his early 20s and average in appearance. 

The other man is in his 40s, large, with hyperdeveloped forearms and a 
well-tended beer belly. He wears a red plaid workshirt popular with laborers, 
and his heavy hands, though clean, have that oil-and-dirt stain permeating 
his skin. He’s weather-worn, as the smaller man isn’t. He is drinking beer — 
seemingly without effect — and glancing up at the television occasionally, 
but mostly watching his companion’s concentration and scribbling with a 
combination of awe and amusement.

They’re an odd pair. From glancing at them, you’d say they had nothing 
in common, and perhaps that’s true. But that moment’s observation will also 
show that the two men have known each other for a long time, or at least 
that they have shared many pitchers of beer and many conversations over 
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those pitchers. The rings on the table indicate this pitcher is their third.

— You know, Berg, they’ll tell you it’s fair Aaron’s passing the Babe, that 

their records and the years they both played are pretty equal, but people 

forget — the Babe was a pitcher for the first five years he played. Imagine what 

he would have done if he had a five-year start on hitting homers. Forget it.

— Who cares about records?

— Don’t say that, Berg. That’s all there is, in the long run. The game goes 

by in a few hours, but those box scores and statistics are forever.

— No, that’s what counts. [He points to the TV screen, where the day’s 
baseball highlights — of a season just beginning — are f lashing across the 
screen. They watch the whole sports report silently, except for a couple of 
comments, a few awestruck exclamations, about the plays.]

— Almost got fired today.

— How come?

— You don’t believe me.

— I believe. How come?

— Got to work at 11 o’clock. Overslept again.

— You’ve been doing that a lot recently, Walker.

— I know. But you ever find your dreams’re more interesting than your 

life?

— Yeah, lots of times.

— You wake up and you know you have to get up and go to work, but 

the dream you’re having is just so good that you simply have to turn over 

and get back into it. So you hit your snooze alarm real hard.

— What were you dreaming?

— Haven’t the faintest. Five minutes after I finally wake up I can’t re-

member a thing, except that what I was dreaming was damn interesting. 

Sometimes I wish I could sleep for 20 hours a day; I think I’d do it if I could.

[The two men drop off again into silence — long, uneasy. The young man 
is fidgety. When the conversation restarts, at least five minutes have passed, 
perhaps more. A new pitcher of beer has appeared on the table and their 
glasses have already been refilled and half emptied.]

— Say, Walk, whatcha thinking?

— Nothing.

— Ah, c’mon. You aren’t yourself tonight. You must be thinking something. 
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I can see it on your face. Whatcha thinking?

— Nothing. Really. What’s there to think, Berg?

— What’s bothering ya?

— Okay. I’m thinking about Big Bubble.

— You’re thinking about bubble gum?

— It’s a horse — third race at Belmont tomorrow. I have $30 riding on it, 

and it’s 35-to-1 with the bookies tonight.

— Why do you bet on such longshots, Walker? Ever since you started 

doing that you always come out a loser on them. Every day.

— I don’t always lose.

— Great, almost always. It isn’t like before. I tell you, you were really 

amazing us the way you were playing the horses for a while. Why not try 

the short odds more often? Then you’ll get the joy of winning more. And I 

still don’t understand why you keep betting so small. If you just took it more 

conservative and played it smarter, like you was before, you could be rich.

— First of all, Berg, where’s the joy of winning if you do it all the time? 

Sure, I was winning, but that system of mine’s just all in my head. And just 

making money isn’t the idea; the idea’s trying to play smart but a little dan-

gerous. The fun of it is getting it when you don’t expect it, when you think 

that your boy will never come through. It’s the idea of not knowing that’s 

exciting. And you don’t get the dreams with the sure shots. I mean, how 

much can you dream about what you’re gonna do with a $50 payoff on a 

$30 bet? It’s not worth the trouble. But 35-to-1! That’s more than 1,000 bucks. 

It’s even worth losing the $30 to be able to dream of having a thousand in 

your pocket. And then there’s the times you win . . . like back on March 3rd.

— Last time you won?

— Last time I won big. I bet on a ride called Sparkler. It was 23-to-1, and I 

had $20 on it. That’s when I moved up to betting $30 on each horse.

— [After a short pause in the conversation] Look, Walk, there’s more to 

life than money.

— Like what?

— I dunno . . . well, women for one.

— You need money for women. Mavis is even starting to bother me on it— 

“Why not get a better job and make some money.” . . . Can’t really blame her.

— [The longshoreman develops a perplexed expression, like he has no-
ticed a contradiction in his friend’s thinking.] But you could get the money 
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you want if you was willing to become a gambler.

— It’s dishonest living as a gambler. What would my mother think? Any-

way, it would never work, taking up gambling as a career. I had a horoscope 

once about three years ago, just when I was thinking about taking it up 

full-time — said, “Play your cards carefully. Gamble big, and you’ll lose big. 

Follow the straight and narrow.”

— You believe that?

— Hell, yeah. Don’t you believe it?

— Not really.

— All I know is that I decided to see if the advice was good, and I bet all 

my winnings from the past year on 3 bets I knew I’d win, 3 safe bets that 

were sure to come in and rack up a fortune.

— And?

— And none of them worked. I lost everything just when I was sure 

to make a mint. If I’d won, I could have quit my job right then. But it just 

wasn’t meant to be like that. My math works on the little stuff — works like 

a charm — but there’s something bigger working when you play for keeps. 

Fate or something. The horoscope showed it. So I’m stuck. It’s just written 

that I have to play it small or I’ll lose everything.

— Jeez, guess maybe you’re right. . . . Here [the longshoreman picks up 
the pitcher of beer], lemme pour you some more. . . . Cheers.

— Cheers.

[The younger man drinks a third of his glass, the longshoreman downs 
the entire glass in about five seconds.]

— What’ll you do with the money if you win this time?

— Maybe I’ll take Mavis up to Connecticut and see the jai-alai. Or maybe 

we could go down to Churchill Downs for the Derby in a few weeks. I always 

wanted to do that.

[They fall into long, uneasy silence, as before. Again, when the conversa-
tion restarts, a long time has passed. A new pitcher has appeared on the 
table and their glasses have already been refilled and half emptied.]

— A slow night around here, isn’t it. [The younger man nods but says 
nothing in response.] Kid, you haven’t said a word in five minutes.

— Neither had you until just now.

— You’re staring at the beer bubbles. Something’s still bugging you, huh.

— Nah.
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— Hey, you don’t have to kid me. I know when something’s ticking in your 

mind. I have what you call insight.

— I told you. Big Bubble.

— Nah, it’s more than that.

— The ninth race at Yonkers on Saturday. There’s a horse to make some 

money with called Best Investment.

— Good name.

— Yeah. It’s about 8-to-1 now, a bit lower odds than I’d like to play. But just 

you watch; he’ll win.

— Sounds good. . . . And what else?

— Three college basketball games — bets on Lafayette, Penn State, and 

North Carolina State.

— Yeah, good, too. Make it five on each. . . . But it’s more than that, Walker. 

I can tell. C’mon. Is it what we was talking before, about you not becoming 

a gambler?

— Not really. . . . If you gotta know, Berg, I’m thinking about tits — big tits.

— Yeah, they’re great, aren’t they. [His tone is brighter, obviously lifted 
by the shift in the talk.] The bigger the better, I always say. A guy can’t get 

too much of a good thing. You thinking big tits on general principle, or you 

have a specific pair in mind?

— You ever meet Mavis?

— Oh, you’re thinking about a specific pair. Yeah, I met her once or twice. 

Remember, you brought her around a few times.

— I know. I couldn’t remember if you were here then.

— Yeah, I was. You’re the envy of us all.

— That’s what everyone keeps saying. But I’m telling you, I’m not sure 

about it anymore. I’ve known her all my life — really known her, if you know 

what I mean, for 3 1/2 years now, since we both moved to the city. And she’s 

starting to get bitchy. She’s a real Long Island-style princess, with a big chest, a 

big ass, and a big mouth that rattles at a mile a minute and never says a thing.

— Three years?

— And a half.

— How come you aren’t married?

— That’s what she keeps asking, but why get married?

— You got someone else? Hey, kid, you can tell me if you have someone 

else. You know me, I’m not telling. You got someone else?
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— Not really.

— Spying someone out.

— Yeah. A girl at the magazine, named Tara. She’s the new receptionist.

— What’s she like?

— Nothing like Mavis. Tiny little chick, not like the kind you get in the 

magazines.

— Like Mavis. She cute, the one at work?

— Real cute.

— So go ahead.

— I don’t know how to do it.

— What do you have to lose?

— Mavis?

— She’ll never know.

— Aah, maybe you’re right. Anyway, she’s the only thing at that office 

that’s been worth going in for in the past couple of months. That job stinks . . .  

I mean, really rots.

— Why you staying with it?

— What else do I do? Anyhow, my dad got me the job. Can’t just up and quit.

— But he’s been dead a year.

— Yeah.

— So he doesn’t care.

— He still cares.

— Nah, he doesn’t. Quit the silly job.

— Aah, maybe you’re right . . .

 5
APRIL 16, 1974, 11 AM
Through the plate-glass window to Graves’ office, one could see Richman 

acting indignant. It was a curious assignment. Still, it could prove amusing, 
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even if the interview was a bust. It would mean a leisurely afternoon: spend 

an hour talking with the guy, then settle onto a barstool at Victor’s, the tavern 

down past Trinity, throw the bull with Mark, the bartender, who used to work 

at a Madison Avenue ad firm, talk with the other young men who frequented 

the bar, down a few Manhattans, think about what to do, if anything, with the 

interview piece, then come back to Metrotime and fabricate some complaint 

about all the rigmarole and sweat he had to suffer to get the interview. Then 

the next day he could sit down and throw something together.

Richman pounded out of the managing editor’s office. Arquette, another 

reporter, stood nearby at a filing cabinet.

“It’s an absolute waste of time. I’m telling you,” Richman said without 

introduction as he stepped over to Arquette and set his face inches away 

from his colleague’s.

“Bug off, guy,” snapped Arquette, turning to avoid Richman’s breath, as 

well as the distorted double image of himself reflecting in Richman’s dark 

glasses. “I’m sick of your complaining. You think you’re the only one who 

matters on this dungheap of a planet?”

“Why am I getting this?” — Richman continued to harangue — “I’m wasting 

my time and sweat briefing a third-rate office boy on how to conduct an 

interview. Why would anyone prefer to be interviewed by a rank amateur 

like Walker, by an untrained, undereducated office boy, when he could pick 

from a half dozen writers who could do a more professional, more thorough 

job? He’s a deadbeat nobody. As if he’s going to be able to learn in an hour of 

talk what’s taken me 12 years of hard work.”

“Cram it with this ‘hard work’ line. You’re just like Middlewheat.” Arquette 

slammed the file drawer back into its place and walked away.

“You doth protest too much,” Pick whispered to Richman as he walked by.

Richman smiled faintly and said little more. But as he sat with Walker 

for the briefing session, his sarcastic tone couldn’t be wiped away entirely.

And he couldn’t help muttering a comment to Tara an hour later — some-

thing to the effect that “that was a waste of time and breath” — as he left to 

wend his way over to Victor’s for lunch and an afternoon of conversation 

with Mark the bartender.
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 The meeting of two personalities is like the
 contact of two chemical substances: if there
 is any reaction, both are transformed.
   — Carl Jung, “Modern Man in Search of a Soul”
 (In English, not German, in the original manuscript) 6
APRIL 16, 1974
I got back to the Metrotime office, found myself the nearest chair, and 

dropped into it. It was 5:30.

“God, you’ll never believe this guy.” I got up out of my chair after a few 

minutes, walked over to one of the reporters, put the tape recorder down on 

his desk, pulled a cassette from my jacket, slipped it into the recorder, and 

hit Play. Then I found myself another chair, and settled into it.

A few people wandered over, maybe curious about the guy. Mostly, they 

tried to act cool, didn’t want to let their curiosity show, especially about 

something I did. So they just pretended to amble by — to go to the coffee 

machine, the xerox machine, the pencil sharpener, whatever. But you could 

tell — something about what they’d heard about this L.C. was biting at them, 

and they had to hear at least a few minutes of the tape.

Pick lifted himself from behind his mountain of mess, grabbed his cane, 

and walked over.

“What’s the story on him?” he said to me. “A dud, I guess.”

“Well, I’m not a reporter like you guys, but I don’t think so.”

“No kidding?”

“Anything but a dud. A crackpot, a con man . . . I dunno. Maybe he just 

thought he was Tony Curtis in ‘The Great Imposter.’” I got up and let Pick 

sit in my chair. “I can’t explain it exactly, but I got the feeling it was like he 

was a Broadway actor on vacation.” Pick smiled when I said that. “I felt like 

I’d been thrown into a play — his play. But he was the only one who knew 

the lines. I don’t really know for sure what he is.”

The tape was close to where the conversation began. I started walking 

away for a cup of coffee.

“Walker, where are you going? Aren’t you going to listen?” 
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“Jesus, Pick. I ran around this town for two hours, jumping from subway 

trains, walking through alleys, riding skyscraper elevators, and walking 

down 25 flights of stairs, getting little slips of paper with instructions from 

all sorts of beggars, vendors, workers, and street people.”

“Why?”

“Listen to the tapes. I listened to him for three hours. I still don’t think I 

understand most of what he meant. He must have hit me with everything 

he had, and I’m still aching. My brain hurts, and I feel like I’ve been — I don’t 

know — mentally mugged. Don’t ask me to sit here listening to it again.”

“What’s his name?”

“He gets to that. Wait . . . the tape starts in a second.” Quiet for a few sec-

onds, and then we heard a voice.

I was 18 . . . maybe only 16. So much has happened since then that it’s hard 
to remember for sure. . . .

“Is this the right tape?” Pick said.

“Yes.”

“You start it late?”

“No. He just started talking, like we were already in the middle of some-

thing. I walked in, put the tape recorder down, and this hand comes pointing 

out of the darkness and pushes the start button on the machine.”

In any case, let’s say I was 18 . . . when I first realized the power in being 
“nobody.” I was in Minneapolis, walking around the lake in the park just south 
of the city center, near the theater, and saw a young woman who appealed 
to me. No one was around. So I walked right up and propositioned her. I’d 
never tried such a thing before, but it seemed the thing to do.

Why? My voice.

It just did. But she didn’t take to the idea, and kept telling me to get 
away. Finally, she screamed “Buzz off !” and — I don’t know why — that just 
infuriated me. I glanced around. Nobody. So I punched her in the stomach. 
She dropped to the ground and I hit her a few more times. “Don’t treat a guy 
like that,” I yelled at her. “Show some respect.” She looked up at me and spat 
on my shoes. I ripped her purse away from her, riff led through it as she lay 
there, took about $300 from her wallet, amused myself by looking through 
her documents and pictures, and left her where she was.

As I walked away, I was suddenly frightened. As I said, this was new 
to me, and I was sure the police would appear any moment and drag me 
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away. I began to worry that she would report my description and I would 
be caught. But the police didn’t appear, and I struck on an idea.

I walked quickly over to a department store downtown and entered the 
revolving door. And as I stepped in I said to myself, “Your name’s different 
now. Forget the one you’ve been using. It means nothing. You’re a different 
person.” I stepped from the turning door, breathed deeply to relax, and 
thought, “Forget the Bruiser. You’re Mr. Nice Guy.” You know the way you talk 
to yourself; it seemed crazy. But the moment I spoke to a salesgirl, the mo-
ment I passed the first mirror, I knew I was someone else now. I sounded 
different; I looked different. I was different. Entirely.

I looked at my clothes. They didn’t fit. Within 5 minutes, I’d lifted a com-
plete wardrobe — conservative and respectable — from the department store 
and was on my way over to a fast-food place a block away. I went into the 
men’s room, changed from my old wardrobe to the new and threw the old 
things all in the trash in back, then set a fire in the dumpster to be sure. It 
was too simple. Looking back from a block away at that smoke f loating up 
into the sky made me feel like a free man, like a million bucks.

From there I had a barber cut my hair in a different style and shave the 
moustache I was growing. When I looked at the man who stepped from the 
chair a few minutes later, it was amazing. What I was before — completely 
gone, replaced by a curiously mature, curiously respectable young gentle-
man. And the surface change was already sinking deeper in.

Then I began to wonder, How different was I? So I tested it. I returned 
to the park to see if I could find that young woman. It had been maybe an 
hour. There she was, sitting on a park bench, unhurt but crying. She looked 
even more attractive than she seemed earlier.

I approached her and asked if I could help. I know, I’d done it, but I listened 
to her and, honestly, I felt sympathetic. That guy was such a schmuck. It was 
terrible what had happened. I helped her up, and we walked to a nearby 
police station. Stood right by her as she made her report. Then we left the 
station together, and I offered to take her to an pricy restaurant. She was 
very grateful — after all, she didn’t know it was her money — and we spent 
several enjoyable days together before I decided it was time to disappear.

That’s terrible.
Don’t make me sick; that’s just life. I learned a lot from that experience.
Like what?
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Hey, I learned that change is effortless, easier than remaining the same. 
I learned to get people when they’re down and out. That’s essential — a law. 
And if your target looks promising but isn’t down and out, well, put them 
in the position first. Just a matter of control and quick work.

[There was a long pause.]

Look, let’s slow this down, okay? What the hell’s going on here? Why did 
I just spend the last hour and a half running around like a . . .

Security.  [Another long pause.] I had to assure myself that you hadn’t 
double-crossed me, that you weren’t being tailed. I’m risking everything.

Risking what?
Everything.
You didn’t trust us?
I don’t trust anyone.
Okay, well, uh [the sound of shuffling papers] I’ve been given these ques-

tions here I’m supposed to ask. They’ll kill me if I don’t cover this stuff. So 
why not if I ask . . . let’s see . . . the first question here . . . uh, what’s your name?

You have dull editors at that magazine, don’t you.
Yeah, well . . .
I’ve been giving you a story, and you just want some answers.
Anyhow, what’s your name?
What’s in a name? A rose by any other name . . . It depends on when 

you’re talking about.
Now?
I’m in f lux. I don’t have one at the moment. There are many such moments 

in one’s life. Hasn’t it happened to you that you’re walking along and you can’t 
for the life of you come up with your name? Maybe just for a second, but you 
can’t remember. Or you do, but it sounds utterly foreign, and you’re sure it 
can’t be attached to you. But in a more absolute sense — if there really is any-
thing absolute in this world — I have no name. My mother never gave me one.

How could she have done that?
Look, numbskull, I was an only child. My mother raised me alone in a 

cabin on a lake away from a small town on an island in America. Our exis-
tence was simple and comfortable — my mother and me, alone. She didn’t say 
much, and when she said whatever she said, it was usually to me because I 
was the only one around. Who needs names? She only talked to other people 
when we had to go to the village for something — for things at the general 
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store. And she didn’t say much then either, and didn’t let me say much.
And where was your father in all this?
Not there. He rarely was. Just disappeared for long stretches, then he’d 

appear brief ly without warning. . . . Where was I? . . . I remember once — one 
of my earliest memories — we were at the post office. Occasionally she re-
ceived letters through the general delivery, and she was often mailing letters.

Who was she mailing letters to, if she distrusted people so much?
My father, maybe. But my mother rarely knew where he was when he 

was away. I really didn’t know him. I don’t know.
You sure had weird parents.
Hey, aren’t we all weird in some ways. You probably think your parents 

are paragons of normality.
Sure.
That’s a joke. There are all sorts of things you don’t know, even about 

yourself — like you think you know when you were born, right?
Sure. January 6, 1951.
Well, that’s wrong. So maybe your whole life’s a lie. Anyway, getting back 

to my story — the postmaster asked, “How old are you, young man?” I said I 
was four, I thought. He said I was very smart for a four-year-old, and then he 
asked me, “And what’s your name?” and I had no answer. I just said, “I don’t 
have a name.” And he said, “But everyone does.” It wasn’t that I’d forgotten 
or didn’t know it. I realized that I didn’t have one. At that point my mother 
jerked me away, smacked me across the face, and screamed at the bewildered 
man as we left without mailing our letter or checking the general delivery.

But if you have no name, what can I call you?
Call me Ishmael . . . No, call me L.C.
Like you called yourself on the phone, huh?
Yeah. It’s a convenient transitional label.
What’s it stand for?
Nothing.
C’mon, everything stands for something.
That’s true. Everything does stand for something.
So what is “L.C.” then?
It’s what I’m calling myself while we sit here, and perhaps later if I wish. 

Or perhaps not.
And “L.C.” means . . . ?
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It would lose its meaning the moment I said it. . . . Stephen Dedalus 
grappled with all this. “Creation from nothing,” he said. But I guess you 
wouldn’t know who he is.

Steve who?
Stephen Dedalus. You are illiterate, aren’t you? And later, when he 

discussed paternity, he was mocked with the thought, “Himself his own 
father.” But there is truth in that. Left in myself, I father my own identity 
every moment.

But are those your real initials — or your real name — or just made up?
You’re stuck in a rut, aren’t you? If it’s a pseudonym that suggests it’s a 

false name. False it is not. Where there is no truth there is no falsehood. 
No lies, just fairy tales and fantasies. “Real”?

Yeah, okay, but you have to tell me something about your life — your his-
tory, ya know — or we aren’t going to get anywhere.

I have been telling you, and . . . [About 10 seconds of silence, then . . .] You 
understand, I have to maintain what’s mine.

What’s that?
My secrecy. My identity.
But you said you don’t have one; you have no identity.
Exactly. I’m here, so I must exist, but I don’t. My identity is my secrecy.
But then why talk with me.
I have to. But I have to maintain my secrecy.
“Does he talk that way all the time?” Pick asked.

“Most of the time. He can be a very annoying guy.”

I was born in the 1930s or 1940s, the voice continued, in out-of-the-way 
America. Then again, when you move around as much as I have you see that 
all of America is out of the way; there’s no core, no center to be found. People 
will tell you otherwise — tell you New York or Washington or Chicago is the 
center; they’re just keeping you in the dark, or they have a vested interest 
in something. On the other hand, I’m reminded of what Pascal said: C’est 
une sphère infinie, dont le centre est partout, la circonférence nulle part.

Huh?
What a fool. I said, Nature is an infinite sphere whose center is every-

where, whose circumference is nowhere. There’s always more than one way 
to see anything. You have two eyes, don’t you. Use them. It merely shows that 
tautologies are useless except in formal logic: If the center is everywhere, 
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what does it mean? If the center is everywhere, then it’s nowhere — paradox, 
contradiction, but truth. Truth really is a joke sometimes, a red herring. 
There’s a Russian opera I enjoy that has one wonderful line in particular: 
“The fairy tale is a lie, but it does contain a clue.”

Yeah, but wait a second. Before, I thought you said fairy tales weren’t 
lies. They were something else.

What if I did? Truth isn’t what matters in life; clues are what matter. But 
I guess this doesn’t make much sense to you, does it?

You said it.
“I hope you don’t mind,” I said to Pick, “but I’m leaving. As I said, I have no 

desire to listen to all of this again.” I walked away again, went to the men’s 

room for a while.

I stared into the mirror, popping a few pimples, but my mind was else-

where, wandering back to early afternoon. I’d gone to the office building 

near Battery Park, as L.C. had instructed. It was one of those older buildings, 

like the one Metrotime is in, wedged between two huge, new skyscrapers. In 

a few years, no doubt, it’ll be gone and another 50-story building will replace 

it. I went up to the seventh floor, to find the office he’d indicated. Soon I found 

myself at a far corridor, where it seemed no one had gone in months or even 

years. The offices at that end of the building were all dark and vacant, all 

the doors locked. And the numbers stopped before they reached the one I’d 

been given. The office where I was supposed to meet L.C. didn’t even exist.

Then I saw a white envelope on the window sill at the end of the hall. It 

was so new and obviously placed there so recently that it seemed to glow, 

surrounded by all the dirt and dust. My name was on the envelope.

Inside, a message told me to present the paper to the sidewalk evangelist 

at the base of the steps off the building where Broad Street met Wall Street. 

Often, guys stand with their blackboards, reciting Bible verses and making 

silly diagrams. So L.C. was one of them, I thought.

I went there — almost all the way back to Metrotime. Four men stood 

with four blackboards. The first three I approached looked at me strangely. 

The paper meant nothing to them. But each tried to hold me at his side to 

listen to his biblical analysis. Each time, I was their only audience, probably 

the only audience they’d had all day or even all week; they couldn’t afford 

to lose me. Each was clean-cut and well-dressed, and oozed friendliness and 

vacant sincerity — enough to give you the heebie-geebies. I kept on going.
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The last one looked at the paper, smiled, folded it up, and put it in his 

pocket. He was wearing an off-white suit; everything he wore was off-white 

or tan. His hair was sandy, his skin was pale, and he wore white gloves and a 

straw panama hat. It made him look like he’d stepped out of a jungle movie.

I looked at his blackboard and saw that he’d written “Charity: thinks no 

evil . . . endures all things.” Then he turned from me, still without saying a 

word and continued to write: “. . . believes all things.”

“Fine and dandy,” I said to him. “But what about that slip of paper I just 

gave you? You’re L.C., right?”

He still hadn’t said a word. He just wrote some more words on his black-

board — “. . . never fails” — scratching the chalk as he finished.

“Listen, I don’t have all day, you know.”

He put his chalk down and pulled a piece of paper from his pocket. I 

thought it was the one I’d given him — the exact same color and size, folded 

the same way. But when I opened it, the message was different: “A man. A 

cigar. An aid. The top of the tallest building.”

“That’s it?” I said.

The evangelist smiled as he erased what he’d written on his chalkboard.

I walked away, but after a few seconds I thought I’d go back to ask him for 

a bit more help. He was gone. The blackboard stood unattended. I went back 

to it and saw a couple of words written on it, up in one corner: “No trust.”

The men’s room was giving me little relief. I was safely out of earshot 

of the tape recording but, first, I couldn’t shake the memories of running 

around the city, and then I began to hear L.C.’s voice in my mind. He was 

telling me my life history. What bothered me most was something he never 

mentioned again after that first time — that line he’d dropped about my 

birthday being wrong. If that was true, then my horoscope would be all 

wrong; everything I’d imagined about myself would be screwed up.

When I came out I could hear my voice loud and clear, deeper and flat-

ter than I expected. Someone had turned up the volume so the growing 

group of listeners could hear.

But, hey, what about morality in all this?
What the hell’s morality? I’ll be damned if you or any of those editors of 

yours have any idea. It doesn’t exist. Learn that; burn that into that thick skull 
of yours. I learned it. What matters is getting what I need and what I want.

But if everybody did what you did — I mean, everything would fall apart. 
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What would keep this country running?
Who cares?
Who cares?!
That’s what I said. You think it’s a country. But it’s just paper. America 

is bound together by paper, and these days by computer tapes. It’s a web of 
bureaucratic, technocratic records. What’s America? That’s the real question. 
I’ll tell you. It’s a monstrous labyrinth of file rooms and record books, permits 
and licenses, contracts and agreements, transcripts and dossiers. Arbitrary 
lines drawn on a map and in people’s minds. That’s what this or any nation 
is — just a network of filing rooms and agreed-upon rules and procedures 
for running them, nothing more than a fable agreed upon. And most people, 
unthinking sheep that they are, agree by default, by not voicing any dissent or 
any opinion whatsoever. Your entire life, Walker, is documented somewhere 
out there in a file, dossier, computer tape, or record book. And when you’re 
dead and a heap of ashes, those records, those thousands of pieces, will 
be your life. If historians want to examine your life, your body, your being, 
won’t mean a thing. They aren’t going to dig you up and interrogate your 
corpse. There’s only the paper. Everything else will be meaningless. But on 
me — nothing. I’m not going to let my soul be stolen from me and hidden in 
a pile of papers. For me, my life is the life I am living, not the accumulation 
of facts and data that I have to worry about and fear. 

That’s how everyone is.
No, it’s not. People spend their entire lives stricken with dread that false 

information will slip into their files. You hear about them all the time. The 
FBI goes after some twerp, sure that he’s committed some seditious crimes. 
But he never committed a thing; he never even heard of the whole deal. Or 
a guy goes into a bank for a mortgage loan, and the bank turns him down, 
every bank he goes to turns him down, because they’ve discovered the guy’s 
been fired from five jobs in two years under suspicion of skimming accounts. 
And what’s he been doing all this time? Sitting silently in one dull office for 
the past 10 years, living like a dormouse. That’s what paper does to you. Oh, 
you’ll find I was Regis Caltrop in Boston; but it’s a meaningless fragment that 
connects directly with little else. He pops into existence full-grown on May 
25, 1971, and disappears in a vapor less than three weeks later. Every man 
and woman, everyone from the moment they are born, is defined by entries 
on documents and in files. But my anonymity is perfect. I’m absolutely free.
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Aren’t we all, at least in America?
You must be joking. America is a nation of chains.
[There was a long silence.]

Now, you’re gonna have to go along with me for a few seconds on this — 
we have to get back to these questions — this is a question I was told to ask, 
so I’m just going to read it the way they gave it to me. . . . When you contacted 
the magazine, you described yourself as “a man without an identity . . .  
an unrecorded person, an invisible, nameless presence entirely free in a 
society shackled to laws, identity cards, bureaucracies, and obligations.” This 
sounds in a way as if your life is, as Freud would say, driven by the id. . . .  
What’s that mean, anyway?

It means that your editors fancy themselves as pop psychologists. I 
prefer not to think of it that way. It has acquired a bad name — something 
monstrous to be reined in and restrained.

I’d had enough. It was reminding me too much of that dark room where 

I’d sat for three hours and the floorlamps pointed mostly at me, like in movie 

police interrogations. I went to a large table where I collated my xeroxing and 

sat up on it, stretched out, cupping my hands over my forehead and shielding 

my eyes from the fluorescent lights overhead. Graves usually bawled me out 

for doing this, but he didn’t seem to notice this time. Like almost everyone 

else, soon after the tape had begun he’d joined a circle around the desk with 

the tape recorder. I could still hear it as I closed my eyes.

I was walking along with a figure draped in a cloth like a Halloween ghost, 

only the sheet was black. A voice was coming from beneath the cloth: L.C.’s 

voice. I was wearing my old high-school football helmet and walking along 

the side of a football field with him. The stands were empty, but there was 

a group of cheerleaders, every one of them looking the same, looking like 

Mavis. They were dancing about with the pom-poms, yelling “Hip, hip! Your 

hip! Let’s see you strip. Let’s have some mirth! Mark out your birth.”

The voice under the sheet was telling me, “Sure, go ahead. You’ve noth-

ing to lose but your head, and what’s it got in it anyway. Go ahead. It’s easy.” 

He handed me a ball. It was covered in hide, but inside it was concrete, not 

air. “I’m not giving you a heavy load. It won’t give you a hernia. Look at the 

team you’re playing against anyway.”

I looked out on the field and realized that the opposing team was 11 white 
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laboratory rats in little football uniforms, complete with shoulder pads, 

running around the field like they were a lab experiment. The referees wore 

lab jackets instead of black-and-white striped shirts. They had slide rules 

sticking out of their pants pockets instead of yellow penalty flags.

I looked at L.C. in his black sheet. “What do I want to go out there for, 

coach?” I said to him. “They’re a bunch of rats. We’re not in their league.”

“You doubt,” he said back. He patted me on my shoulder through his 

sheet and said, “Remember what I always say, boy: Winning isn’t the most 

important thing. It’s the only thing. Anyway, look at our team.”

I looked over at our bench. A bunch of zombies were sitting there, like 

the ghouls from “The Night of the Living Dead,” only wearing football 

helmets. With rusty Swiss Army knives, they were cutting human arms, 

legs, heads into munchable morsels. One was carefully cutting teeth with 

a hacksaw. How graphic do I need to get?

The black-draped figure pushed me onto the playing field.

“But I don’t know the rules of this game, coach!”

It was 6:15 when Pick came over and jostled my shoulder. “Hey, wake up. You 

can go home now if you want, Walker.”

In the background I heard a rustling sound that I realized came from the 

tape. It was the sound of the wallet L.C. had opened in front of me, showing 

a dozen I.D. documents, all with different names. I’m sure L.C. didn’t realize 

how clearly I could see them, and that in the few seconds he showed them, 

I memorized most of the names. After the rustling sound came the sudden 

click of the machine. The end of the first side.

“Everyone going home?”

“No, I think we’re all sticking around for a while longer.”

I looked over at the desk; the circle looked like it had 45 minutes earlier. 

No one had budged.

“What’s going on?” I asked.

“That tape took a few minutes to get going, but it’s a chiller, not so much 

in what he says as in what it suggests.”

“I know. It gets heavier.”

“No one wants to go; they want to hear the rest of it tonight.”

“Maybe I’ll stay. I’d be interested in knowing what people think.”

“Fine,” Pick said. “We’re ordering some food. They’re starting the second 
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side in a minute.” Pick moved slowly back to the group.

“Pick?”

He looked back at me. “Yeah?”

“You believe him?”

“How about you? You’ve heard the whole thing, and sat there in front of 

him. You should know better than I do.”

“I don’t know.  Most of it was out of my league. Like a Little Leaguer pitch-

ing to Hank Aaron. I wish I could have understood more of what he said.”

“Really?”

“Yeah.”

“Well, maybe there’s hope for you.”

“Like, who’s Harry Clytus?”

“Heraclitus. He was an ancient Greek philosopher — You can’t step into 

the same river twice, and things like that.”

“Hell, sure you can.”

“That’s not what he meant, kid. I’ll explain it to you later if you want.”

“Sure.” I lay back on the table. “Order me a roast beef hero and a beer, 

will ya?”

The tape was starting up again.

Get this through your skull, dummy — I can do anything I want. Anything.
For instance?
Here’s a for instance.
Something you did?
Yes, Something I did. L.C.’s taped voice was impatient. Look, let me pic-

ture this for you very clearly. There is a girl, a young woman of somewhat 
questionable character, she is dressed for business, so to speak, though she 
still has a trace of innocence about her. She’s sent to a particular place — let’s 
say a restaurant, or a hotel room, it doesn’t matter much, does it? . . .

I don’t know. Does it?
No. It doesn’t matter.
Is this just a story you’re telling, or is this the truth? Is it real?
Oh, there you go again with those words. . . . Real. She’s been made out to 

look innocent, but she really isn’t. Few of us are. I’m waiting for her; I have 
been for a long time. I have my instructions. Five minutes later, the scene is 
a mess, a total absolute mess — particularly the girl. She is, well, how should I 
put it — her friends probably wouldn’t recognize her. And I’m gone. Perhaps 
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a shred of evidence has been left. Perhaps the scene is simply crawling with 
evidence. But to whom? I told you: I’m gone. I haven’t simply run from the 
scene. By the time I was a mile from the scene, I was someone else, and the 
man who committed this act is no more me than you are.

But what about the murder? You skipped it.
No, I didn’t.
But . . .
It’s there, right? She was alive, then dead, her guts all over. How graphic 

do we need to get? And between the two points there was me waiting, know-
ing it would come.

L.C. and I were walking along a private road, with ditches on each side and 

a stream running through each ditch. Hand-painted signs were posted ev-

erywhere. No Trespassing. You are on illegal ground, buster! Git! Robbery, 

sodomy, lobotomy — We’ll charge the book on you. Don’t Tread On Here . . . 

Or ME! A very unfriendly place. L.C. and I didn’t seem to care. We just walked 

along holding our disconnected heads in our hands.

L.C. was talking about fruit. “Do you like figs?” he asked. “Sure,” I said. He 

pulled out a huge bag of them from a very small inside pocket of his jacket. 

“There must be 150, maybe 200, of them,” I said. “At least. I nurtured them 

like they were my lovers, with my own body heat.” “Where do you find the 

time?” I said in admiration. Within a few minutes most of the figs were gone. 

The road was littered with fig stems. I took one of the last ones; “that’s pretty 

rotten,” I said, and threw it on the ground.

I slipped on the smashed fig, knocked into L.C., and both of us, and both 

our heads, went rolling. We gathered ourselves up, fit our heads on our 

shoulders, realized that we had mixed them up and that we were wearing 

the wrong ones, and switched. L.C. screwed his head on, gave it a spin, like a 

phonograph record. His mouth opened and closed slowly, and out of it came 

snatches of rock songs: “All the lonely people, where do they all . . . Money, get 

your hand out of my . . . got to do is try a little tenderness . . .”

I’d had enough. I pushed him into the ditch — 

I realized that, though my dream had made me think seconds had gone by, in 

fact it was several hours later. The air was a slightly stale mix of Jewish and 

Italian delicatessens, and next to me was a bag with my roast beef sandwich 
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along with two Buds. I wiped my eyes clear to focus on the wall clock; 8:30.

I could hear my voice.

What about “Do unto others . . .”?
You asked that before. It’s crap. I’ve lived it and I’ve studied it in theory. 

Ever hear of the categorical imperative? No, of course, you haven’t.
The what?
The categorical imperative. It was devised by Immanuel Kant. Basically 

it’s an elegant, thorough examination of “Do unto others.” It’s a gem, it’s a joy to 
read. But it’s just crap. It stands or falls on a foundation of trust. And there 
is no trust in the world, except for the motto on the dollar bill, and half of 
those bills are fake anyway. No trust in the world. Just me.

I ate a bit of the sandwich, drank some beer, and tried to tune the voices 

out, but they kept creeping in, if not from the tape, from my memory. I could 

hear him talking about how he had married several hundred women. “It’s 

easy,” I heard his voice saying. “Just a game of confidence. There’s a certain 

kind of woman — a loner in one way or another, whose vulnerable, like the 

girl I told you about. Maybe she’s just lost someone or she’s new in town. Or 

maybe she’s been trapped in a dead-end life for years. There are millions of 

women — most of them perfectly respectable — who’ll marry in weeks or even 

days. One married me 18 hours after we met. . . . You still don’t believe me, do 

you? . . . Your loss. Of course, I can give you names of wives: Anne Perigrine, 

Krystal Kilroy, Suzanna Sciogliere. It doesn’t matter much, though I guess you 

want evidence. See — what you want is names; they just get you in trouble.”

I closed my eyes, tried to push his voice from my mind. Then the tape 

returned.

So how many identities have you had?
Real identities? I guess, none. Except the one that doesn’t exist except 

inside me. But I’ve created innumerable ones. I’ve covered the globe, seen 
everything a person would want to see and many things he wouldn’t, prac-
ticed dozens of professions — priest, surgeon, lawyer, mechanic, salesman, 
TV cameraman . . .

But where’s the time to do all that, to get the licenses for all those things?
A license to practice? You’re kidding. I’ve never received an official license 

or permit in my life, under any name. It wouldn’t make sense. There’s too little 
time in life to waste it on some bureaucratic seal of approval to do what you 
can do from the start. It’s all just part of that massive paper mountain range, 
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and I refuse to be a part of it. It categorizes you, squeezes and pigeonholes 
you, tells you you can do one particular thing but whispers in your ear, “You 
can’t do this; you can’t sell that; you can’t meet there; you can’t build here.” 
Every license for one thing prohibits a thousand others. The only reason for 
licenses and permits is to control. For me, they’re just a tool. When I want 
to drive a car, I drive one. When I want to be a surgeon, I get a scalpel and 
cut. When I want to be a priest, I pray a little and I’m ready. When I want to 
marry someone, I do it, and damn if I’m still married to another woman 
or 10 others. Nothing controls me except myself. What is a license anyway? 
Just a declaration of credentials. Just a confidence tool. It gives the holder 
confidence in himself and his customer confidence in the license bearer. 
But confidence isn’t the paper; it’s the trust, the undependable trust devel-
oped, and I can gain someone’s rock-hard confidence in a few seconds with 
a well-delivered line or a smile or a gesture or just the way I stand or sit. It’s 
all a matter of what’s happening in the present. The future doesn’t exist and 
never will; and the past is water under the bridge. Heraclitus would agree 
with that. What happened even a few minutes ago is only as important as 
it’s useful in the present, as useful as it is in creating trust and confidence 
so that you can get what you want. I don’t worry about the past. When it 
has outlasted its usefulness, I shed it and start again. Sometimes every few 
minutes; sometimes every hour or day.

It’s just a game?
Exactly.
That’s pretty rotten.
Let’s not get choked up here. Maybe it is — it’s pretty illegal, too — but now 

you’re slipping into imaginary morality again. Robbery, sodomy, polygamy. 
Just so many more tools. There are a lot of lonely people out there, and I 
give them what they need. So in return I take what I need — some sex, a 
place to live or escape to, money. But the point always comes — after a few 
days, or after a few months — when a person loses its usefulness. Then I 
disappear. Following me is chasing the shadow of a low-skimming gull. Call 
me Proteus — ever-changeable and ever-changing. Son of the wild goose.

More like son of a . . .
Don’t try my patience, kid!
This all sounds pretty unstable to me.
I am perfectly stable! I’m just doing what I have to do to survive. Everyone 
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has to watch out for himself, use what he can get as he can.
It was getting late. How had I made it through 3 hours with that guy. 

At least it was almost over.

Every one of those people who gave me messages this afternoon was you?
Yes.
You mean, the crippled beggar on the street corner near Trinity Church, 

and the guy smoking the cigar on the observation deck of the World Trade 
Center, and the businessman in the gray suit wearing the white tie?

Yes.
And the hippie Jesus freak reading the Bible in Battery Park . . . ?
Book of Job, opening verses.
And the mime with the yellow jacket pretending to be a doctor?
All of them.
And the sidewalk evangelist writing on the blackboard at Wall and 

Broad Streets?
Him, too.
Come off it. How’d you have time to change.
Change is my life. . . . The mime pulled the ring finger on your left hand, 

holding it by the middle joint, and you said to him, “I think my girl friend 
wants me to keep that finger. She’s still hoping I’ll wear a ring on it soon.”

Jeesuz. [Papers were rustling; L.C. pushing all the messages I’d been 

given by the various people around lower Manhattan that day. Then a long 

silence, then . . .] Hey, look L.C., I’m dead to the world, and this tape’s almost 
gone. Whatcha say we call it quits?

Cí vediamo.
Huh?
Cí vediamo. It means “Until we meet again.”
Let’s hope not.
The tape went dead. Everyone was still there, most of them staring at 

the tape recorder with sort of exhausted, zombie expressions.

“Glad that’s over,” one of them finally whispered.

“Never thought that there was anyone like that out there.”

“There must be many of them.”

“This could be a bombshell,” Pick said, “getting people to see that there 

are people like that out there.”

“You’re telling me it could be a bombshell,” Richman said, looking up from 
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his notebook, where he was scribbling away. “It could blow up in our faces.”

“C’mon. We could never print half of what he said,” someone else said.

“Why not?” Pick was obviously pulled in.

“The man’s entirely without morals; he’s immoral.”

“That’s amoral.”

“No, I’d have to cast a vote for immoral.”

“And how do we know it’s true, any of it?”

“Why present it as truth?” Pick asked. “Print it for what we know it to 

be — a disquieting, mesmerizing character claiming to tell his life story. If 

readers wish to read it as a short story, let them. Why judge?”

“I thought he was sort of puckish at times.”

“If Puck had been psychotic.”

“He’s a menace. How can anyone just push an innocent person off a 

bridge for the hell of it?”

Graves had been sitting off to the side. “Okay, enough chatter.  Let’s get 

on home now. It’ll take a lot of work,” Graves said to Richman, “but I don’t 

see why we can’t take a chance on it, at least as a lark.”

 Curiously enough, Gregor the beetle never
 found out that he had wings under the hard
 covering of his back. (This is a very nice 
 observation on my part to be treasured all
 your lives. Some Gregors, some Joes and
 Janes, do not know that they have wings.)
     — Vladimir Nabokov, discussing
             Franz Kaf ka’s Metamorphosis

 7
APRIL 19, 1974, 6 PM
There were times — many times, Pick had to admit finally to himself — when 

he thought Walker was a lost cause. The kid would hint at a sparkle of 

interest, that capacity to think and question and wonder. Then the bubble 

would pop. Walker would fall back to talking about the sports page, the 

ballpark, the racetrack. He’d start talking about astrology. He could talk for 

hours about movies, but to Pick they were the wrong movies — empty ad-

ventures and mysteries that left no lasting image on the mind, just banality.

Yet even in Walker’s sports and movie chatter, Pick saw signs of that un-
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usual intelligence. A few weeks earlier, Pick had tried to make a point about 

transcendent talent, people who transformed skill into magic. He felt only 

a sports example would grab Walker’s attention. But Pick wasn’t a sports 

expert; the only one he could think of: Babe Ruth and his 712 home runs.

“714,” Walker corrected, and began rhapsodizing on Ruth’s greatness. He 

quoted statistics effortlessly (stats Pick later checked, marveling at Walker’s 

accuracy); he compared the lively modern baseballs and the dead balls of the 

early years; he noted offhand that Sergeant Friday on “Dragnet” had badge 

#714 — definitely a tip-of-the-hat to Babe; and he ended with a figure-laden 

explanation why neither Hank Aaron, though he’d eclipse Ruth’s 714 any 

day, nor anyone else, would ever overshadow the legend.

It was a demonstration Red Barber would have envied. So muchpoten-

tial rattled around Middlewheat’s head; Pick was convinced of that. If only 

he could awaken it. He thought of Heraclitus: “We must not act and speak 

like men asleep.”

But most of the time, Pick saw a young man who seemed to him to 

have been lobotomized by a vapid, sterile, intellectually lifeless species of 

suburban miasma. If ever a person existed who epitomized the Aristotelian 

tragedy of an unexamined life, it was Walker Middlewheat. At least, from 

Pick Webster’s perspective.

But Walker saw nothing wrong with his life. Everything moved along 

comfortably, if uneventfully. His easy job, his Lower Manhattan apartment, 

his steady girl friend, his parents or at least his mother, always there and 

predictable; and the always rising and falling tide of wagers, which Walker 

had for excitement and diversion and which he manipulated with sufficient 

dexterity and finesse to keep himself from ever falling into any drowning 

pools of debt and loan sharks.

This only intensified Pick’s consternation. Walker, he felt, was all potential 

and no accomplishment, an atrophying mind, unlike Graves or Richman 

or most of those he worked with, who had made it somewhere but had 

relatively little within. So, for Pick, Walker’s interview with L.C. was encour-

aging. Walker’s puzzlement and disturbance at the references to his own 

life was a crack in the lid of a previously tightly closed chest.

Pick took the cue and invited Walker to dinner, somewhere away from 

Walker’s regular haunts. They’d had lunch or a beer often, but never din-

ner. This would be different.
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When they arrived at the restaurant — over on the East Side in the 60s — 

Walker stared xenophobically at the clientele. He’d never thought to enter 

such an establishment in his life. It was still early, but the regular after-work 

horde were well installed, and the singles crowd exuded spring fever. Walker 

and Pick had to wait about 20 minutes before the maitre d’ could seat them. 

At the bar, a young woman cast an eye at Pick and his cane, then relinquished 

her chair and stood by him. Walker hung on nearby, to the other side of 

Pick. Each drank a Heineken that Pick had ordered, unable to carry on a 

conversation — the noise was so great. When the time came, they threaded 

slowly through closely spaced tables, occasionally dodging large, brightly 

painted paper-maché animals and Tiffany-style fixtures hanging from the 

ceiling. Finally they reached a small table at the corner of the glass terrace.

Pick was completely at home and at ease here. It was his kind of place.

“Mavis will probably be really steamed. We usually go to a basketball 

game or hockey game at the Garden on Monday nights; it’s her night off.”

“I bet she’ll be relieved.”

“I’ve never been here,” Walker said.

“I was sure you hadn’t. That’s why we came. What we have here is one of 

the haunts of the upwardly mobile, the status seekers, the nouveau trendy. 

At these tables upper-middle-class artists and executives create new ideas 

and projects, and the unimaginative come in the hope that they will be 

mistaken for the artistic chic.”

“Sounds like stuffy crap to me,” Walker said.

“Yeah, you hit it on the head,” Pick said, dropping the airs. “But it’s a nice 

place, the food’s wonderful, and their house dressing is out of this world.”

Pick ordered drinks, then they sat quietly, looking out the plate-glass 

windows at the cars, trucks, and the endless stream of yellow taxis on 64th 

Street and First Avenue.

“Let’s get down to business,” Pick said as the drinks arrived. He lifted his 

apricot sour and urged Walker to try the whisky sour. “Here’s to the mind . . .  

a terrible thing to waste. Cheers.” Pick drank a heady gulp of his drink.

Walker watched for a moment, then sipped. “Hey, not bad.”

“Of course not.”

“I only drink beer and straight bourbon.”

“You’ve missed a lot. Now, to important matters. It is time for your complete 

education, to be accomplished over one evening’s fine dining. What first?”
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“I don’t know.” Walker’s tone was tentative. He knew this was why they 

had come to dinner. “What about that Greek guy . . . Harry What’s-his-name.”

“Heraclitus.” Pick wrote the name on his drink napkin and put it in front 

of Walker. “That’s one of the ways to spell it. Actually, he wasn’t Greek. He 

lived on the island of Ephesus in the eastern part of the Aegean Sea, near 

Troy, what’s now Turkey.” Walker stared at Pick unexpressively. “I see you’ll 

need a map,” and he reached over and took back the drink napkin and drew 

a rough map of the Mediterranean. “Something tells me we’ll need a lot of 

drinks tonight, because I’m going to need a lot of napkins.”

Pick was well into a discourse on the historical context of Heraclitus, 

how he preceded the great Greeks — Socrates, Plato, and Aristotle — and 

about the fragmented and cryptic nature of his writings, when Walker 

interrupted. “Yeah, fine. But what about the river? What about the water?”

A waiter passing them heard a few words and ran off.

“Sorry,” Pick said. “I get carried away. Heraclitus said, ‘Upon those who 

step into the same rivers, different and different waters flow. It scatters and 

gathers; it comes together and flows away, approaches and returns.’ Most 

people actually take Plato paraphrasing Heraclitus, who turned that into 

‘You can’t step twice into the same river.’”

“I know he said that, and it still sounds like bullshit.”

“Let’s try a slightly simpler idea first, then work up to Heraclitus. . . . It’s like 

the saying, ‘You can’t go home again.’” Walker appeared set to dispute that, 

too, but stayed silent. “Of course,” Pick continued, seeing Walker’s readiness 

to argue, “in a sense you can always go home. You can jump onto the Long 

Island Railroad anytime and visit your mother, in the home where you lived 

as a child. But the phrase means more than that. By stating something that 

seems so obviously wrong on the surface, it forces you to look underneath 

for the truth it contains, a truth that outweighs the seeming falsehood.”

“I don’t get it.”

Oh, he’ll need practice if he’s even to be a good Glaucon, much less a 

satisfactory Socrates, Pick thought. “The key is the word home,” he said.

The waiter came to their table and placed a glass pitcher of water in 

front of Walker.

“What’s this?” Walker asked.

“Your water, sir. You requested it.” The waiter walked off to other tasks.

“As I was saying,” Pick said, “The key is the word home.”
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“Well, that’s obvious.”

“Home must be more than a structure, a place you go. It’s a state of being 

— not only the physical setting but the time element, the events and relation-

ships that defined it. If someone else had bought that house, not your parents, 

it would be the same physical structure, but obviously you couldn’t call it 

home. And once you moved to Manhattan, and once your father died, that 

structure lost some of its meaning of ‘home’ for you. The moment you left, 

that house redefined itself; for you it can never be ‘home’ as it was for you 

when you were a kid. If you could go backward in time, maybe you could 

recapture it. But at the moment no one knows how. The best we can do is 

write about it or place it on film and spark our memories to create some of 

what was lost. But you can only go home in your mind, in your dreams. . . . 

As to Heraclitus’s stream, it’s more than the ditch . . .”

“It’s the water running through it that makes it a stream. And every 

moment new water passes a particular spot, so every moment the stream’s 

different. In a way, you can’t step in the same stream at any two different 

moments.”

Pick smiled a Henry Higgins smile.

“Then what L.C. said could apply to anyone,” Walker said.

“Sure, in a sense it does; that’s what people think Heraclitus was talking 

about. But L.C.’s life can change so much more and so much more quickly. 

Like Proteus in the hands of Aristaeus. Imagine how swiftly he could change 

identities if he wishes to.”

“Yeah, I know: Go through a revolving door and become someone new. 

That’s scary.”

“I think that’s what attracted Graves to the idea of that interview. He 

wanted to know what it would be like if a man were a real chameleon.”

“You think that interview gave an answer?”

“No.”

“It shouldn’t have been left to me. I didn’t know what I was doing.”

“It wasn’t your fault. L.C. was holding something back, maybe everything.”

Their dinners arrived. Pick had ordered wild boar, as he did every time at 

the restaurant, a habit he’d acquired while working on his medieval novel. 

Walker, despite Pick’s urging to experiment, ordered a plain, broiled steak.

“You’re missing out. You have to exercise the imagination and try new 

things,” Pick said, plunging into his game.
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Pick sliced off a large piece of boar. “I feel so rustic, so Teutonic, when I 

eat this stuff,” he said, biting into it.

“What’s it taste like?” Walker ventured to ask.

“Gamey. Full-bodied, strong, like medieval hunters just killed it with 

their bows and arrows and roasted it on an open pit in a forest clearing.”

“Sorta like Errol Flynn in Robin Hood.”

“Exactly. A medieval forest feast in Technicolor.”

“But that wasn’t how it really was, was it?” Walker said.

“No. Life stank. It was a filthy mess, disease-ridden. Those sorts of fairy-

tale movies are just revisionist diversions. But I’m sure there’s a grain of 

truth in there, even in the Errol Flynn Technicolor versions.” Pick took 

another big bite. “Want a taste?”

“No thanks.”

“You should give it a try, kid. It’s going fast, and as Aristotle said, . . . “

“Really. I’ll pass.”

They settled into eating.

“Ever been to Seattle?” Pick asked, after a long, uncomfortable silence, 

only made easier by the attention both were able to pay to their dinners.

“No. Except for a few trips I took with my parents when I was little — to 

the Grand Canyon and Disneyland and Yellowstone, places like that — when 

I go to the Derby with Mavis in a couple of weeks it’ll be my first time any-

where except New York and Jersey.”

“I’m trying to get out to Seattle this summer if my health improves, to 

go to the Wagner festival there. It’s the next best thing to Bayreuth.”1

“What’s Buy-Rite.”

“No, Bayreuth. That’s where Wagner’s own opera house was.”

“Who’s he?” Walker asked.

Pick had hit another of those exasperating moments. What sort of 

project had he set for himself in becoming Higgins? But that was why he 

had invited Walker to dinner. He couldn’t be bothered by the millions of 

gaps Walker exposed. Every little question was a possible starting point.

Gingerly, Pick set to telling Walker about Wagner and the operas, espe-

cially the Ring, about the mythology behind it, and about his own love of 

1A strange factual inaccuracy here: The Seattle Ring festival began in 1975.
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the mammoth scale. He even told Walker about his novel, something Walker, 

despite their friendship, had never shown any interest in.

Walker acted unsure early on. But he caught on quickly, as he had with 

Heraclitus. To Pick, it was like encountering a toddler grasping the question 

“Why?” for the first time and testing its possibilities. Pick wondered, a bit 

sadly, why in 23 years Walker had never had the interest to ask, why he was 

a young man who had lived his entire life until this past week in a dormant, 

sleeping state, wrapped in a tight cocoon.

Walker had finished his steak and was looking at Pick’s almost empty 

plate. “You mind if I try a taste of that?”

There is hope, Pick thought, giving Walker the rest of his meat.

“Not bad,” Walker said as he ate it.

“Thought any more about L.C.?” Pick asked.

“I guess. A little.”

“That guy doesn’t bother you a lot? I have a thousand questions and at 

least as many serious concerns. Has he really murdered people with his own 

hands? How many of those women he supposedly married can be traced 

and found? Where was he born? It’s a strange place he describes. How old 

is he? He intentionally said ‘in the 1930s or 1940s.’ He could be anywhere 

from 24 to 44 years old.”

“Yeah, okay,” Walker admitted. “I guess he sorta makes me wonder a bit.”

“Like . . . ?”

“Well . . . Where’s he know all of those things? I mean, about me? . . . “

This will be what grabs him, Pick thought. A bit egocentric, but aren’t 

we all the center of the universe. “Like he said, Walker, it’s all in black and 

white. You just have to know how to worm around government file offices. 

You’ve been in those offices enough for the magazine to know what I mean. 

And you have to know how to ask the right person the right question. 

Maybe you have to bribe the right people occasionally.”

“Well, one thing really bothers me, though. You know that comment L.C. 

made about a birthmark on my hip?”

“Yeah,” Pick said. “You said he was wrong, like he was wrong about your 

birthdate.”

“But he was right.”

“You’re kidding?”

“No. He was right. He knew something about me that I didn’t. That bugs 
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the hell out of me, Pick. He knew something about my damn body that I 

didn’t know.”

“What do you mean, he’s right? You said it wasn’t there.”

“I mentioned it to my mother over the weekend. You know, just talking 

about stuff around the house while she made some brownies — mostly 

about her roses — she’d just won a prize. Anyway, I asked about my hernia 

operation, the one I had when I was 4 months old. Then I asked, ‘Did I ever 

have a birthmark on my hip?’  She just looks at me a bit queasy for a sec, 

then says, ‘Well, uh, well . . .’ ‘I did, didn’t I,’ I say to her. And she says, ‘The 

doctor offered to take it off during the operation, so I had him do it.’”

“So maybe it was on your birth records.”

“No, I looked at them.”

Amazing, Pick thought. He did look up his records.

“I looked at the birth records, and I’m clean. No mention of any birth-

mark on my hip. It just listed the tiny bump in front of my left ear.”

“Can I tell you something else?” Pick said. “I made a few calls to check out 

that matter of your mother and whether she had a single brother, or two.”

“You did?”

“I called the local papers and libraries where you said your mother lived 

as a kid and asked if any papers listed their town’s war dead. Your mother did 

have two brothers. The older one, Mark . . . And the younger one, Nathan . . . “

“Nathan?”

“Yeah.”

Walker was silent for a long time. “Why?” he asked finally.

“Why what?”

“Why didn’t she ever talk about the other one. . . . Nathan? She always 

talked as if she only had one brother.”

Another silence followed as they finished the main course and downed 

their wine.

“You know,” Pick said finally, , “L.C. may not know as much as you think.”

“It’s hard to believe.”

“There’s a trick you learn as a journalist or novelist, a way of displaying 

your knowledge, showing your cards, so that people think you have a lot 

more hidden face down on the table. But you’ve shown everything. It’s all 

a big game and just a matter of learning the art of cheating a bit.”

“It’s still hard to believe he doesn’t know everything.”
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“Walker, trust me.  L.C. doesn’t know everything about you.”

“He sure as hell seemed to.”

“Oh, he knew your parents’ birthdays and when your father died. And 

he knew the dates of your high school graduation and your employment 

with Metrotime.”

“And he knew about my mother’s other brother and the birthmark.”

“Okay, that. And your birthday . . . “

“You know, Pick. He missed on that. He said I was born in 1950, not 1951. 

But I was born in ’51; it was on the birth record in the courthouse.”

“See. He isn’t perfect. He makes mistakes.”

As they waited for dessert, they created theories about L.C.’s childhood. 

Over dessert, they talked about Pick’s book. Pick ordered champagne. For 

half an hour, as Pick introduced Walker to its pleasures, Pick explained 

Kant’s categorical imperative. Over champagne, instead of under the glar-

ing lights that L.C. had had shining at him, Walker began to understand it.

By 9:30, when they left, Pick felt encouraged. It wasn’t just the champagne. 

Walker’s progress in an evening was startling. Still, it was hard to tell how 

much had sunk in enough not to evaporate with the passing of a night’s sleep.

Pick had hopes for Walker’s future. But within days Pick quit Metrotime, his 

condition taking strange turns. His fingers and toes were numb and swelling. 

He returned to his Philadelphia doctors for a diagnosis and treatment. He 

never returned to the magazine, nor even to New York. He and Walker wouldn’t 

reunite for years, and by then both of their worlds would be transformed.

 8
JULY 30, 1974
“Don’t tell me to go to hell, Buster!” Mavis was fuming, and I was doing my 

best to keep my distance. Perhaps it wasn’t smart to have said that to her. 

It was 2 A.M. She had just come over to my apartment, after quitting work 
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for the night. She probably expected me to be asleep, but I was up paging 

through some books.

She was still wearing the risqué blouse and skirt she wore when she 

tended bar at the Hot Shot Saloon, in the Village. A few months earlier, Ma-

vis looked slightly overstuffed in the costume. The bar cultivated a certain 

trendy look, and the skirt and blouse, no larger than a particular size, one 

appropriate for a Barbie doll, was key to the look. It didn’t matter if the girl 

wearing it couldn’t quite squeeze in. Now, however, Mavis was fitting in far 

better. With a bit of willpower and determination, she had broken the pastry 

habit and slimmed back down to her former self. Even at the end of a long 

night’s work at the Hot Shot, she looked stunning.

Her clothing and her thick, long red hair smelled of air-conditioned 

cigarette smoke and stagnant liquor, even from several feet away. “You’re the 

one who should go to hell. And I sure as hell hope you do,” she screamed.

Just my luck. How was I to know she knew the truth. She definitely had 

never stepped into a library in the three years since we’d each moved to 

New York City. Nor did it seem like the sort of information she would know 

for any other reason; she could have walked past a library every day for a 

year and never noticed the hours posted at the entrance. She wasn’t a very 

observant person. Someone had to have told her, and I could only imagine 

that one of the waitresses at the Hot Shot was a moonlighting librarian.

The following must have taken place:

Mavis is relaxing during a break, at a back table reserved for employees 

taking a few minutes off, and the librarian-waitress joins her; they talk 

about nothing in particular to pass the few minutes, drinking coffee to 

perk up as the late hours begin to wear them down.

“Have a boyfriend, honey?” the waitress asks Mavis casually.

“Yeah,” Mavis replies.

“Long time?”

“Uh, huh. More than three years. Known him since I was born.”

“That’s a long time. I never had one for more than 6 or 7 months. . . .  

You see much of him?”

“Usually,” Mavis replies. “But these days he’s spending a lot of time by 

himself. Never read a book or anything before this year, except for the sports 

pages, but recently he’s gotten into reading a lot. All sorts of strange stuff. 

Like tonight, he’s at the library.”
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“Public library?” the waitress says, skepticism edging into her voice.

“Yeah.”

The waitress looks at Mavis and shakes her head. She pauses a moment, 

then, “I hate to say it, sugar, but your man is copping out on you, doing 

something on the sly. I work at a library days, and I can tell you for a fact 

that all the branches around here close at 6 o’clock.”

Then again, maybe Mavis didn’t find out that way. But I wasn’t going to 

bother to investigate; it was a can of worms best left unopened.

She took a Bacardi bottle from the cabinet in the livingroom, went 

down the hall to the kitchen, and began to make herself a rum and Coke.

I followed her a minute later, keeping my distance, getting there in time 

to hear her breaking out a new ice tray, scattering shards of ice and several 

cubes all over the floor, where they lay untouched as they melted. She was 

spilling much of the Coke as she poured it and nearly knocking the glass 

over when she threw the ice cubes in.

“I hope you’re neater at work,” I said at a safe distance standing in the 

hall. “You'd be back waiting tables if your manager saw you now.”

“Shuddup!” she said, continuing to slam her drink about as if it were a 

hapless opponent in a pro wrestling grudge match. She poured out a shot 

of rum, letting an almost equal amount cascade over the rim and into a 

dark puddle on the counter. She carelessly dropped a paper napkin over 

it to sponge up the mess, but after it soaked up the spill, she left it sopping.

All the while she talked to her drink. “‘I was involved with something 

at the library until after dinnertime,’ he tells me,” she yelled at the glass as 

she sliced a lemon into wedges, avoiding me entirely.

I backed up a few steps down the hall as she handled the sharp knife.

“‘Involved’ is the word for it all right, but it wasn’t with something. He 

doesn’t think I catch on to these things. What does he think I am — some sort of 

starry-eyed virgin, or something? . . . You’re a jerk, and I hope she gives you V.D.”

“I don’t know what you’re ranting and raving about,” I said, unsuccess-

fully affecting an innocent tone. Would she even believe the truth — that, 

though there was another woman, nothing had happened, at least of a sort 

that would upset her? It would be too much to ask.

“A steaming crock of bull, that one,” she said loudly, returning once again 

to addressing her glass. She swilled the drink, creating a turbulent whirlpool 

that flooded over the edge of the glass and all over her hand. She ignored it.
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“And what about the little tramp at work?”

“What little tramp?” I asked.

“That new receptionist.”

How did Mavis know about her? I rarely talked about work, and had 

never mentioned Tara at all.

“The new receptionist,” Mavis repeated. “Tara.”

“Tara isn’t a tramp. She’s a very nice girl — more than I can say for you 

right now.”

“What about her?” Mavis said, not to be deflected.

“She quit.”

“I know she quit. You think I don’t know these things. You think I don’t 

know you went down to Philly to see her?”

“I didn’t see her in Philadelphia, or anywhere. I spent the entire evening 

talking to L.C. in Rittenhouse Square. I didn’t even see Pick, as I’d planned.”

“L.C.  I’m sick of hearing about him. He’s just your new excuse,” she said. 

“I’ll bet he’s just a figment of your imagination.” She stopped talking, turned 

her back to me, and drank her tall drink in a few uncontrolled gulps. The 

steam had abruptly blown off, and she’d sagged into sullenness. She walked 

by without meeting my eye, went down the hall to the livingroom, threw 

a pile of books on the rug, and settled onto the couch.

I’d bought a small bookshelf a few days earlier, and it was already inad-

equate. The library books and the used books I’d bought recently — about 

Brazil and Argentina, about Amazon tribes and Chicago, about Alexander 

Calder and the state of Colorado — haphazardly filled the shelves and 

tumbled out into piles on the floor and furniture.

“I’m telling you, Walker,” she said with a hoarse, exhausted voice, “you’ve 

changed, and I don’t know what’s come over you. I mean, you never owned 

a book in your whole life. . . . Look at all these books and magazines.”

But it was impossible to explain this new involvement, just as it was im-

possible to explain the other new involvement she had also just uncovered.
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 People are inextricably connected; their lives
 are interwoven in ways few ever see. But from
 my perspective I’m forced to see. Take any two
 people — you and me, for instance. You and I 
 have a great deal in common and our lives cross
 in many ways, though one would think that’s
  impossible, since we seem to be so unlike one another. But we are very much alike, and our
  lives have mingled before.
          — L.C., in the Metrotime interview

 9 In the first week of May, the June issue of Metrotime appeared, featuring a 

piece entitled “Invisible: An Interview.”

Richman had been given the tapes, transcribed them, then milked the vital-

ity away. What little life remained in it was sucked out by the magazine’s legal 

counsel, who worked a few blocks north of Metrotime, a man with few morals 

himself but with a hypersensitivity to potential libel. The manuscript had been 

sent to him in the mail — Walker never delivered anything to the attorney in 

person — and returned by mail a few days later, every potentially sensitive 

statement — that is, most of what made the interview interesting — redlined.

It was too late for Graves to pull the piece. He had foolheartedly com-

mitted the interview with L.C. to the space — he knew it was a risk — and 

there was nothing else to fill it. The article was a bomb.

It had started out with some promise:

I N V I S I B L E:  An Interview
Metrotime (June 1974)

THE FOLLOWING INTERVIEW is published here in Metrotime 
with a caveat to the reader. The editors, writers, and staff have all 
made efforts to identify at least partially the man who, in this in-
terview, called himself “L.C.” To date, in the 12 days between the 
interview and press time, all efforts to identify him have failed. He 
is as anonymous, as unknown, today as he was the day we met him.

We have confirmed some of the history this man told us as true. 
But in most instances, no connection between events could be made, 
and – because we don’t know who “L.C.” is – his connection to the 
events cannot be ascertained.
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The interview was instigated by “L.C.” himself. His motives for 
requesting an interview, and with our magazine in particular, are not 
clear and may never be. “L.C.” asked that a specific member of our 
staff conduct the interview. That interviewer was sent on a labyrinthine 
course throughout Lower Manhattan before arriving in a small, rented 
office on the 13th floor of the same building that houses this magazine. 
The office’s window looked out on a deeply shadowed airshaft, and the 
venetian blinds were tilted to obscure much of what little light entered 
the room. Lamps were set up to illuminate much of the office, espe-
cially our interviewer and the desk on which the recording equipment 
sat. The subject was seated so that his face was a silhouette. Several 
editors suggest that the first scene of the movie The Thomas Crown 
Affair inspired this set-up.

In the course of the entire three-hour interview, our reporter 
never had a clear view of this person’s face. “L.C.” was perhaps 25 
years old, perhaps 45. When he stood up briefly, he appeared to be of 
average stature, but he was partially hidden by the desk and therefore 
may have been larger or smaller.

Investigators returned to the office the next day to find almost no 
trace of the man or anything belonging to him. All that remained was 
the desk, the wooden chair in which our reporter sat, an adjustable 
desk chair, and a single butt from a French cigarette. The venetian 
blinds were gone; the lamps were gone. There were no fingerprints 
in the entire room, except our reporter’s.

On checking with building staff and management, no one except 
our reporter was ever seen entering or leaving the 13th-floor office. 
The superintendent eventually revealed the rental was arranged by 
phone and paid for in advance through the mail with a postal money 
order. The keys were mailed to a box at New York’s main post office. 
That box, we discovered, was rented, again with a money order, under 
the name Lon Chaney, a name that, of course, led nowhere.

To the best of our knowledge, this interview is all that remains 
of “L.C.” Is this responsible journalism? We ask you only to note 
that our magazine, which usually has at least one work of fiction 
per issue, has no work labeled as such this time; and we ask you, the 
reader, to exercise your own judgment – what is fact, what is fiction? 
We, ourselves, have not reached a consensus.

✴       ✴       ✴
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But what followed was a dull, detailed philosophical discourse on the 

nature of good and evil — not what Metrotime needed at that moment.

Walker was mildly disappointed; Pick, extremely. Graves was worried. 

Richman didn’t seem to care.

 Gute Menschen reden nie die Wahrheit.
 Falsche Küsten und Sicherheiten lehrten
 euch die Guten; in Lügen der Guten wart
 ihr geboren und geborgen. Alles ist in
 den Grund hinein verlogen under verbogen
 durch die Guten.
        — Friedrich Nietzsche, Ecce Homo 2
10
Early on, Walker, like everyone at Metrotime, thought the L.C. mystery was 

a minor one, that it would be a matter of nailing L.C. down for a moment to 

strip away any of his disguises or ruses. But Walker began to see, as the Me-
trotime staff’s fascination diminished to disinterest — in reverse proportion 

to his own interest — that the mystery was more intricate and more clouded.

When Walker thought back to it several years after first meeting L.C., 

he was surprised, considering how frequent L.C.’s appearances were to be-

come, how infrequent the early encounters were. It appeared to mirror the 

extent of Walker’s attention and compulsion; as L.C. filled more and more 

of Walker’s thoughts, he crossed Walker’s path with increasing frequency.

Initially, the encounters were draped in the obscurity of night, or 

shadow, or the swiftness of surprise. Or Walker only realized that he had 

met up with L.C. after L.C. was gone. Or they were indirect, by a passed 

note, by a letter (many letters) in the mailbox, by a phone call, sometimes 

as brief as a word or just a breath, sometimes long, rambling conversations 

that extended over much of the most isolated hours of night.

2 “Good men never speak the truth. False shores and harbors were you taught by the  

Good. In the lies of the Good were you born and bred. Through the Good, everything, 

to the very roots, has become false and crooked.”
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But it didn’t stay that way. L.C. would become more audacious in his meet-

ings — in daylight, face-to-face, for extended periods — flaunting his presence 

and elusiveness, daring Walker with many opportunities to catch him.

A list grew of encounters, sightings, conversations, even strange events 

that seemed of L.C.’s doing. There was the first meeting — the interview — for 

three captive hours on April 15th in a tiny, unoccupied office in a forgotten 

corner of Metrotime ’s own building. Then a month of silence, until after the 

interview was published. Walker was drawn to a meeting in Philadelphia, to a 

chilling monologue on a warm night. After that, a few cryptic notes, a smatter-

ing of enticing clues; but the silence was a lure as powerful as anything else.

Then everything changed. The encounters were many — often several 

a day, even several an hour, and rarely a day passed without something.  

L.C. was a gremlin haunting Walker’s existence.

✴       ✴

No. 3. AUGUST 7, 1974, Midafternoon.3 I was aimlessly walking around 

Washington Square, watching people in the park, walking down some of 

the streets going off from the square, but never really wandering too far.

I’ll admit I was slightly depressed at losing my job, even if I was telling 

myself I was glad for the freedom. I was going to go to the bar, but it was 

too early; none of the regulars would be there for a couple of hours.

An old shoeshine guy was on the sidewalk a block up from the square 

on Fifth Avenue. He made a pitch, and as I automatically said no, I looked  

at the old brown loafers I was wearing. The pennies Mavis had put in them 

four years ago (which I’d promised myself two years ago I’d pry out) were 

still in the slits. You could barely see them, the dirt, dust, and stains were so 

ground in. Sure would be nice if these things had a shine to them, I thought.

“Whatcha say?” the old man said a second time, tapping his brush on his 

stand.

“Can’t afford it,” I told him. “Lost my job.”

He smiled at me. “I’ve had a good day,” he said, “and you look like a nice 

guy. Bet y’ain’t had a shine in years.”

3 Obviously, the author didn’t, for the sake of the numbering of the sightings, count 
the numerous meetings of the first day as separate sightings. It is unclear, though, 
whether that first day and the meeting in May are intended to be the Nos. 1 and 2 
that precede this event labeled “No. 3.”
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“Never had one,” I admitted. Another glance at my shoes, and I could tell 

they told the story without me saying a word.

“Then today is your lucky day.”

He stood up from his little chair and told me to sit down. Then he got to 

shining my shoes. He nimbly removed the pennies and shined them until 

they gleamed shinier than new. And he started into a long monologue on 

just about everything. I must have been there for a half hour as he buffed 

and shined, applied polish and rubbed, but mostly talked — about all sorts 

of subjects you’d never expect a guy like that to talk about.

Finally, I was getting fidgety.

“Gotta be moving on, huh?” he said.

I told him I did.

“You’re a betting man, right?” I hadn’t said a word about that.

“Yeah,” I said.

“Let me give you a tip.” He wrote something on a piece of paper and 

handed it to me. “3rd, No. 14, Pennsylvania Dream, Shoemaker,” I read.

“Shoemaker’s a great jockey,” I said.

He chuckled but didn’t say anything.

“Sounds good. Thanks.” And I walked back toward the square. A Daily 
News lay on a park bench, so I looked to see where Shoemaker was riding, 

the odds on his horse, and whether there was still time to lay down a bet at 

OTB. But I couldn’t find the entry.

It wasn’t in the third race at any of the tracks. I thought maybe one of the 

other races. But it wasn’t anywhere. Hell, it could be any race in the country. 

It could be later in the week. Or the old man could have been senile — his 

talk, about this and that and everything, was strange; he could have been 

giving me a tip on a race last week, last month, or maybe even years ago.

I stuffed the paper into my pocket and didn’t think about it until I found 

it a week later, at dinner with Janet. She asked about the paper. I told her the 

story, and we started wondering, until I realized L.C. had passed me another 

message. But what sort of message? I couldn’t figure it out for a long time.

✴       ✴

No. 5. AUGUST 14, 1974, Early evening. A man wandered into the tavern 

and sat at the bar by me. The Berg wasn’t there yet, and I’d gotten into the 

habit of sitting at the bar, talking to the bartender, Doug, or whoever might 

be sitting there. I glanced at the man on the next stool — an average guy, 
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with brown hair, my height, clean shaven — but I had no urge to talk. His 

only quirk was that he continually wiped at his eyes, trying to remove sleep 

from the corners. He ordered a beer, had some pretzels in a bowl, took out 

a pen, and doodled on his napkin. We sat there, the both of us for half an 

hour, half watching the evening news on the TV over the bar.

I got up and went to the men’s room. When I returned, the guy was gone. 

His empty glass was still there. When I asked Doug when the guy left, he was 

surprised. He hadn’t realized the man was gone, and the jerk hadn’t paid for 

his drink. The napkin sat under the glass, covered with its doodles — little five-

sided house shapes, stick-figure people, and that same symbol that had been 

painted in front of my apartment house the week before, with my initials: 4

It had been L.C. right next to me all that time. He hadn’t said a word. I 

stared at the napkin for a long while, thinking there might be a message. 

But there wasn’t — just silly pictures.

“You want that napkin?” Doug asked me after a time. “Or you want me 

to toss it?”

“Toss it,” I said, crumbling the paper up, wishing L.C. had taken the op-

portunity to tell me something.

“Hey, what about the pen?” Doug said. The pen L.C. had been using lay on 

the counter nearby. It was a stylish Parker pen, not a Bic or anything like that.

“Your bar, Doug. You keep it.”

“No. You’re the one who knows the guy. Maybe you’ll see him again.”

So I put it in my pocket.

A while later, after the Berg arrived, I wanted to write something down 

for him, so I took out the Parker. I pushed the button on the end and . . . 

nothing. It was stuck. I unscrewed it to see if I could fix it and found a note 

wrapped around the cartridge, with a message — typed: “You have to pay 

more attention, kid. There’s a world around you and you’re missing it. You’re 

sitting, hiding, in a tiny hole. Crawl out of your cave, kid.”

4This earlier appearance, chronologically, of the WM symbol is related at the end 

of Chapter 25.
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✴       ✴

No. 6. AUGUST 17, 1974.  I left my apartment, walked to the corner, and 

waited for a cab. I don’t know why I wanted to take a cab, but all the money 

I had made me feel I could afford it. One of those old Checkers came by,  

I waved him down and stepped into the cavernous back seat. The air stank 

of harsh tobacco. I saw a small blue and white cigarette pack on the dash-

board. Squinting, I made out the name Gitanes.

“Where to?” A Middle Eastern accent. So many cabbies these days are 

Middle Eastern.

“56th and Fifth Avenue.”

At the next corner, he abruptly turned right.

“Hey. You should have turned left.”

“Who knows the city better: you or me, a New York City cab driver?” he 

said in his proud accented English as we moved toward the East River Drive.

I complained he was taking me the longer way; he kept looking straight 

ahead,  insisting the opposite. “Who knows the city better . . . ?” he repeated.

Once on the Drive: “You’re not dressed for the Plaza, too late for going to 

F.A.O. Schwarz. You aren’t dressed neither for the Tea Room. You’re going to 

a movie.” He paused. He acted quite pleased with himself.

I prefer silent cab drivers.

“Oh, yeah. You’re seeing ‘The Day of the Jackal.’ Good movie. Fine film.  

I recommend it. Especially watch for how he gets his fake passport and how 

he slaughters everyone who gets in his way. That’s how I get where I am 

today, in this great country.”

“I’ll watch what I want to,” I told him. He turned his head for the first 

time and stared at me, as if he hadn’t said a word and I’d startled him. “And 

who says I’m even going to a movie?” But I realized that my first comment 

indicated I was.

“Who knows you better . . . ?”

It was him!

We were getting off the Drive at 57th Street and approaching a red light. 

I jumped out without paying, ran several blocks, then walked the rest of the 

way to see the movie.
✴       ✴

No. 13. AUGUST 30, 1974. An old man in the urban park between Madison 

and Fifth sipping iced tea. He finished his drink and shuffled up to me.
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“I noticed you been watching me.” His tone was friendly.

I tried to excuse myself, but he wouldn’t hear of it.

“People too distant from one another,” he said, patting me on the shoulder. 

He had a slight but distinct accent, like someone who’d been in the country 

for a long time but remained in ways a stranger and would always be one. 

“People gotta get closer, learn more ’bout one another, learn each others’ 

secrets, or what’s the use of living. Right?”

I said yes, though I didn’t really know what he meant.

Then he smiled, gave me a friendly wink, and moved away slowly, exiting 

the small park and turning right onto the sidewalk toward Fifth Avenue.

A few minutes later I stood up and noticed a piece of paper in my shirt 

pocket. I vaguely remembered I’d put a piece of paper in there, but when I 

looked at it, it wasn’t my handwriting. It was a strange little message: “Mis-

spelling. Killroy (of the New Jersey Killroys) , not Kilroy (of the schnoz-on-

the-wall Kilroys).”
✴       ✴

No. 14. AUGUST 31, 1974. The businessman across the subway car aisle. He 

stood up as we pulled into 14th Street, looked across at me, winked, and got 

off the train.

That wink. Maybe it’s just some sort tick. But he’s saying, “It’s me, stupid. 

Now you know it. It’s our little joke. But as far as you’re concerned, it’s too late.”

✴       ✴

No. 16. SEPTEMBER 3, 1974. The Sabrett hot-dog vendor at Avenue of the 

Americas and 48th Street. He gave me a second hot dog free, saying I was “his 

sort of guy.” I looked at his license, half-hidden. The picture was of the guy, 

but the name was blank, and the license number was a long line of zeroes.

I wandered a few blocks along the Avenue toward the Park, but within 

minutes decided I’d go back to the Public Library. It had been 10 minutes 

since I’d bought my hot dog, but he was gone. The cart was there; a differ-

ent man was tending it.

“I’ll have a dog with mustard, relish, ketchup, and onions,” I said. He be-

gan to tend to my order. “Could you tell me who was working your cart 10 

minutes ago?” I asked.

“I was,” he said.

“No, I bought a hot dog from someone else here 10 minutes ago. He even 

gave me a second one free.”
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“Been here since 10:30 this morning, and I haven’t budged. Not even a 

minute to hit the john.” He gave me my hot dog, and I gave him 40¢. “You 

calling me a liar, kid?”

“No, but I’m sure.”

“You were sure, but you are mistaken.”

I looked at his license: Salvadore Ponzi, No. 42413. The picture was his.

✴       ✴

No. 20. SEPTEMBER 11, 1974, afternoon. A window-washer 30 stories up 

a Park Avenue office building, , writing my initials in soap on a window.

✴       ✴

No. 43. NEW YEAR’S EVE, 1974. I’d never gone to Times Square to watch 

the ball drop. Mavis chose to work the lucrative New Year’s party shift at the 

lounge. So I left on my own. Got there early — soon after 7 o’clock — went to 

a cafeteria on the west side of the Square, and spent the hours watching the 

square transform from its everyday guise to a massive outdoor party hall.

Around 11, I went out and joined the crowd. Just a few minutes before 

midnight, the crowd was pulsing with excitement and expectation. The 

tight crowd was enough to make you lose your breath at times. Then there 

was a tap on my shoulder.

“Excuse me,” he said in a voice barely audible through the crowd noise.

I turned.

“Could I have a light?”

I’d already pulled a lighter out of my pocket and lit the stranger’s ciga-

rette, when I caught a scent of his French Gitanes and I realized I’d heard 

him address me by name.

He was gone — disappeared into the screaming crowd. It was L.C.

The ball of lights had fallen. It was a minute past midnight.

✴       ✴

No. 71. MARCH 20, 1975. What a jungle. A man in a wide-brimmed straw 

Panama hat. In the middle of New York City. Came up to me asking direc-

tions. Thickly accented. Too friendly.

Why is he so frequently a foreigner?
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 11
APRIL 20, 1981, 6PM
It was almost exactly seven years since Walker and Pick had last seen one 

another. How were they, in a few short hours, going to make up for all those 

lost years? They both had changed so completely in the hiatus since they 

had both left Metrotime in 1974.

For an entire afternoon they’d been sitting in Pick’s cramped apartment, 

near the campus where Pick had gone to college. They’d filled in a great 

deal of personal history between them, and in the coming days and weeks, 

as their friendship renewed — in truth, as an entirely different friendship 

developed — much more would be discussed; one long morning and after-

noon of reminiscing only scratched the surface.

Now time was short. There was barely time to learn all they wished to 

learn together. Pick was ill. The apparently temporary troubles that forced 

him to leave Metrotime were anything but temporary. In the years since, 

his condition evolved and steadily worsened. His crisp, dark features were 

gone. The agile movements slowed almost to a stop; he could barely walk. 

His formerly almost emaciated frame disappeared as his body had become 

bloated by a malady that continued to confound the doctors.

It had been quiet in Pick’s small apartment through most of the day. At 

times they talked. For long stretches, however, the only sounds save for the 

rustling of paper were the thinly textured strands of Anton Webern quar-

tet music in the background as Walker sat on the floor reading the several 

drafts of Pick’s novel, and Pick napped in his chair. Now the commuter 

trains rattled and banged with the white-collar masses returning home to 

the suburbs from downtown Philadelphia. 

“Can we get away from this?” Walker asked, as another squealing brake 

drowned their conversation, making it hard to think. Walker knew this was 
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asking much of Pick. Every movement was a struggle. So he’d grown used 

to the tiny quarters and daily train clatter. But Walker — recently returned 

from snowcapped mountains, a frigid river moments out of glaciated ice, 

and massive silence — was uncomfortable.

The early spring evening was unusually warm. Walker suggested a 

picnic dinner. They could go to a nearby college playing field.

“It’ll do your old heart good,” Walker insisted when Pick balked at moving 

from his chair. “You can get yourself that far. You keep yourself inside this 

breadbox too much. And if there’s one fact I’ve learned these past two years, 

it’s that the outdoors is good for you. Good for the mind and body. What do 

you say? I have a long story to tell, and I’ll go crazy if I tell it in here.”

Pick conceded.

Walker prepared much of the dinner. Then Pick got into his adapted 

golfcart, and they went to a soccer field by the fieldhouse, set themselves 

down, and laid out the food.

“You’ll never get me up from this grass, Walker.”

“I know,” Walker replied barely audibly as he set the picnic spread.  

“I haven’t told you about the second time I met L.C.”

“Second time?”

“Just after you left the magazine,” he said. He tore a chicken leg from its 

thigh and handed it to Pick. “It was in early May.”

“But how’s that possible?” said Pick.

“Why isn’t it possible?”

“Because L.C. was just an elaborate charade Richman and I cooked up.  

My idea was to bait you into some self-examination, and Richman was play-

ing games with Graves.”

“That can’t be,” Walker said. “L.C. was a driving force in my life for four 

years. He drove me crazy.”

“Look, 10 days before I last returned to Metrotime , I called Richman to 

ask what was happening. He painted a depressing picture, telling me about 

Graves’ daily threats to fire him, so I got him talking about other things. 

That’s when he told me about a man he’d met at that bar he always went 

to. He was an out-of-work actor with all sorts of strange ideas about theater 

and acting, and about the tug between fantasy and reality. Richman told me 

how this guy said that he didn’t particularly mind being unable to find jobs 

because life was a role, that when Shakespeare said ‘Life is but a stage and 
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all the people merely players on it,’ he was speaking the truth more than he 

might have imagined. Each new day was just a new act to play out. And it 

wasn’t necessarily an act from the same play.

“Then Richman told me they toyed with playing a big practical joke on 

Graves. His friend could masquerade as someone without an identity, who 

changed roles daily, even minute by minute, who had free reign over himself. 

Richman knew Graves would fall for such a ploy.”

“Who came up with the idea that L.C. be anonymous?” Walker asked.

“I don’t remember. I don’t think he said. Just that they bantered the idea 

back and forth, and it developed.”

“Did you ever meet this actor?”

“No. All of the contact was through Richman.”

“And who came up with calling him ‘L.C.’?”

“I don’t know. One of them.”

“And the idea of me as interviewer — who suggested I talk with L.C.?”

“I’ve always thought I did, that my share in this escapade was getting you 

involved so that you’d climb out of that hole you were living in. I supplied 

the line for L.C. about two birthdates. I was out on the Island on a story just 

before returning to Metrotime, so I went to the Nassau County hall of records 

to find a few facts about you. When I found that strange mix-up with the 

birth certificates, I knew it would grab you since you were so wrapped up 

in astrology. But now that I think about it, it’s hard to say if I actually sug-

gested you do the interview. Richman may well have.”

“But L.C. wasn’t just a creation of you and Richman. He was more than 

a practical joke on Graves.”

“That’s what you said. You met him a second time, after the interview?”

“And many times after that.”

“Weird.” Pick eyes widened. “What happened when you met again?”

“A great deal . . . or at least a great deal happened to me because of him.” 

Walker finished setting out the food, and they began to eat as Walker started 

his story. “I’d begun to put L.C. out of my mind. But I was still a bit annoyed 

by not knowing who he was and for not understanding most of what he 

had said to me during that interview. My dinner with you had helped, but 

I really didn’t care all that much.

“Then I arrived late at work one day, as usual, and found an envelope wait-

ing for me. Inside was a round-trip train ticket to Philadelphia, a $50 bill, and 
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a typed note. ‘Go to Rittenhouse Square on May 9th,’ it said, ‘to the outdoor 

café at the southwest corner. 7 P.M. You must hear the whole story, the story 

I didn’t tell you before. You’re the only one I can tell.’ It was unsigned, sent 

from the main post office in Philadelphia, but I knew who sent it.

“I figured I might as well go. Life was boring, and the magazine was 

more than I could stand. You’d left, and then two days later Tara left. You 

remember her, don’t you?”

“Sure, that little blonde receptionist. I figured you had a crush on her.”

“Yeah. . . . Something was starting to spark between us, but she suddenly 

left. One day, no warning, she marched into Graves and threw all the eave-

dropping equipment she’d been given onto his desk. Then she dropped a 

resignation letter on top of the equipment; it had just two sentences on it: 

‘I quit. Be glad I don’t go to the police with what I know.’ Then she stormed 

out, yelling that maybe she would talk to the police after all. After she quit, 

she moved down to Philly to find another job. So, when the ticket and the 

money arrived at work, I thought, Why not — my life is going to hell, and I’d 

just as soon get away for a while. And Philadelphia had a lot to offer. I called 

Tara and we arranged to meet at 9 o’clock on the 9th, after I saw L.C., and 

spend the night together. In fact, I was considering dropping in on you after 

that. But I ended up forgetting that plan, and my meeting with Tara, too.

“I left work early, as usual, but headed to Penn Station instead of the bar or 

home. I got to Philly without any trouble and found my way to Rittenhouse 

Square just after sundown. The waitress pointed to a far corner of the café, 

to a table shaded from the lamppost light by a large tree. No one was there, 

but she knew who I was, so I sat down and stared at the trees and the park. 

“The evening was much like tonight. The air was slightly hazy, and 

twilight inched to darkness. Then my reverie was cut short by someone 

nearby speaking in a muted tone. ‘Glad you could come,’ the voice said. A 

man sat across from me — he’d arrived unnoticed. And uncannily, just like 

at the interview, the weak light from a streetlight filtering through the trees 

came from behind him, casting him into a silhouette.

“‘That interview was a farce,’ he said. The magazine piece had appeared 

on the racks a few days earlier.

“‘The guys at work heard the tape,’ I replied. ‘Said it captured a lot of it.’

“‘But you weren’t in the interview they printed. It was someone else talk-

ing the part in the magazine.’
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“‘Yeah. Richman,’ I told him. ‘But you expected that.’

“‘It was a farce,’ he said.

“‘They couldn’t print all you said. Half of it would have gotten the law on 

the magazine,’ I said. ‘If anything, they made you sound better.’

“‘Than what?’ he asked.

“I replied, ‘Just better.’

“Then his tone changed abruptly. ‘It doesn’t matter,’ he said. ‘I knew the 

interview would be like that. They crafted me, they perverted me into what 

they wanted me to be, not into what I am.’

“‘You’re talking about perverts?’ I asked. ‘What the hell are you, anyway?’

“He replied, or I should say continued, since he never replied, ‘It doesn’t 

matter if the interview wasn’t the full story. I don’t give a damn about that 

and never did. I got the chance to talk with you. It was months before I 

even began to imagine why it was important to him. He continued, ‘I have 

to tell you. I should have told you in New York.’

“‘Told me what?’ I asked him. ‘What was that note you sent all about?’

“‘What I’m going to tell you now,’ he answered. ‘There are many things in 

my life you don’t know, many uncomfortable stories I couldn’t tell you then.’

“‘Why not?’ I said.

“‘I just couldn’t,” he said. “But they’ve continued to haunt and scare me, 

and I have to tell someone. Do you know what it’s like to be terrified by your 

own past and to be unable to escape it? No, I can’t imagine you really know 

what I mean, what it’s like to know that you’ve sunk to the deepest depths 

of humanity, seen and touched and smelled the most despicable creatures 

that inhabit this earth, and that you can’t escape. But I have to tell someone. If 

not, I may never dissolve the fear. I have to tell you. You have to listen because 

you’re the only one I can talk to, and you have to help me find the truth.’

“His voice sounded similar to the voice I’d heard the first time, though 

not exactly the same, and the silhouette appeared to be a vague match. Yet 

his disposition was so radically different and the self-portrait he went on to 

create was so utterly unlike the crass, amoral man who could manipulate, 

hurt, and even kill people that I was totally confused. Yet some quality about 

him convinced me. This was the same man, if not entirely the same personal-

ity. I began to worry that this L.C., whoever he was, was starting to crumble.

“He ordered beers for each of us and two double scotches for himself. 

When the drinks arrived he gulped the two whiskies immediately, staring 
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at me from behind his mask of shadows. I watched without saying a word, 

noting that same gleam in his eye as he winked, just as he had the first time 

we had met. When he placed the second shot glass down, he began to talk. 

His voice had calmed, at least temporarily; but there was a hysterical restraint 

in the way he spoke. I tried to relax myself to listen to what he had to tell, 

though the story he told made sitting comfortably difficult.”

 
 
  Deprived of heaven, [he] chose hell —
  if indeed, he knew the difference
  between the two.
    — John Toland 12
Nuclear Power — that’s where it all began.

I’d been living for some time in the Hyde Park neighborhood, near the 

University of Chicago, playing several roles at once. I was sitting in on classes, 

stealing an education. I was running a fencing operation, one of the biggest 

the area ever saw. I was informing for the police and for the crime bosses.  

I was working an even nastier fencing racket, kidnapping infants from the 

ghetto for child-peddling rings in the middle- and upper-class suburbs. I was 

even trying to get into the underworld fraternities as a hit man. What did I 

know then about killing? I was naive, but I was sure that what I’d learned 

from that woman in the park in Minneapolis was that I was omnipotent.  

I wanted to be the giver and taker of life. Nothing less.

But the start and end of things doesn’t come with nobodies like me 

trying to play the emotionless contract man. It starts and ends with a solid, 

impenetrable core. And I learned it there in Chicago.

There’s a large Henry Moore sculpture at the University called “Nuclear 

Power.” It’s a tribute to Enrico Fermi and his colleagues, they say5 — large and 

domed and black, not black like night but like ice that’s never been touched 

5	Fermi and fellow scientists created the first controlled nuclear chain reaction in late 

1942 in converted squash courts under the western grandstands of the original Stagg 

Field, the University of Chicago’s football field, where the main library now stands. 
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by light; it’s hard and hollow, with no way to enter it. A dreadful egg with 

nothing to hatch.

Why am I telling you about a sculpture? What could an abstract metal 

hunk of metal have to do with the fear I’ve suffered? It has everything to 

do with it. From the day I first saw it, the day it was unveiled to the world, I 

was attacked by terror, magnetized and mesmerized by it, like watching the 

spectacle of a man being ripped apart.

I was young. I was taking chances. I was getting myself in deeper than 

I’d imagined I could. But I was running the gantlet physically unscathed.

At the same time I was spending more and more time around the Uni-

versity, pretending the student life, and looking for activities to divert my 

mind. I tried a couple of sports, then theater, then chess, and finally settled 

into the periphery of a group of former students who had gone into civil-

rights filmmaking and who were experimenting with videotape.

I was living alone in an apartment on the dilapidated, western edge of 

Hyde Park, north of the University. I’d never stayed for long in a large city, 

and I began to wonder why I’d chosen this university. But I was there.

I was nervous, almost paranoid — physically untouched but being gnawed 

at within — gathering my fears of people and, worse, of my own demons. I 

was being too many things, trying to harness wild forces, but I’d stepped into 

the wrong ring. The atmosphere in the community was tense. In one month’s 

time, five women were raped and a local politician shot; hatred and fear were 

peaking. That didn’t bother me; I was involved myself. But the air of violence 

and anger enveloping everything gripped me like a claw created by my own 

inner battles, my own fears. Months later the smoldering would burst into 

open rage on Chicago’s streets; but it had already exploded within my mind.

My reaction was to burrow deeper into my studies, every spare hour in 

the anachronistic comfort of Harper Library. The stately, high-ceilinged read-

ing rooms transported me to security as nothing else could, sending me to 

safer days of 60 years before. I disappeared into classics, and philosophy, and 

history, and literature. I rambled on with every manner of student, about ar-

cane topics, conversations that kept me far removed from the world outside.

But that proved ineffective, too. Concentrating on anything was impos-

sible. I spent days sitting in chairs and walking the same paths of the Univer-

sity’s main quadrangle doing and thinking nothing. I’d walk for hours, then 

discover I couldn’t remember what I’d seen or where I’d been. I’d stopped 
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talking to people and cut off all ties with the filmmakers.

It was a Saturday morning in late fall, very cold, the sort of day that an-

nounces winter’s harsh arrival. I thought I could divert myself from the 

torpor and the tense, violent world just by trying harder to relax and doing 

something different. So, with a great deal of effort, I forced myself to attend 

the unveiling of a sculpture at the University — the Moore sculpture.

It was a big event, causing a big stir, and I thought I would see hope and 

rebirth in the ceremony. Moore had made a rare visit to America to attend 

the unveiling, the lectures, and the exhibitions of his works. So I found myself 

standing near a green-and-white striped tent, shivering in the unseason-

able cold among a crowd of a few hundred. Dozens of cameras clicked and 

whirred as gray, wrinkled men — the survivors of that clique who’d worked in 

the squash courts beneath the grandstands — reminisced about the old days. 

But most of all we were all there to watch Moore and Fermi’s widow and the 

University president pull a rope to release the tarpaulin from the massive 

sculpture standing at the center of a new concrete plaza.

Then the tarp dropped and the bronze was revealed. And I knew that 

this wasn’t a diversion; it was a trap. The shroud surrounded me as if the 

overcast skies had fallen to the ground. It obliterated the fear that the neigh-

borhood violence and my own seclusion had created. All of that was trivial 

and insignificant. I was in a blackness that drowned everything, an instan-

taneous, oppressive depression that paled everything that ever preceded 

it. It physically pressed at my skull from all sides and filled my mind with 

unexplainable waves that turned my brain to concrete and steel.

Where I could make sense of the words being said around me — my ears 

were ringing like an alarm had been tripped — I couldn’t fathom the mean-

ing. They rhapsodized that the sculpture was exalting, thrilling, awesomely 

wondrous. They saw all of the delight and optimism in the sculpture that 

they felt in the world at the time — utopian, forward-gazing to a peaceful 

millennium to come powered by the energy of the peaceful atom. They 

took to heart Moore’s original title for the work — “Atom Piece” — seeing the 

meaning in its wordplay that caused the artist to retitle it.

Others saw the warlike side — Moore’s helmethead reimagined, the aura 

of impending explosion. Then they shrugged it off with a few offhand pro-

found thoughts and a smattering of philosophy. It didn’t seem to bother them.

But it kidnapped me. I saw, I felt, something different. It flooded and 
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surrounded my brain with a nihilistic fever — dread, each time I passed it.

I had little reason to see the sculpture. I could have avoided that street; 

before the unveiling I’d walked that block just three or four times. But with 

increasing frequency I found myself there. Soon the bronze’s fusing shape 

imprinted its image in my mind.

People saw it as a tribute to a scientific breakthrough, to the progress 

of science. But to me it was that nanosecond of plasma, hotter than the sun, 

destroying matter at its core and about to blast into cataclysm.

Winter was approaching, but every new day, unaware of any cold or wind 

or snow, I sat for hours on a stone bench near the sculpture, or stood across 

the street, or slowly circled it. I memorized its shape, unique from every angle. 

Yet, though it changed with each vantage point, it remained constantly terri-

fying. No perspective held any relief or hope. I inspected small patches of the 

metal surface — some spots smooth and golden, others pocked or scratched 

and already darkened by the late fall elements. A square inch could rivet me 

for hours. I imagined what it would eventually look like, the surface, as Moore 

had planned it, gradually assuming its dark green-brown shade. It was turning 

black before my eyes. I investigated the surfaces deep within the indentations 

and folds, surfaces few people would ever find, much less get to know. I closed 

my eyes and felt every inch within reach with my fingers and palms. I pounded 

it to hear its resonance. I inhaled the newly exposed bronze. I tasted it.

I did it all to exorcise that nihilistic pressure. Maybe knowing the sculpture 

more deeply could drive the demons away. Yet knowing it by heart didn’t help. 

The dread stuck, and I still didn’t know why. My fear grew because I could 

never knowwhat was inside the sculpture’s bronze dome — not merely within 

the recesses, but in the jet-black, sealed interior.

What choices were left to me? I assembled what little I’d need to start a 

new life elsewhere — a few half-completed forged papers, a few changes of 

clothes, a coat — left my apartment, telling no one, and walked to the Midway 

Plaisance to take a cab to the airport. There on the Midway, I threw my life 

into flux and motion once again.

The early minutes of the ride west to the airport were unpleasant and 

disquieting. We drove a main street, a ribbon of safe passage, through blight 

— a neighborhood whose children I’d stolen. But as we emerged from that 

part of the city, I calmed slightly. Nearing the airport, seven miles of city now 

between me and the bronze symbol, I could almost relax. But not quite yet.
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I told the driver to go to the private-planes terminal. I asked around. 

Were any flights leaving, the sooner the better?

A mechanic pointed to a prop plane nearby. My voice still shaky, my body 

quivering in the late winter cold, I introduced myself to the pilot — Vergil 

Trescott. He was transporting a special delivery to Trinidad, in southeastern 

Colorado, for the Beatrice company, a Chicago conglomerate. I was more than 

welcome to join him, if I helped load supplies. There was no reason to see if 

the next flight had a more desirable destination; any destination was fine.

So I left the city, flying west, accompanied by nothing except a shaded 

hope that I could extricate myself from the deep pit in which I had found 

myself. The plane gained altitude, Trescott settled into a leisurely mono-

logue about the joys of “aeroplanes,” and the constantly increasing distance 

lifted me. Already I could see a future.

After refueling at an airfield 30 miles south of Lincoln, we hopped into 

the air again, landing to refuel once more near Paradise, Kansas. I said I’d 

get off there, took my bag from the plane, and headed for the road.

A van soon appeared and picked me up. Skipping the town, I headed 

toward Denver with a young couple. But I stopped before reaching there.

Within weeks, sitting on the eastern Colorado prairie, my thoughts light-

ened more. I was in Akron, 100 miles east of Denver. A place to revitalize before 

crossing over into that new life and reassembling the pieces.

I told myself I’d never be swept in by anything like that again. I wouldn’t 

be petrified by my surroundings. I wouldn’t be ensnared by the turmoil of 

my own thoughts. I would find a shield, a buffer between me and the pain.

I recalled the filmmakers back in Chicago — middle-class kids exploring the 

inner city — their white skin contrasting everyone around them — cameras, 

lenses, and sound equipment in hand. Observing without involvement, learn-

ing without suffering, experiencing without undue danger or discomfort.

I learned the equipment of the trade — the recording machines and the 

new lightweight cameras. Soon, familiar with the gadgetry, I left Akron for a 

Denver suburb. I found a group much like the Chicago clique. I learned about 

Denver — the people, the streets, the temperament. And when the time was 

ripe, I set off with my portable equipment as a freelance news cameraman.

Cameras thrilled me, more than ever. I played with gyroscopes and figured 

out how to steady my camera as I moved. I mastered every new technique, 

watching others’ work, reading books, stealing ideas and equipment.
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I thought I’d found that objectivity, that ability to stand back and apart, a 

detached observer of all things. My camera would scour the city of Denver, 

and eventually the nation, recording its events and mishaps; it would be 

my key to unlocking a world that always unsettled me — the seamy side, 

the world of accidents, crimes, poverty, as well as the glittery side. I’d do it 

with my dispassionate passport, my dispassionate lens. I would conquer 

the dread head on, and I felt it working.

I became wrapped up in the film and the lens, in the transfer of three-

dimensional action to two, in the powers and limits of my equipment to 

capture reality. One day, without fanfare, I noticed my cranial pressure was 

gone. The depression had lifted.

Time passed, however, and I tired of racing about in my van, the constant 

noise of a scanning police radio, in search of transient thrills that would 

air briefly on the 10 o’clock news between two other freelancers’ robbery 

footage. The film I shot became interchangeable. Even the sensational sto-

ries — the chain-reaction collision in Englewood or the train demolishing 

a van north of Denver in Hudson — lost their appeal.

Fatigue rolled in. As I raced from liquor store holdups to child drown-

ings, the long-buried twinge crept back in — that melding of mental ennui, 

irrational fright, and the palpable compression in my skull. Something 

catastrophic was about to happen.

 13
What happened next is foggy. To be honest, a large gaping blank. Do you know 

what I mean? You expect to remember the passing of each day, each waking 

minute, but suddenly one minute you’re in middle America and the next 

you’re in . . . Hell, I didn’t have the faintest inkling where I was. It was more 

than as if I had fallen asleep at night and opened my eyes seconds later to 

bright daylight. I had blinked and the world had flipped. My equilibrium was 

destroyed, my trust in everything shadowed and overcast. But I don’t believe 
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in teleportation. I must have gotten there by some means, and it must have 

taken time. Yet a complex strand of events and even the time itself was gone.

I was in Denver. I can’t remember what I was doing when my eyes 

blinked that last time. . . . Then I shook my head and wiped my eyes, and I 

was climbing the boarding stairs of a small commercial airplane. I knew it 

wasn’t the Denver airport, though I saw nothing at first that told me. I sensed 

it in the midst of my confusion. My confusion told me — the confusion that 

the hot, wet air felt, smelled, and tasted strange, that the sun radiated from 

the wrong angle in the sky, an angle I had never experienced before. The 

world I’d fallen into was alien.

It was hard to breathe and even to see. Nothing made sense. Then I heard 

voices — at first garbled and unintelligible, just noise — which condensed into 

sensible patterns. Without thinking, I recognized it as Spanish.

I knew I had a destination in mind. Far deep in my mind. I grasped what 

I saw around me: I was stepping into a small plane on a runway near a tiny 

terminal a distance from a larger, principal terminal; I had travel papers in my 

pocket; I had photography gear in the bag slung over my shoulder. All without 

looking inside the bag, an overnight case I couldn’t remember even owning.

I knew I had a plan, maybe many plans, which had taken me far away. 

But the exact details, even the general nature, of that idea eluded me. I didn’t 

know toward what, if anything, I was traveling; worse, I didn’t know from 

what, if anything, I was running. I felt the aura of escape, of flight — no more.

I climbed the portable stairway. What else could I do? Maybe I’d begin 

to understand my own actions. It would be no better to turn around now 

to find answers than to follow the law of inertia. Continue moving forward 

until something stands in my path and tells me to change direction. I stared 

around for clues, trying to focus. A sign on a fence at my limit of vision. A 

shopping bag with a store imprint. A mumbled bit of conversation — though 

no one was talking. Airline codes on the airplane. All little fragments.

I was in Venezuela, probably in or near Caracas, likely at the international 

airport, but at a distant corner, where small planes depart for destinations 

off the beaten track.

Inside the plane, I realized I had to look at my ticket or boarding pass 

to know where I would sit. I was headed for Manaus, Brazil, and my name 

was Marjoe Fosse. I didn’t even know where Manaus was. And delving into 

my mind was like digging into a mountain with a spoon; I couldn’t dig deep 
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enough to explain why I was going there.

Then something else dawned on me — strangely reassuring and eerie 

simultaneously. Not only did I recognize the language around me but 

I understood it — spoken and on the signs spied out the window. It was 

comforting and shocking, because the last I remembered I knew only a 

few Spanish phrases. Where had that knowledge come from?

I leaned back and tried to relax. But I was afraid just then to close my 

eyes. I was going to see where I was going.

We flew from Caracas in the 20-seat prop plane for several hours, stop-

ping at Ciudad Bolivar, on the edge of the Venezuelan jungle. Then we flew 

over sparcely inhabited lands, over Angel Falls and La Gran Sabana, and over 

grasslands to Boa Vista, Brazil. There, we all disembarked to pass through 

the small customs station. A sudden fear swept over me. Did my baggage 

hold anything to incite suspicion? Could I trust what I had done during a 

life hidden under a shroud? I knew somewhere among my belongings were 

extra sets of travel documents under other names, but I couldn’t imagine 

where I hid them.

Luckily, I cleared customs. As we went through, I glanced in my baggage. 

There wasn’t much clothing. Mostly photo gear. I was continuing the voca-

tion I’d established in Colorado, but to unknown ends. Was someone meeting 

me in Manaus? Was I continuing on to another destination?

There at Boa Vista, several passengers claimed their baggage and walked 

to a makeshift terminal. A few of us returned to the plane, along with new 

passengers — missionaries and others — all steeped exhaustion. Nearby, a 2nd 

plane was boarding; the last passenger was carried aboard on a stretcher, 

his face blank, almost dead.

We lifted off and flew over mile after hypnotizing mile of dense, green 

growth. Occasionally I thought I spotted open fields below and settlers clearing 

the land for farming. Then I doubted what I saw; we had to be too high to see 

such details. The foliage thickened, the greenness darkened, at times turning to 

black, even in the bright daylight. Scattered throughout the rain forest, languid 

plumes of smoke hung in the air, coalescing into thick, gray clouds. Then the 

dark ribbon of the Rio Negro passed below us, and we continued to follow it 

as if it were a thin black thread leading us in toward the center of the jungle.

Halfway between Boa Vista and Manaus, over nameless, faceless rain for-

ests, the curtain separating the cockpit from the passengers was pushed to 
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the side. “Hemos cruzado el equator,” the captain told us. “De ahora en adelante 

va de mal en empeor.” Then he repeated in Portuguese. “Emos travezado o 

equator. De ahora en adiante todo vai peor.” He laughed, staring at me, as if 

talking to no one else, and pulled the curtain closed. In my mind I heard him 

speaking in English: We have just crossed the equator. All down from here.

Thinking it might be like being in a children’s cartoon, I looked out 

the window, naively expecting to see a huge white stripe labeled “Equator” 

drawn across the jungle.

Half an hour later — but it seemed much longer — we began our descent 

to the airport at Manaus. Slow, sweeping circles again and again. I thought to 

myself, I didn’t think we were so high. I thought we had been flying low to 

the ground. But the descent lasted forever. It was as if a massive pit opened 

below us and we were slowly for an eternity gliding into it and into a dark 

haze. My eyes shut, I felt I was straddling the top of the craft, holding on for 

my life, praying not to lose my grip, suddenly falling into a blackened well. 

Was this a new terror I had acquired in becoming Marjoe Fosse?

Suspended in the air; tumbling out of control; without purpose; without 

direction; with a muddled memory. The irrational feeling gripped me tighter 

and tighter. I couldn’t understand it. I’d flown fearlessly many times before.

I tried to look for security in the other passengers, but I couldn’t focus 

on their faces. They were featureless mannequins. Yet somehow, if only by 

time’s passage, which I thought had been suspended, we were on the ground. 

I don’t remember landing. The sensations washed away, leaving a residue, a 

record of their existence that immediately buried itself in the past — unintel-

ligible, silly, irrational.

The air washing into the cabin when the door opened was a new shock — 

hot, moist, and laden with strange scents and odors. As foreign after Caracas 

as Caracas had been to America.

I moved, distracted, through the slow disembarkation, baggage claim, 

and customs routines. Would you have cared about bureaucracies and 

paper shufflers, about retrieving suitcases bearing contents that could 

have been another man’s, when you were trying to retrieve lost memories 

in sectors of your mind you couldn’t locate?

I was in Manaus, Brazil, far up the Amazon. Was I looking for something, 

or drawn by a force I didn’t understand or even recognize? The fragmentary 

recollections only intensified the frayed, unnatural emotions.
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But I was there, and I would try to discover it — the city, the past, and 

what it could signify to me. I explored an unexpected city — a vast, modern 

dream 1,000 miles from civilization, drowned within the widest, densest 

tract of overgrowth imaginable. But I was entering a dream long eclipsed, 

an unexplainable joke peeking out at passing travelers in crumbled, 80-year-

old memories and majestic masonry images. Yet it wasn’t a joke; it was the 

remnants of an industrial El Dorado.

And now? you ask. A phantom of its own past.

As I aimlessly walked the city, I could see it in the streets themselves and 

the buildings downtown, even before I met the trader in the hotel bar the 

night I arrived. He traded in jungle plants, exotic birds, and Amazonian In-

dian crafts; he was involved in shipping and tour-boat excursions; he bought 

and sold cannabis and, he told me, cocaine on occasion; he could procure a 

servant boy or a maid who would work for $20 a year; he boasted he could 

find anything for anyone for the right fee; he even said he could sell you 

natural rubber the likes of which men hadn’t seen on the river since the 

Great War. But most of all he dealt in history, or at least he dealt in stories. I 

couldn’t know what was fact and what were tales. But I listened and believed.

His claim about the best natural rubber was what really started him 

talking. ’Til then he was talking business, but his tone changed; he was 

talking of a past he wished to inhabit.

“I tell you, honest now,” he said in English that seemed to put the lie to 

his claim that the language was his fifth, after Portuguese, Spanish, French, 

and German. “I can get you rubber that would shame that Malay stuff. So 

what if those trees there in Asia came from the jungle surrounding you 

right now. They were stolen by a herd of thiefs. They were meant for these 

forests, not there. Do you know what I mean?”

I nodded indeterminately, which he took to signal ignorance.

“Manaus was a rubber town — the rubber town back in the time of glory 

at the end of the century. When the rubber came, the riches flowed on the 

river as no other city had ever seen it. You’ve never seen such a city. Silly of 

them, those conquistadors and adventurers. Scouring the jungles for centu-

ries seeking El Dorado, knocking down the trees to cut a path in the jungle 

toward a fabled city, and never seeing that the riches weren’t up ahead but 

in the trees they cast aside. Now in two decades those rubber barons,” (when 

the trader said “Now” I could feel he was one of those barons himself — I could 
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see that he knew he had been born too late,) “on a foundation built on their 

poor laborers’ backs, turned an outpost into a city of gold. All it had been 

for 400 years was a village on the site of a 16th-century Portuguese colonial 

fort. Stuck a thousand miles from the ocean, surrounded by impenetrable 

jungle. And they transformed it into the grandest city in the world.

“The town was improbable. You can see that, the madness to construct a 

city here, but who would tell them not to. Yet for a brief time it triumphed 

over every improbability, every madness. Tell me, mister, what’s madness 

when you have the money?”

What indeed is money? He launched into lavish tales of Manaus, “the wild-

est, most electrified, most cacophonous city on earth.” Dockside nightclubs 

flourished by the dozens — the High Life, the Garden Chalet, the Terrible 

Ones, and the notorious Pension of the Mulattos — packed with patrons and 

whores and drunken brawls and fortunes passeing over gambling tables 

that made Wild West stories pale. The trader swore his tales came from men 

who’d lived them, from old men who until a few years past sat on the same 

barstools where we sat. “It was a city that danced,” he said, “a celebration every 

night until no night was left to celebrate; a city that tossed an endless stream 

of riches to the winds of every extravagance, imagining that stream was as 

endless as the Amazon itself. And they couldn’t see the end approaching.”

The liquor and his stories left my mind spinning doubly. Then he led me 

from the hotel bar and onto the streets. He pointed to the old lampposts and 

traffic lights. “Big American cities like your Boston,” he said, “and your large 

European cities still had horse-drawn trolleys; Manaus reveled in the hum 

and clanging of an electrified system. It was the 1890s. Can you imagine a 

city in the jungle bathed in electrical light when every other city burned 

gas and candles? And the streets swarmed with cars painted green, as if 

there wasn’t too much green everywhere around them.”

What a picture he created. The whole city electrified — incandescent 

streetlights illuminating 100-foot-wide boulevards paved with Portuguese 

cobbles — when cities in the heart of civilizations dreamt in darkness. Busi-

nesses, luxurious boutiques, banks, churches, and restaurants all lining the 

boulevards. Every commodity — every necessity, every luxury — was stocked 

in Manaus’ stores, carried on transatlantic ships cruising up the long river.

He took me to the crowning touch, which dwarfed the city’s extravagant 

stone mansions. The Teatro de Amazonas, the 2,000-seat opera house, vis-
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ible and towering even from the harbor, costing $2 million in gold, when $2 

million bought a hundred-fold what it does today, with marble imported 

from Italian quarries. The world’s greatest performers, lured by outlandish 

fees and extravagant jeweled gifts, traveled all this distance to perform in 

the great hall. Even Caruso graced its stage the opening year.6

But this Manaus — the resplendent boom town that put all others be-

fore and after to shame — wasn’t the Manaus I saw. The city wasn’t a ghost 

town, but the ghosts of a deserted era were everywhere.

Sitting at the bar back in my hotel, the trader told of the decline — all the 

more depressing with the lateness of the night and the liquor encroaching 

on my mind. The rubber boom fell to ruin. Cultivated-rubber plantations 

grew in the Far East, started from seeds and plants stolen from the jungle 

around the city. The rubber barons withered into oblivion or found new 

slave-driven empires. And the city ebbed into decay.

The trader tried to convince me that the city was reawakening, that in 

recent years the lumber trade, the brazil nut business, mining, farming, 

and fishing were all rejuvenating. There was a future here, and he was a 

large part of it. He said I should be a part of it, too. But I didn’t believe him. 

It was all mostly phantoms and phantasms.

Soon he was a ghost in my mind, gone from the bar, leaving me to sulk in 

the memory of a lapsed city and in the gap of memory in my own thoughts.

✴       ✴       ✴

I spent my first days in Manaus just talking to people. Like the trader, 

people wanted to talk. And they didn’t ask many questions about you.

I had my cameras and the skills to use them. So I began tracking down 

contacts to find assignments. Sociologists and naturalists were numerous in 

the Amazon, I quickly learned, both in the north and the south. The official 

bureaucratic circles and organizations were in Caracas, Rio, and Brasilia, 

but this city stuck in the jungle had a well-informed grapevine. It was easy 

to learn who needed a cameraman or sound man to record the alien world 

hiding in the growth. So far from anything else civilized, it had developed a 

self-sufficient network long ago.

6 Legend does have it that Caruso sang in the Teatro Amazonas, but all historical 

indications are that he never did.
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To anyone in the business or trading life of the Central Amazon, the Hotel 

Amazonas was the place to be. Its bar was the meeting place of all foreigners 

in Manaus — everyone on the way to and from business, or jungle religious 

missions, or anthropology expeditions. There you could find every soul who 

the jungle let escape, every stray soul who imagined the jungle held the answer. 

And because of them — some bankrolled and set on missions with a purpose, 

and others, bewildered tourists, waiting to have their money lured away — 

every sort of entrepreneur from every corner of the city, the jungle, and all 

of Brazil frequented the establishment. The Amazonas bar made Rick’s Café 

Américain seem tame and quaint. Miners looking for employment on mis-

sions to find gold or diamonds. Guides looking to sell their services and their 

knowledge of the wilds that began at the city’s edges and spread endlessly 

in every direction. Smugglers looking for a sale or to acquire new sources of 

merchandise. Government officials looking for foreign contacts to enhance 

their reputations, for illegal activities to expose or to profit from. Reporters 

searching for new stories. I was none of them, and I was every one of them.

The city suffered often from prolonged electrical blackouts. But the Hotel 

Amazonas bar didn’t. It was more than just the most dependable source of 

precious commodities, isolated here near the Equator; it was air-conditioned 

comfort, unlimited ice, and light during the dark uncertain night. It ran its 

own generator — one of the few buildings in Manaus that did — independent 

of the caprices of the city’s public works.

I stayed in the city and especially the bar for a long time, how long I 

don’t know — long enough to think I’d recaptured control over my life and 

thoughts. I still didn’t understand why I’d come to Manaus. At times I still 

doubted there was a reason. That part of my past was gone; I could turn to 

no one in the world to tell me where I’d been, and I couldn’t help myself.

I soon settled into the bar’s routines, sipping cachaça over endless 

conversations, learning how you conducted business and how you found 

work, how you stayed out of trouble or stirred it up. Rambling, extended 

conversations, along with the perpetual clandestine hawking of goods, 

services, and favors, were the currency of the Amazonas bar and much of 

the Amazon. I learned the rules and inner workings of the city, the region, 

and the river, learning the history, how to survive and thrive, using my 

unexplained knowledge of Spanish to learn Portuguese. And I let these 

conversations create and define my new character.
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After a time I struck up an acquaintance with a man who had come 

north inspecting the new Trans-Amazon highway system cutting through 

a jungle that resisted every intrusion. He had spent 6 months slowly driving, 

sometimes stuck in mud for days at a time, over the roads connecting Brasilia 

with the states of Mata Grosso, Acre, and Amazonas. He had made his way 

up to the Amazon itself through the region many called “The Green Hell.”

He told me of one region and some projects there. Spread over the up-

per tributaries of the Xingu River, a major river feeding the Amazon from 

the south nearer the mouth, was the Xingu National Park. It was a haven 

in the dead center of the jungle where dozens of primitive tribes struggled 

against the entry of the white intruders, their modern culture, their roads 

and farms. Year by year, tribes were being swallowed up or ground into 

the jungle dirt. And so anthropological crews fought through the forest to 

record these human treasures before they became extinct.

In particular, the highway inspector told me of the Villas-Boás brothers — 

leaders in a long fight, working out of Cachimbo, Porto Leonardo, and Porto 

Diauarum to save as much of the primitive culture as possible. 7  The battle 

was slow, valiant, and a lost cause. The inspector felt sorry for them. He knew 

the roads he was inspecting were the key to all the destruction. The Villas-Boás 

brothers’ efforts were intensifying, and the inspector told me rumor had it 

several filming expeditions might be organized soon, that in fact earlier ones 

had been started but encountered problems. Perhaps, he suggested, I should 

make my way to Cachimbo or to Brasilia to make closer contacts. But he ad-

vised to arrange air travel; the roads might never get me there.

The thought of taking to the air terrified me, but I arranged to fly a week 

later to Cachimbo, hoping to find the brothers directly. In the meantime,  

I drank and I delved deeper into the city and into my own mind.

7 The Villas-Boás brothers, Orlando and Claudio (and, until his murder by natives in 

1959, Leonardo) , are real. You’ll find if you contact them, however, that they cannot 

confirm that any of the cameramen or other technicians who worked for them used 

the name Fosse or that any man in any of their expeditions could have been L.C.
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 Every visitor discovers the Amazon for himself.
 It does not matter that someone else got there first.
 There is enough discovery to go around. There is
 so much that is still unfathomed, unexplained and
 unnamed as to make every man his own explorer.
 And each man discovers a different Amazon.
          — Willard Price, The Amazing Amazon
14
I first met Orlando Villas-Boás on a stopover in Brasilia — a city as strangely 

set as Manaus, in fact far more. A city conceived and planned with the word 

absurd always in mind. It was a sparkling new city cut from the jungle — like 

a finely cut and polished stone set in a 10-ton slab of concrete.

Villas-Boás had no jobs. He was in Brasilia haranguing bureaucrats and 

politicians, planning his expedition to the geographical center of Brazil, try-

ing to arrange supplies for the Indians, trying to wheedle two years of back 

pay owed to several workers at his base in the jungle. But the lack of work 

didn’t bother me. I knew he had many connections, so I talked with him as 

much as I could.

Eventually a cameraman took ill — he may have died eventually. I don’t 

know. Word got around. Soon I was part of a Xingu expedition, searching for 

the Kreen Akrore, an unpacified, phantom tribe. They were just one of many 

tribes swiftly dying away, from the rude force of the presence of civilizados. 

So our expedition was a contradiction in itself. We were trying to preserve 

and protect the Indians from civilization’s interference; and we ourselves 

were the disease killing them. We were a virus masquerading as doctor. But 

in we went, to try to slow, or even redirect, the death.

The Kreen Akrore were a mystery, not only to the civilizados but among 

the tribes of central Brazil. Even their name wasn’t their own, bestowed by 

an enemy, the Txukahamei. What they called themselves, if anything, who 

knew? Many said they were a race of giants, 50 of them at most. Few had 

made contact with the tribe, often with deadly results. Apparently, they 

were the ones who attacked and slaughtered Orlando’s brother Leonardo 

on an airstrip 15 years ago. And here Orlando still entered the jungle to 

befriend them.

They moved like shadows in the near-darkness of the jungle shade. They 
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rarely settled into a permanent camp. They fled like frightened animals 

at the sound or scent or mere suspicion of others. If trapped — or perhaps 

they had more mystic purposes — they killed and disappeared.

This was the tribe we sought, moving through the Xingu jungles, fighting 

off the sweat bees swarming about us as we walked from abandoned camp to 

abandoned camp. Usually the camps were crude clearings with signs of use, 

left weeks or months before to disintegrate back into the jungle. Once or twice 

we found huts, the remnants of a fire smoldering nearby. How damned close 

we were, but never saw even a blurred glance of them. They fled so quickly 

and with such terror that they hadn’t had time to gather up their tools.

After many weeks we found one such encampment, close to a river. We 

heard furtive sounds not far beyond our limit of sight. The sensation of 

being observed was palpable. And we sat where we were.

We staked them out for weeks, half a mile from what we suspected was 

a favorite Kreen Akrore camp. But we couldn’t check it out. If we did, they 

would be gone. And what would we have? Bare ground with a few crude 

tools, some makeshift huts, a small cooking pit — but no people. We hardly 

knew what they looked like. Only those brief descriptions by superstitious 

natives, who’d met a Kreen Akrore by incredible accident somewhere in the 

jungle. By this time I’d lost trust in those eyewitnesses and feared the Indians 

spoke the truth. Sitting amidst the jungle you lose trust in everything, and 

the thread linking you to the civilized world far beyond stretches to the 

snapping point.

The jungle sounds romantic and exotic, but it isn’t. It was monumentally 

dull. Nothing but waiting. Worse than looking for something that was lost, or 

skillfully hidden, we sought something that actively wished not to be found. 

So we sat day after day. Occasionally we whispered conversations, for even 

hushed voices could be sensed by those born with the proper terror. But 

within days that lost its interest. We’d said everything to say about our lives 

and hopes, our deductions and suspicions. What was left but our fears? We 

saw nothing new worth mentioning. And the outside world was a ludicrous, 

painful thought. So we fell into separate shells of silence surrounded by the 

thick jungle all about us, staring hour after hour in the direction we supposed 

was the tribe’s temporary home. And our minds began to twist.

I sat peering through my lens, imagining the thrill of filming the elusive 

bastards as they changed their minds and strolled into our camp with a 
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peace offering. Once or twice I imagined it was really a machine gun, the 

ultimate solution to the “Indian problem.”

It could happen that way — they could simply step from the jungle one 

day and present themselves; in the irrational world of the Xingu forests, it 

had happened before.

I spent hours imagining what their offering might be. What would a 

roaming, panic-stricken tribe of giants set down at the feet of emissaries of 

deadly conquerors? With a week’s passing, dullness had turned to stultifi-

cation. We had all lost our sense of modern time, what little we had left in 

us after having been in tiny native villages and the jungle for so long. For 

unmeasured periods I thought of flying a helicopter — a silent, invisible 

helicopter to spy down on the Kreen Akrore — lifting above our camp, ris-

ing high enough to see both jungle camps at once. I could see in my mind 

the men of our expedition lounging silently and restlessly to one side and a 

bunch of naked, tired, hungry natives, fearfully looking at each tree, wonder-

ing what hateful spectre hid behind it. Then, every time I had this dream, 

the invisible-silent copter would shoot into a spin. I would always pull out, 

but when I regained a safe altitude, I would peer down at the two camps 

and realize I couldn’t discern which was mine. During the spin, the trees and 

brush would grow denser and higher, stretching out in endless green carpet 

covering the earth to the horizon in every direction.

The tributary of the Xingu River was shaded, grown over, and impossible 

to locate. The two camps had been screened and obscured until they were 

from my perspective identical — just origins of two plumes of smoke. And I 

was stuck in the sky knowing I couldn’t land, because I might descend into 

the Kreen Akrore camp, where my mere appearance would send a shock 

wave through them so great that they would all be lost.

Of course, I never was above the trees. I was always amidst them.

I, along with my compatriots — the anthropologists and sociologists, the 

miners, the farmers, the entrepreneurs, even the missionaries — we were 

all part of one terrible tribe ourselves and had transported our death into 

the dark regions of a hell. But if this was our hell, it wasn't for the hidden 

aborigines scattered throughout the jungles . . . until we brought hell to 

them. We brought it in our destructive tools and weapons, our callous, 

unstoppable march of progress, our alien religion, our whiskey bottles. 

We brought it in our blood and breath, rich in infections that the Indians 
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could neither escape nor fight. We brought it in measles germs, in smallpox-

infected clothing.

Then it happened. One of our Indian guides ran into camp, so silently that 

his sudden appearance terrified us until we recognized him. He had sighted 

something by the riverbank. I readied my equipment as quickly as I could —  

I remember thinking as I fumbled with my lenses and film, Would they even 

be there minutes later? — then the guide led us back to the river.

And they were there. Four tall Kreen Akrore men stood on a sandbar. 

They seemed to be looking at us. Or were they looking through us? I set my 

camera and began to roll. Except for the film moving invisibly within the 

camera, we didn’t move. Nor did the Indians. They stood with their feet fixed 

in the ground, as if standing in cured concrete.

What did we look like to them? We must have looked much as they looked, 

standing on the far bank of the river — impassive, immobile, frightened of 

moving and of causing this stasis to break, about to root in the sand, yearning 

to reach out and communicate with the strangers across the river, but 

wishing to do so only if nothing altered in the exchange. How could it not all 
be changed? It was inevitable. I was bringing them Hell and maybe, in their 

perpetual flight from our party, they were desperately trying to avoid being 

enveloped by it.

When they suddenly turned and left, I wasn’t disappointed. I was relieved 

they were still free, even as they roamed Hell. I knew then I wouldn’t be 

party to touching and infecting them.

I would spend another several months in the jungle with the mosquitoes, 

the sweat bees, the ennui. But I would leave with the search unfinished. And 

I felt better, though I knew the web of highways and farm and mine roads 

would someday — all too soon — force the Kreen Akrore out of hiding.
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PARt 3
MIDGAME
gAmBitS

Hamlet:  My father, methinks, I see 
my father.

Horatio:  Where, my lord?

— Hamlet, Act II, scene 2
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  Il était dans les ténèbres; il souffrait
  dans les ténèbres; il hassait dans les
  ténèbres; on eut pu dire qu’il hassait
  devant lui. Il vivait habituellement
  dans cette ombre, tétonnant comme
  un aveugle et comme un ràveur.
   — Victor Hugo, Les Misérables 1
 15
MAY 10, 1974, 10 AM
Walker stood at the entrance of the Hamilton Fish Park branch of the New 

York Public Library on East Houston Street, like an unwilling messenger 

sent to address an ancient Greek oracle. A compulsion greater than he could 

understand urged him inside, into a house of punishment, a tomb of totali-

tarian silence and order.

Walker had spent his entire education, until freed from it five years 

before, avoiding libraries. He had known nothing of them except those in 

his schools, where silence, punishment, books, and thought all merged into 

a single unpleasant amalgam to be avoided at all costs. His attitude toward 

libraries was, of course, merely a focused opinion that mirrored his less 

clarified view toward every school activity except sports. It accounted for 

his successful mediocrity through his entire “education.”

It was therefore very difficult, when suddenly faced with this . . . this stone 

edifice (no less pompous description would capture the absurd intensity of 

his deep-set aversions), to enter it without great resistance and doubt. But 

he would have to go in if he was to quench any of his curiosity about L.C.

Without understanding what he needed, Walker needed a mentor — a 

guiding, knowing force in whom he could trust implicitly and to whom he 

could turn at any time. Instead he had only L.C. and himself.

He could turn to no one he knew — only this imposing building that 

1 “He lived in the shadows; he suffered in the shadows; he hated in the shadows; one 

may say that he hated himself. He lived in that darkness, groping like a blind man, 

like a man in a dream.” 
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threatened to offer a world of knowledge. Pick had urged him to go many 

times. Perhaps with Pick next to him, entering would have been fairly 

easy. Walker thought back to their dinner and all they talked about; that 

had been so easy. Now, however, only the echo of Pick’s voice helped him  

along.

Walker felt like a kid on a diving board — unsure what to expect but 

sure it could be nothing but unpleasant, dreading the fall and the water 

that would envelope him, wondering how he would know which way was 

up in the confusion after impact, knowing, for undefined reasons, that 

turning back would be impossible. Finally, he jumped.

Walker wandered the library, staring at aisle after aisle, dumbly hoping 

the books he needed, the books he couldn’t identify if he saw them, would 

pop off the shelves into his hands. Tentatively, half-secretly he scanned about 

to see who he might ask. The most obvious candidate was a young woman 

at a nearby desk. She was watching him, grinning in amusement. When 

Walker’s eyes met hers, she tried to wipe the smirk from her face, but couldn’t.

“I’ve been watching you for about an hour,” she said.

“Oh. Don’t you have anything better to do?”

“Watching people is part of my job. You reminded me of my behavioral 

psychology course in college, wandering around all the aisles for the first 

time trying to figure things out, find your way to the prize, like a rat in a . . .”

“Hey, look. I can just leave if you’re going to insult me.”

“Wait, I’m sorry. I didn’t mean for you to take it personally. . . . How can 

I help you?”

He handed her his sheet with the couple dozen random words.

“You sure all these words are spelled right?” she asked.

“No. I have no idea how they’re spelled.” He started to tell her about Rit-

tenhouse Square a few nights before and L.C.’s strange story.

After about half an hour, she interrupted. He imagined she’d finally lost 

her patience; why was he telling her the whole story anyway? he thought. 

It wasn’t that she was bored, she said. She liked mysteries and puzzles. She 

introduced herself formally and explained that, as it was lunch hour, per-

haps Walker would join her for lunch. When they got back to the library, 

they could tackle a few of the subjects.
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JUNE 12, 1974
Walker had scoured the tall stack of library books, and had returned sev-

eral times in the next two weeks to get more reading and to ask advice of 

Janet Kambrook, the Hamilton Fish librarian. It was difficult going at first, 

but each time Walker returned to the library with another few books to 

exchange, the librarian was startled at how quickly he had gone through 

them and at his amazing retention of facts and details.

Walker had returned home from work. He threw the contents of his 

mailbox, the requisite load of junk mail, onto the livingroom table. He got 

a beer from the refrigerator, along with a near-empty bag of Fritos and 

some old bean dip, and sat down on the sofa.

He wasn’t sure he had the energy to read through any more books on 

South America, or Amazonian Indians, or television news. He wasn’t sure 

he had enough in him to read the rest of the Time magazine he had bought 

the night before — the first he’d ever bought in his life. So he spent a few 

minutes weeding through the mail, throwing many of the envelopes away 

without even opening them.

One envelope caught his eye. Unlike the many mail offers with 3-color 

envelopes covered with information, teasing questions, and enticing incom-

plete statements, it was plain white. No return address, just Walker’s name 

and address in ordinary type and a common 10¢ 1st-class stamp. The post-

mark was an impersonal New York, N.Y. 10001 — the city’s main post office.

✴       ✴       ✴

“You wished to know more about me,” read a typed note attached to a 

second sheet: 2

     XYLA YB M

     QAJQAHFMX QFCCXA.

     YH YB M SFIOXA TL LTJI MPE

     RTPHAPH JFP MIFRV.

2 If you can’t wait or decide against taking up the challenge of figuring out the coded 

passages for themselves, the author gives the solutions to these puzzles near the 

beginning of Chapter 28.
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     ETP’H OA EARAYGAE.

     DTF IMD HZYPV Y’I

     BMDYPW PYX,

     OFH ZAJA DTF LYPE

     UZAJA XYLA OAWMP.

     XB ALIB BDKA SLZAH LS 

     WBVU-IBUBSWB: DQDSIJSBI,

     SBZVBKHBI LSUDSHW WBDOKALSZ 

     VLUB DVJSB — SJYDILK

     IOLUHBOW SBDOVR JGBO HAB

     DQRWW, SLZAHVR LSHJ WADIJXR 

     VDQROLSHAW DSI SBHABOYJWH

     IDYSDHLJS.

         113143116191611491184

 16
 SEPTEMBER 1, 1974

Walker lay asleep on his bed, books strewn around him — that evening’s 

reading: Conrad’s The Secret Agent, read cover to cover in the hour before 

falling asleep, as well as other books by Conrad, Pynchon, and Hardy.3

3 If Walker read The Secret Agent in an hour, his reading rate was already at this point 

about 1,200 words per minute, 5 times the average. Only a couple of months earlier, 

Janet Kambrook timed him at 800 words per minute. Later inferences suggest that 

Walker’s speed multiplied at least several times again over the next few years.
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[A bell rang.]

I know, it’s 3 A.M.

[A disconnected voice out of the darkness.]

I have to talk. I have to tell you. I’ve been thinking . . . thinking of many 

things. I’ve always dreamed of a man absolute in his resolve, strong enough 

to give himself the name of destroyer, and free from the taint of the re-

signed pessimism rotting the world. No pity for anyone, including himself, 

and death enlisted for good, all in the service of humanity — that’s what I 

would like to see.

[An incantation, the summoning of buried thoughts and memories.]

Kings, queens, knights, and pawns. Have you ever played chess? If you 

haven’t, buy a chessboard and a few books . . . tomorrow. I’ll send you a few 

books. It isn’t a game, you know. It’s life, in miniature. Life is a battle in a tightly 

bounded universe. You can’t escape it. The world’s a prison — tinier than you 

would ever imagine. A complex knot of nations — not a spot on the earth 

unclaimed — rooms in the prison, each with their laws and eyes and terrors.

You think it’s something you do without a thought, without a worry. But 

look where you are . . . just a sleeping, murmuring baby waiting for mommy 

or daddy to wake you up with a slap in the face. But it may be too late.

But there may still be time. There is always the present. Nothing but the 

present. The past is gone, water under the bridge. And the future is always 

a step ahead of you. Never comes.

Stare at a chessboard before the game. An infinite number of possibilities, 

many would say. Perhaps infinite, but not everything is possible. There are 

rules, as there are laws of nations and nature. No one can say what the board 

will be at move 15, much less at move 40. Stare at a chessboard in the middle 

of a game. What brought it to that? Where will it be in another 10 moves. 

Without a scorecard, without documentation of the history, who can know?

[Background sounds, as if the voice is near a line of pinball machines. 

But there is a strange music in the pinball cacophony, as if — impossible as it 

would be — all of the many games in the row are being played perfect unison.]

Walker opened his eyes. His clock said just after 3. He thought he had been 

awakened by the sound of his telephone ringing a while earlier. In his dream 

it had been a burglar alarm, yet even as he dreamed, he thought it was a 

burglar alarm as he had never heard it before. But someone was breaking in 
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somewhere . . . in his dream. Now, half-awake there was no ringing. Only in 

his memory. And in addition to the ringing, there had been a conversation, 

a monologue really, carried over a phone line. Perhaps it had been real, and 

it came to him as if he were dreaming. Perhaps it had been in his dream.

Whatever it was, Walker now lay in bed, unable to sleep and disturbed 

in a way he couldn’t put his finger on. It wasn’t that L.C. would have called 

him at 3 A.M., nor was it that it might have been a dream. It wasn’t what 

Walker had heard; he’d played a few games of chess when he was a kid, so 

it wasn’t beyond his dreaming.

It was that there was no way to tell. It was a dream as real as reality and 

a reality as illusory as a dream. Paradox, contradiction. Hadn’t there been 

something about that in the dream/reality of moments before? And hadn’t 

bits and pieces sounded more like echoes than spoken words. The fact that it 

could be either, that it could be both at the same time, that it was uncertain, 

was chilling, even terrifying, as Walker lay staring up at the blackness of a 

ceiling he could not see, a ceiling he began to doubt was there.

 17
No. 4. AUGUST 9, 1974. “So what’s this one mean?” I asked Janet as we sat 

at a diner near the library. “If you ask me, he’s just playing games.” I wasn’t 

even sure how this piece of paper had gotten into my pocket. Maybe it was 

the young woman who had come out of the bank and bumped into me. 

She was very apologetic, too apologetic if you ask me, and even after she 

bumped into me she touched me several times. Or maybe it was the bicycle 

messenger running out of the building toward his bicycle who also bumped 

into me. That happened about half an hour later. But both of them seemed 

accidental at the time.

“Sure, he’s playing games,” Janet said. “But that doesn’t mean it doesn’t 

mean something. Give me a second.” She took the paper out of my hand 
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and examined it:
++-+-+++++-+-++-+-++--++-+-+--+-++-+-+-+

+-+++-+-+--+-+-++--++-+-++-++-+-+-++++-+

+---+-++-++-++++-++-+++++-+-++-+-+-+-+-+

-+++++-+-+-+-++--+-++-+++-+++-+-++-+++-+

-+-++-++--+-+-++-+-+-++-++-+-+-+++-+++-+

-+-+-++-+-+++++-+-++-+++-+-+-++-++-+++-+

++++-+--+-+-+--++-+-+---+-+--+-++-+-++-+

-+-+++-+-+-+-+-++-++-+-+++++-+-++-+-+-+-

+++-+-+-+-++-+-+-++-+++-+++++-+-++--+-+-

--++-++-+-+-+-+-+-+++-+-+-+-+-++-+-+++-+

-+-+-+-+-+++++--+-++++-++-+-+-+-++-+-+-+

+-++-++-+-+-+++-+-+-+-+-++-+-+-+--+-++-+

-+-+-+-+-++-+-+--+-++-++--+-++-+-+-+-+--

+-+++-+---+-++-++-++-+-+-+-++-++--++-+-+

-++-+-+--+-++-+-+-+-+-+-++-+-+-

“It’s like the last of the three messages that he sent in the mail last week," 

Janet said a minute later, “except that it also uses a binary code.4 It’s pretty 

simple. Groups of five symbols. The letter A is 1 and Z is 26. There's something 

about binary codes that he likes — on and off.” She looked at the message 

she’d written alongside the codes. “He’s getting to sound like some Greek 

oracle. . . . Hey, are you listening?”

“Sorry. Yeah, I was listening to you. There’s just something strange about 

the guys sitting three booths down.” 

✴       ✴

No. 27. OCTOBER 21, 1974. I was walking up 5th Avenue from the Empire 

State Building when I passed a dried-fruit vendor. There were few cars or 

buses on the street. I could smell the fruit on the wind, and by the time I 

reached the cart I couldn’t help but buy something. I chose a half-pound 

each of apricots, dried pears, apples, and papaya, and a pound of filberts.

“With every purchase of more than $5,” the vendor said with a smile as he 

handed me my change and my bag of nuts and fruit, “a free fortune cookie.”

4 If this refers to the three messages at the end of Chapter 15, that was two months 

earlier, not one week.
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“You don’t look Chinese,” I said. He wasn’t. He looked southern European 

or northern African. I dropped the cookie into the bag with the other stuff, 

took out a couple of pieces of papaya to eat, and continued on my way.

As I reached the Library, I put my hand in the bag and broke the cookie, 

so I pulled out the fortune: “You will meet a dark, mysterious stranger.”

How stereotyped, I thought. Then I looked more closely: “You have met a 

dark, mysterious stranger.” On the other side, something had been written 

then erased. I rubbed a pencil over it: “Unveil me in Boston.”

✴       ✴

No. 29. OCTOBER 30, 1974. I went back for lunch to the restaurant that 

Pick had brought me to back in April. Ordered a drink — a stinger.

The waitress returned with a Harvey Wallbanger.

“I ordered a stinger,” I said.

“Yes, I know, but the man over there bought it and said it was symbolic.”

“Of what?” I asked.

“I dunno. But he gave me a $2 tip and said to say, ‘Keep up the good work.’”

“What man?”

“The man sitting over —”

The only table occupied where she pointed had two young women. . . .

✴       ✴

No. 31. NOVEMBER 5, 1974. I’d stepped into a revolving door. As I got totally 

inside — entirely enclosed — the door jarred to a stop. In the next compart-

ment, still open to the outside, a man stood, his face hidden from my view, 

holding the door stationary with a metal pin stuck into a hole on the ground.

I hit the glass to get his attention. Didn’t he see me?

Of course he did.

I moved to the other pane of glass, facing the open inside compartment. 

Banging frantically. Turned back moments later. The faceless man was gone; 

the pin still wedged into the hole, exerting its control over me.

✴       ✴

No. 36. DECEMBER 2, 1974. The telephone repairman on the wires near my 

apartment; spending more time staring in my direction than on his work.

✴       ✴

No. 38. DECEMBER 14, 1974. The man in clown face juggling donuts in the 

square across from the Plaza. “Have ya ever noticed,” he says to a bunch 
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of little kids out holiday shopping with their mothers, never losing a beat, 

biting a donut as it passes his mouth, “that the most important part of a 

donut” . . . takes another bite . . . “ain’t even there at all?” . . . skewers a pass-

ing donut with his finger, gives it to a child . . . “It’s the center!”

✴       ✴

No. 45. JANUARY 6, 1975. Early morning. A bright red envelope sitting on 

the living room table, where there had been none the night before. Inside, a 

greeting card — a sappy, sentimental card like the sort my mother would give 

me. But then below the verse within, a printed note: Happy 25th Birthday!

✴       ✴

No. 46. JANUARY 10, 1975. He was a well-dressed young man — average 

height, clean-cut, short brown hair, glasses, fine new suit, perhaps in his early 

30s — carrying an attache case that proclaimed, along with all the other accou-

trements, “Young businessman.” He was near the big clock in Grand Central 

Station — the same big clock L.C. said was where his memory returned after 

South America, the Indians, and Santanasta. He was standing with a young 

woman — attractive, about his age, physically and emotionally shaken.

“Are you all right?” he asked, helping her to her feet and giving her the 

purse that had ripped from her shoulder.

“What happened?” she asked.

“A kid snatched your purse,” he answered, straightening his jacket and tie 

and brushing off some dirt from his pants and his shirt. “I tackled him and 

got it back. I guess I should have held onto him, but I was more concerned 

about you than a two-bit creep.”

But I’d seen him minutes earlier in a men’s shop around the corner. He’d 

just bought his suit and tie, then stole the attache case when the salesman 

was in back. He wasn’t a businessman; he was giving her the business.

But how was she to know? I wanted to tell her; she was being taken for 

a ride. But she’d never believe it.

With pleasure, she accepted Fake Galahad’s invitation to go for a drink 

to calm down. He took her arm and they walked off. She looked at him 

thankfully and at the ground to find her balance again. He looked over his 

shoulder, directly at me, and winked.

✴       ✴

No. 62. JANUARY 28, 1975. A man with long graying hair, old jeans cling-
ing tightly to his legs, a light blue battered sweater stretched over another 
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sweater, a straggly beard. He sifted through a trash can at 34th Street and 

Fifth Avenue, looking for something in particular it seemed, taking papers 

out, examining them, tearing them, muttering to himself, creating a pile 

of paper beside the can. “Paper . . . damned paper,” he said to himself as I 

passed close to him. “America’s built on a foundation of paper.”

✴       ✴

No. 63. FEBRUARY 1, 1975. The train conductor on the Long Island Railroad. 

Perhaps in his early 30s. Clean-shaven. Hazel eyes.

I was sitting at the back of a car. The conductor was working slowly from 

the front, punching tickets and occasionally taking money and handing out 

tickets in exchange. He reached me and asked for my ticket. I said I’d have 

to buy one because I hadn’t had time to do so in the station.

As I told him this, he punched holes out of the ticket form.

“That’ll be $3.45,” he said.

I handed over the money. He handed me a ticket, punched for my stop. 

Then he walked through to the next car.

I hadn’t said where I was going. He’d overcharged me, too.

I stood up and looked into the next car. No conductor. I ran from one 

end of the train to the other, but he was gone.

✴       ✴

No. 65. FEBRUARY 2, 1975. The supermarket deli counter near Mom’s 

house. I had ticket number 84. Number 81 was being served. A few waiting 

after me, maybe up to 87.

An old man approached the counter, pushing past several waiting cus-

tomers. At second glance, I noticed he wasn’t as old as I’d thought — just worn 

out, a man dirty and frayed at the edges by a life that hadn’t brushed right.

“I don’t have to take a number, do I,” he said to me. His speech was slightly 

slurred, but his tone seemed friendly. Why me? He had poked his nose inches 

from mine, and I could smell the breath of a mouth long left unattended.

I nodded to indicate he did have to take a ticket.

“I mean, I just need change.”

I couldn’t help him there and turned away.

“I just need change of a dollar,” he said, loudly, to the guy wrapping sliced 

meat on the other side of the high glass counter.

“Sorry, sir. You have to go to the courtesy booth by Aisle 1 or to a cashier.”

“What the . . . why don’t you just give me the change?”
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“We don’t have it here.”

“What?”

“We don’t have a register here. You’ll have to go to . . . ”

“I just want damned change for a dollar. What’s so hard ’bout that?”

“Nothing, sir,” the counter man said, staying cordial, trying not to let service 

be slowed. “Here, m’am,” he said, turning from the old guy to a woman nearby.

“Hey!”

Everyone tried to pretend he didn’t exist, all of us turning at unusual 

angles to avoid facing the man, staring with unnatural intent at the meat 

display or at our feet or back and forth at our number stubs and at the 

mechanical number counter on the back wall, which seemed not to change.

“Number 83? . . . 83?” A woman placed her slip on the counter.

“Hey!! What about the frigging change?” He had moved from a spot at the 

other end of the deli section back next to me. “Maybe if I take a number?” 

He took 3 tickets — 89, 90, 91.

The counter man tried to explain again.

“It’s a hard life, ya know. I ain’t been the same since Ford come in. I liked 

Nixon . . . liked him. Liked his dog, too — Chess, Checkers, whatever the hell 

his name is.” The man was probably talking to me. “But I guess it’s best the 

ol’ Dick’s out —” He laughed hoarsely — ”You know what I . . . makes a man 

paranoid. They got my house bugged, or got me bugged —” He scratched 

himself in an uncouth way — ”They can bug anyone . . . maybe even a guy 

like me” — he started to walk away, perhaps to the courtesy booth or just 

away — ”Maybe even a guy like me,” his voice getting louder, “A nobody, a 

man wi’out a home, wi’out a family, wi’out Social Security or even a Social 

Security number, even wi’out a name . . . “

He was halfway down the aisle. I looked up from staring at the bag of 

bagels sitting on a low shelf in front of me. He turned for a second. Peered at 

me, or my direction. Was he looking at me? I couldn’t be sure. His eye winked. 

And he turned away again, breaking into a smile or a slight laugh.

✴       ✴

No. 80. APRIL 15, 1975, 7:15 P.M.5 The usher at the auditorium door. “Might 

5 This is the night when Walker and Mavis go to the movies together and see The 

Conversation and Chinatown , Chapter 27.
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I suggest you sit a few seats to the left of center in the 14th row from the 

back,” he told us. “The acoustics are best there, and I know you’ll want to 

hear every word,” and he winked. Only after we walked back into the dark-

ness did I realize, Why didn’t he give everyone that advice? There would be 

a crowd sitting in that small area if he did, but the area was almost empty.

✴       ✴

No. 81. APRIL 15, 1975, 9:30 P.M.  On the screen, The Conversation begins. 

One of the extras wandering Ghiradelli Square, taking time out for lunch.

✴       ✴

No. 85. APRIL 26, 1975. A small gallery near home. An old man with a cane, 

looking at abstract art. “Twenty years ago,” he said in an Eastern European 

accent, “I would have screamed at this trash. But people change; painting 

changes. It isn’t so bad now. You know why? I tell you why. The painting has 

no meaning. It just sits there — a lump of paint. You make the meaning — any-

thing you want. And it can be one thing one moment, another thing the next.”

✴       ✴

No. 100. MAY 15, 1975. I was strolling through midtown — along a quieter 

numbered streets, a pocket of calm between the noise and bustle of the av-

enues. A few garment-center workmen pushing racks jammed with clothing 

along the sidewalks. About the only person of interest was a man who had 

just turned onto the street at the other end of the block.

His left leg and arm were both stiff, creating a slow, deliberate limping 

step. And more noticeably, he wore a black patch over his left eye.

As he approached, he made eye contact with me — his 1 eye with my 2. 

He stopped just before I reached him.

“Excuse me,” he said, “I’m a stranger hereabouts. Could you tell me where 

the Empire State Building is. I hear it’s the tallest building in the world.”

It wasn’t, and beyond his nasal twang and his edginess was instantly 

irritating. Then he launched into telling me about how he had come to 

New York to have an operation on the eye behind the patch. Several times 

he threatened to show me his ailing eye, which he described as looking 

quite ghastly. I narrowly managed to keep him from lifting the black patch.

He told how he had wounded his eye, his left arm, and left leg. He in-

vited me to lunch, and to visit him at the hospital. He invited me on a date 

with a sister he insisted was attractive, available, and waiting back in Erie, 

Pennsylvania.
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I declined all offers, but he insisted on giving me his business card: Gary 

Danner, Wholesaler/Open-Market Salesman.

I watched the man limp away, then glanced at the back of his card. In 

light pencil, so light it was like a watermark, contained within the paper not 

drawn on it, hard to see in the side-street shadows, was the WM symbol I had 

seen on walls, sidewalks, subway cars, everywhere, often in the past year.

Mais apprends ceci, grave-le dans ta cervelle encore
si molle: l’homme a horreur de la solitude. Et de 
toutes les solitudes, la solitude morale est celle
qui l’épouvante le plus. . . . La première pensée de
l’homme, qu’il soit lépreux ou fort, infirme ou
malade, est d’avoir un complice de sa destinée. 
A satisfaire ce sentiment, qui est la vie mème,  
il emploie toutes ses forces, toute sa puissance,    
la verve de sa vie. Sans ce désir souverain, Satan
aurait-il pu trouver des compagnons?
  — Honoré de Balzac, Les Illusions perdues 6

18
But I’ve let the story run too far ahead; let it get away from me. I can’t be 

distracted.

Before I crossed Brazil and trekked into the rain forests to search for the 

Kreen Akrore, before I left Manaus, I met a man — a man unlike the others.

I was standing not long after arriving in Manaus in the vacant plaza 

6 ""But learn this, carve it in your impressionable brain: man is terrified of solitude. 

And of all solitudes, moral solitude terrifies him the most. . . . The first thought of a 

man, whether he be a leper or a convict, infamous or ill, is to have an accomplice to 

his destiny. To satisfy this need, which is life itself, he uses all of his strength, all of 

his power, the very energy of his life. Without this all-encompassing desire, would 

Satan have been able to find any companions?” — Balzac, Lost Illusions
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before the marble-faced Opera House. If anyone was about, I didn’t notice; 

I was too awestruck at this tarnished crown jewel mounted in such an out-

of-place setting. Its huge hall was nearly unused now, its gilt ornaments, 

plush carpeting, luxurious seats, and mosaic dome too extravagant and 

grand to be kept as it had been decades ago. Everything had gone to seed. 

With the collapse of the rubber barons — their money, their abandon, and 

their tyranny — came the collapse of culture.

But back then the Teatro was a strange mecca. The giants of theater 

and opera came here; I told you that. They cast their high art before the 

plantation gentry and wealthy traders, who had made this unlikely place 

one of the most advanced and attractive cities in the world. 

Caruso’s faded voice, a sound filtered through an ancient Victrola pho-

nograph, filled my thoughts as I stood on the broad plaza with its waves 

of black and white marble and its sculpted trees shaped by old gardeners 

trying to preserve the illusion of a long-gone golden age. Caruso’s voice, in 

its natural glory, not muted by any artificial instrument, had filled this hall, 

reflecting off the gilt walls and the shining mosaic long ago.

But the scratchy music skirting the years was interrupted. I felt some-

one just behind me, grabbing a crutch and leaning on a bench. It was the 

same man I’d seen 10 days earlier on the airfield at Boa Vista, being carried 

aboard the other airplane.

“This building brings me back to life.” He whispered in a veiled mono-

tone, like a tortured soul in a confessional releasing the world’s worst sins. 

He was well-dressed yet had a ragged air as if his clothes weren’t meant for 

him, and his refined English was shockingly incongruous. “In the last few 

weeks,” he continued, his voice barely audible, “before I came out of the 

jungle, only the thought of gazing again at this magnificent place sustained 

me. I thought almost every day, I’ll never make it back to England alive — 

that is too much to ask for; but if I never enter St. Paul’s again or peer up 

at Nelson in Trafalgar Square, let me survive long enough to see this opera 

house once more, to know again that the civilized world I once knew was 

real, not just a lapsing dream.”

I said nothing. I couldn’t fathom the depth of the terror this man ex-

pressed. At that moment I couldn’t even hear the terror in his hoarse, hushed 

voice. Maybe it was because I hadn’t yet myself pierced the jungle. However, 

I was impressed by how this colossal shell of a building, beyond its time, 
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could mean so much to a man. For this withering man it was salvation.

“I’ve heard you wish to enter the jungles,” he said, after a long silence.

“How do you know that?” I asked.

“Oh, word passes swiftly in these closed, small circles. You know that by 

now. And why else would a man come here who is so obviously not a trader?”

“I guess that’s true,” I said, figuring it was a safe admission.

Despite his state — what I’d later see was delirium — this man knew as 

much about my motives as I knew myself.

“You’re mad,” he said. “Don’t go in there. No one should. You mustn’t go.” 

A deep distress invaded his monotone. I knew he was saying, Why would 

anyone wish to investigate the Amazon interior? Yet he’d been pulled into 

such an endeavor himself. I lied and told him I had been into the jungle 

before and met these tribes. Still, he pressed on. “You must stay out. You’ll be 

condemned. You were lucky the first time, that’s all.” He grasped my arm and 

pulled me with him, though his grip was so feeble that, had I wished not to 

follow, I could easily have shaken him from me.

He moved to the bench and grasped his crutch. Limping severely, he led 

me first across the wide plaza like a sea with its wavy pattern, then along 

a main street toward a shabby neighborhood, one the old photo albums 

ignore, a sector I had avoided entering alone. But I felt protected by this in-

valid; he was dying for all I knew, yet I felt safe from any immediate danger.

We walked far longer than I thought he could ever hobble, but he con-

tinued to pull himself and me along, until we came to a small café that must 

have once been a nightclub. I don’t remember the name. Maybe it didn’t 

have one. In front it overlooked the Rio Negro; from the rotting veranda 

in back where we sat, it looked out over a barrio of straw-thatched shacks 

suspended on stilts over the water of a winding tributary.

I drank Skol Lagers and he drank Inglesinha Stouts, a thick brown drink 

like soap and molasses, chased down occasionally with tequila or mescal. 

The air was as always — hot and sticky. The climate along the Equator never 

changes, the days and nights always equal and unchanging. But the sun had 

recently been hidden by the trees at the edge of the jungle and by the shacks, 

so evening coolness — what coolness there was to be had — was crawling in.

It was an evening much like this one. The air was hazy. Everything had 

the impression of unreality and mystery. And the hours and minutes slowed 

as darkness dropped over us.
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The Englishman’s pallid skin was weatherscarred and scratched, his hair 

an unnatural gray. As he began to tell his story, I realized these changes had 

occurred not over 20 gradual years, as I first imagined, but through a rapid 

metamorphosis in the past few months. In years he was still a young man.

He told me of his days as a law student in Britain, abandoned only recent-

ly. But it was difficult to see an urbane lawyer having inhabited this figure 

sitting across from me under a tropical veil, this unsettled, unsettling man 

whose hands and face shivered and jerked with muscle ticks and nervous 

gestures, who told me his history in a trance, as if the nightmare were being 

broadcast through him but produced far off on that old, crackling Victrola.

Later in the evening he pulled a snapshot from his shirt pocket. “From 

an early roll I gave to a missionary friend,” he explained. I moved the candle 

on our table nearer me and held the photo near the flame, dripping wax on 

it. He didn’t seem to notice or care. Jungle mold had streaked and pocked 

the surface, though you could see a young man with a strained, frightened 

but still expectant smile — remotely resembling my companion. The young 

man was posed by a jungle hut, standing next to a muscular native whose 

expression could not be read. “Colin, my friend, took the photo my first day 

with them,” he told me. “Colin never made it out.”

 19
For years now I’ve been an anthropologist . . . I don’t know . . . maybe I’m 

merely a lunatic. I remember my early days at university when I studied 

anthropology. I studied it zealously. Those were lovely times back then, but 

I doubt anymore that they really existed. I was like many others who shared 

my studies; we had a Garden-of-Eden complex. Modern, industrial man had 

taken a wrong path somewhere and we, or at least I, had to retreat. I was 

convinced of that. Maybe such ideas made sense in the streets of London or 

the cities of the industrial midlands. Sitting here staring at the Rio Negro’s 
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blackness, it’s hard to imagine I ever took such ideas seriously.

Primitive peoples touched some naive sense of human nature. I studied 

what I saw as their simple nobility with jealous yearning. . . . 7

.

.

.

How could I have listened to all that he said and fail to believe a word? 

And how could I have known how laundered and clean his descriptions 

were when placed beside the truth? But I was so blinded to reality that all 

of this strange, awful behavior was inexplicably attractive and the vision 

of myself snuggling in a mud hut conversing and befriending unruly, base 

primitives, becoming one with them, could not be forced from my mind. It 

sickens me now even to think of what I thought then.

We flew to Caracas, made arrangements with Venezuelan officials, then 

continued on to Puerto Ayacucho, the capital of Venezuela’s Amazonas Ter-

ritory on the Orinoco River, and finally on to Esmeralda, a small settlement 

upriver, near the edge of the Yanomamo region.

No warning, no verbal description, could ever have prepared me for the 

intense assault on my senses. By the time I had reached the tiny missionary 

settlement far up the Orinoco and well inside native territory, I had spoken 

to many outsiders who had lived in contact with these tribes. I had even 

encountered several natives brought to Esmeralda or to other towns along 

the way for medical aid.

By the time we arrived at the river portage from which we could easily 

hike to the village, the hellish heat and moisture had saturated my clothing 

entirely with sweat, and my wet skin had begun to attract biting gnats and 

7 Hiatus maxime def lendus. This is a Latin phrase a friend taught me, meaning “a gap 

much to be lamented”; you’ll find it in ancient classics where a break in the original 

text occurs. Unfortunately, a break in the manuscript — the first of many — appears at 

this point. Usually, from context or pagination, I can tell you approximately how great 

the gap is; on occasion I cannot. Here, three pages of manuscript are lost, as well as five 

further pages later in the chapter. The fragments that remain seem a bit inconsistent 

in their sketch of the Englishman — how serious or amateur an anthropologist he 

was, as well as just what happens to kindle the primary events that occur among the 

Yanomamo.
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mosquitoes that caused my hands and face to swell.

When we parted the brush just beyond the village to make our entrance, 

the breath shot from my lungs. We stood there the target of 8 or 10 poised 

arrows. Leering from behind those points were naked, fierce men, wads 

of chewed tobacco in their mouths and vile strings of green spit and snot 

draining from their mouths and noses. A pack of scrawny, mangy dogs were 

suddenly at my feet, snarling and clacking their teeth. I couldn’t move. . . . 8

.

.

.

I lived for 7 months among a people who I came to comprehend less 

and less, who I reviled with greater ardor each passing day. I confess it: I lost 

the spirit. Perhaps I never had the proper anthropologist's spirit, but I was 

already incarcerated in this jungle pit. My only sanctuary was a mud hut 

that was also my prison. Other anthropologists found these people at least 

comprehensible after a time. Even if the Indians’ drugs and violence and 

abuse disgusted them, they could shift their perspective. You must in such a 

contrary environment. They say they comprehend. But I think they’ve gone 

mad — brainwashed by the savage minds. I never found such an understand-

ing — I don’t know where it came from — I don’t think it was there — and I 

was crushed by the knowledge that this land and people had no nobility.

I lived for months in that hut. The roof crawled with cockroaches, scor-

pions, spiders, and vermin making constant crunching noises overhead and 

falling in a plague-like rain wth every sudden move I made. Within weeks, 

everything I owned stank of mildew and harbored insects and larvae, but 

it barely mattered. Everything else around me shocked me far worse.

I watched the men sit in the afternoon shade snorting their drugs, fellow 

tribesmen blowing the ugly green powder mixed from ashes, spit, and ebene 

bark up their nostrils with wrenching bursts. Day after day after day the men 

sat by the walls of their shelters blasting vile dust into one another and stag-

gering about the compound in a stupor filled with groans and coughs and 

awful facial contortions, going off to their particular demons, their hekura, 
each man finding his own amidst puke and disgusting dripping noses.

8 Hiatus maxime def lendus. Two pages of manuscript missing.
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I watched the women nurse their babies one minute, then carry off 

another more feeble infant to bash against a tree in the forest, leaving it for 

dead whether it had died or survived the blow.

I watched little boys in the village compound play games with bows 

and arrows, tormenting and torturing lizards they’d caught and tied with 

long cords to a stake.

I watched men boast unendingly of their violence, of how they killed 

men of other villages to steal the women, of their hate for other Yanomamo 

who they considered weak. I watched them taunt each other, steal other 

men’s wives, and beat their own to prove their manhood. I watched men 

of one village band with those of another to ravage a third weakened by 

illness or other recent skirmishes. Then the two allies would fall on each 

other’s throats within weeks.

These are human beings? No, it’s a world of perpetual warfare and 

brutality, a topsy-turvy world poised forever on the brink of its own an-

nihilation. They’re a swarm of vampire bats sucking at their own blood, a 

squalid hole that reeks of repeated nomohoni — their enraged massacres 

of treachery perpetrated on their own kind.

They glared at me throughout my months among them. It lasted an 

eternity. They forced themselves on me for everything I owned; they intimi-

dated me with threats. We’ll steal your provisions. We’ll sink your canoe. 

We’ll hurt you, kill you to prove your weakness. And they dared to consider 

me subhuman because I was not a Yanomamo.

But what were they? Men sat contentedly around heaps of red-hot coals 

biting the heads off huge squirming grubs — fat, white, oozing mounds the 

size of mice — and roasting them in the blistering heat or just munching 

on them live. They sat in forest clearings drinking honey mead awash with 

muddy water, dead bees and larvae, leaves, and twigs. What did it matter? 

They ate giant spiders roasted alive. Day followed day, and my eyes met more 

strange horrors and my ears filled with the constant noise of harbored ver-

min, crackling burning creatures, men beating their wives and each other, 

and hallucinating lunatics retching vomit tributes to their gods.

This wasn't another culture into which I’d stepped; I was cast into the 

darkest levels of Hell for crimes I never committed, and these were the harpies 

of my damnation. My mission was absurd; you can’t study a swarm of harpies.

I don’t know why but I continued to try to work, if only as distraction. 
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I observed and wrote notes in damp, mildewed notebooks. I tried to make 

sense of nauseating habits and rituals. I talked to natives to piece together 

histories and chronologies because in such tribes so much hinged on family 

ties within and between villages.

But I was jousting with perpetual lies and deception . . . 9

.

.

.

We reached a stream where the women caught fish. The only way 

across, our onlyt escape route, was a log placed across the stream as a dam. 

But Colin was weakening rapidly. He continued to bleed, and I knew the 

blows had drained more from him than just blood. I ran across the dam 

first, chased by the angry sounds close behind.

When I crossed I set myself to help Colin, but I turned to see him stumble, 

his glazed eyes roll, his body splash into the chalky water of the dammed 

pool. Then that curdling scream. What was it? I don’t know. Perhaps a sharp 

rock. But I imagine now I saw an eel, an electric eel, slithering away.

The stream turned red with his blood. His head slipped below the sur-

face. My only friend slipping under the chalky water. I heard the running, 

running. Like the sounds of animals hidden beyond the trees. I could hear 

them rushing toward me.

Which way to turn? I barely knew the trails through the jungle. I’d al-

ways needed the Yanomamos’ aid to negotiate them — little more than hazy 

paths through brush, up and down hills, through streams and swamps. I 

kept running, long after I heard nothing behind me. Perhaps they stopped 

when they found Colin in the pool. Perhaps my ears were deceiving me. I 

remember telling myself that: “Perhaps your ears are deceiving you. Perhaps 

your mind is deceiving you. They’re closing in.” So I ran, tripping and falling, 

stepping on thorns, ripping my injured legs. My shoes were so waterlogged 

9 Hiatus maxime def lendus. This is indeed a gap much to be lamented. In the 3 missing 

pages of manuscript at this point, important events evidently occur. We can’t know 

their nature exactly, but apparently the Englishman and his friend, Colin, who was 

visiting the village, have been viciously attached. The Englishman has escaped at 

most slightly injured, but Colin is severely wounded. The two have fled the village.
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that I threw them away. Was that a mistake? I fear it was. But they felt like 

anchors, and all I wanted was to escape.

But I can’t. There are always more animal sounds. And I know I hear 

people stalking through the forest. Do you hear them? You must. I think 

I saw them several times. They aren’t hallucinations. My senses are too 

heightened by the danger for it to be that . . . I don’t know; no one ever will. 

But no one will believe me when I tell them.

I’m in a clearing — a rest, but not for long, no chance for sleep. It’s too 

dangerous. Just long enough for some plantains. Those Yanomamo have left 

me something — these clearings, these abandoned gardens. They’re feeding 

their enemy. I have to reorient myself, set my direction northward toward 

the Orinoco. But the sun’s always directly overhead; it’s useless. I’ll never 

find the river. I’m a drowning man in a sea of jungle. There’s nothing to do 

but to run and to keep myself going in one direction — why not north. Why 

north I don’t know? Why should I think it’s toward the north I’m running?

Now, how long? How long? The seventh day in this jungle. But who 

can count the days? Rotting plantains and rickety, makeshift lean-tos, the 

same sort of temporary shelters I’ve seen the Yanomamo make. But I can’t 

let myself sleep. Sleep is the darkness, and the end of mankind.

I hear people in the forest all the time — shrouded in a fog. The calls of 

animals I can’t recognize. Even the sound of the wind in the foliage is strange. 

But it’s the hunters tracking me. Maybe they’re from Aramamisi-teri. Maybe 

they’re from another village. Maybe they’re from my imagination. But they’re 

too close for that. Never get too near; always hide from them entirely.

I reach the river; stare at it — salvation. But it doesn’t make sense. It isn’t 

the Orinoco. It flows east, not west. I can’t tell you what it is. Maybe if I drink 

it, I can learn what its name is from the taste of its water.

My head is deep within the current. Who cares if I drown? Who cares 

whether piranhas or animals wait inches away to attack me? Escape is all 

that matters, and this water rushing past my face is my salvation.

I find a canoe — there must be a village nearby. I’m shivering — fear, ex-

haustion — but I take it. Please, God; they aren’t going to see me and shower 

me with arrows. To the left to the . . . I lunge many times from one side to 

another. That’s an arrow approaching, but no arrows ever hit me or my boat. 

Are they there? I push out to the center of the river, lie down to rest, and let 

it float down the river, wherever it might go. Destinations are meaningless. 
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What does it even mean to escape anymore?

My legs are swollen and numb. Infection. I’m bruised and the insects 

have bitten over my entire body. My clothes are shreds and less than use-

less — a mire of dirt and blood. It’s impossible to keep from falling under, 

but I won’t wake up if I let it happen. . . .

 20
Night had taken complete hold by the time the Englishman ended his story. 

He didn’t know what happened next, after he slipped into the bottom of the 

canoe and into unconsciousness. He was told he floated unscathed through 

3 sets of rapids. A missionary group found him far east of where his torture 

had started, near the confluence of the Apaiu and the Macajai, which they told 

him was the river he’d found. They took him farther down river to where the 

main road cut through the jungle to Boa Vista, and he was put under a physi-

cian’s care. After several weeks, he was airlifted to Manaus, which was when I 

saw him. But something in his voice said he didn’t believe any of it anymore.

I could no longer see more than his silhouette as we sat in the dingy, dimly 

lit old nightclub, and my mind was by then clouded with liquor. But I could 

hear his breathing speeding up and becoming erratic. In outline I could see 

his hand wiping sweat from his face, more sweat than would normally be 

produced by the evening air. His story was still too present in him. Those last 

moments before I pulled him from his tale he was back there, still battling 

the moist, overgrown trail, trying frantically to escape from this monstrous 

existence along winding, unidentifiable paths he barely remembered.

We hobbled through unlit slum alleys, back toward the richer section 

of the city, also decaying, and to the glow of its century-old streetlights. I 

knew that until we reached the lights he would still be fighting the jungle. 

Maybe it could never end.

For a time, his story filled me with doubts about what I still planned to 
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do. Such things had been my most submerged nightmares. Now I saw they 

could happen and tear a man apart from within. Perhaps I should escape 

the jungles and find more civilized work. The Englishman’s story branded 

itself into my thoughts as we walked the dark streets, so deeply that I felt 

they were mine.

Yet, as we neared the streetlights, even with the Englishman’s harrowing 

tale ringing in my head, the idea retook me that I was above and removed 

from the horrors and inhumanities of the jungle. He had come to the Ama-

zon to learn about the tribes by attempting to become one with them. And 

he had been consumed. I, on the other hand, was in South America to film, 

and for that I didn’t need to risk being pulled down into their mire. I could 

remain at a distance by staying on my side of the camera, as if standing safely 

on a bridge arching over their circle. As long as the lens separated me from 

the tribes, I had a filter, a guard, that would protect me, keep me aloof and 

in a position to observe without being affected.

This was the security I continued to possess, even after the Englishman’s 

disturbing tale of his own corner of “The Green Hell,” and even later, after 

the solitude in waiting for the Kreen-Akrore.

Well after midnight, I safely returned the Englishman to his hotel. In 

the days to follow, I heard rumors at the Amazonas Hotel bar that he had 

succumbed to new medical and mental setbacks. He’d never see St. Paul’s 

or Trafalgar again, as he yearned to do.

After leaving the Englishman, I, too, returned to my hotel room, emotion-

ally drained, intoxicated, and confused about my next step: Would I join a 

party into the jungle or find a path more likely to be less taxing to my mind?

I left Manaus to find camera work, and eventually did join the documen-

tary expedition into the Xingu, as I told you. But that came to an end, of sorts, 

and I left the jungles for civilized arenas.

Brasilia and Rio de Janiero followed — long, languid days before I half-

heartedly linked up in Rio with some film people. I still had no idea why I was 

down in South America, whether it was escape or punishment; everything I 

did was for no reason and only for itself. The group in which I found myself 

was rife with secrecy and suspicion, even as they undertook the most innocu-

ous projects, but at first it didn’t upset me. At most it piqued my curiosity. 

Another mistake, and soon it would pull me down farther into another level, 

somewhere lower than jungle darkness.
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They liked my credentials, my own shadowy past and my work with 

them on those silly jobs around Rio. It became obvious: these films had 

a purpose, to be sold or used in some way, but mainly as a training and 

screening ground. For what I couldn’t learn.

Other men found their way in — eerily drawn in, as I realized I had been. 

Most soon wandered away or were chased away for being too curious. I was 

inquisitive, too, but I kept my questions and theories sequestered in my mind.

It must have been several months. We were in the midst of some travel or 

vacation film, shooting some beautiful American girl lounging topless, with 

the sun reflecting off the sand and Sugar Loaf filling the background. During 

a coffee break I noticed the director had gone. When I spotted him, he was 

hanging up the receiver at a public phone booth and furtively looking at me.

He marched back, directly to me, and whispered in my ear, “Americano,  

come with me. This job here is nothing.” His constricting grasp and command-

ing pull reinforced the message. Wherever I was going, I was going with him.

I was shoved into the back of a dark sedan, though I’d have entered 

voluntarily. Within an hour we arrived at a small airfield off the road to 

Nova Iguaca, a private jet at the ready. It was modern, sleek, and perfectly 

maintained, situated in a section of the field accessed without having to 

pass through any airport security check or customs. Yet I knew the flight’s 

destination lay beyond Brazil’s borders. I didn’t know where — to Paraguay 

or Uruguay? As I said, I knew nothing for sure, but I felt many answers.

One other thing was suspicious: The plane was unmarked. Not a single 

identification number, no emblems, no indication of its nation of origin, no 

name, not even a manufacturer’s name. Just a mirror-smooth black surface.

No one said anything to me, and I said nothing as I was led onto the 

plane. I felt no immediate danger, but I was on edge and knew anything I 

said might be a death sentence.

My belongings were on the plane. I’d never told a soul where in Rio I 

lived; that scared me. I was involved with stronger forces than I’d imagined. 

As the door closed, I realized that, except the captain and co-pilot behind a 

locked door, I was alone. My chauffeur had pointed to the bar without a word, 

walked to the cockpit door, knocked with a complex rhythm and waited 

for the tumblers of a combination lock to click and drop open. Through 

the crack in the door I overheard him say, “To Santanasta.” Then he rushed 

from the plane without looking at me. The outer door slammed closed. The 
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cockpit door shut and relocked. That was the 1st time I heard the name; it 

meant nothing to me. I wondered, Is it a place, a man, or something else?

I took a drink from the well-stocked bar, sat down, and took several quick 

gulps to calm myself. As the plane taxied and finally took off, I tipped my 

head back and tried to relax. Wherever the hell I was going now, I could do 

absolutely nothing about it until I got there, and what then? . . . What then?

The plane followed the Brazilian coast south. We could still turn west-

ward overland to Paraguay, or continue south. I had no idea.

✴       ✴       ✴

It never turned west overland and continued along the coast about 10 miles 

over the Atlantic. Out the window, I watched as we passed cities I assumed 

were Saõ Paulo, Florianopolis, Porto Alegre. After three hours, we set down at 

an airport somewhere between Rio Grande and Pelotas. We were still in Brazil.

But I knew this wasn’t our final destination. We taxied to a fuel truck at 

a far corner of the airport, near a rotting, unused hangar. The moment the 

jet rolled to a stop, three men in overalls jumped from the truck. We were 

expected.

A quarter hour later we were airborne again. No airport or customs 

official, no one at all, had approached us, except the men in overalls. The 

pilot navigated east over the water again, then banked the plane south-

southwest, skirting the Uruguayan coast.

Soon it made an arc right and followed the Rio de la Plata, looking more 

like an ocean than a river, inland. Montevideo to the right, Buenos Aires to the 

left. But we threaded between them, landing at neither. As night edged in, we 

reached the mouth of the Parana and traced its course upstream. Our destina-

tion — it had to be sometime soon — was somewhere in northern Argentina.

By the time we landed, the night was black. I couldn’t be sure where I 

was. I was where I’d been taken, into a territory as nameless as the emptiest, 

undiscovered desert.

A second dark sedan met us at that airport. It could have been the same 

one that had carried me in Rio, except I’d traveled 1,800 miles. Even the car’s 

interior smelled identical. I’d indeed entered an enclosed private world.

The car rushed through vaguely visible avenues along a complex route 

of suburban streets. At last it arrived at the entrance of a huge estate. Dawn 

was a hour or so away; the sky was brightening and cast a gray background 

for the iron lettering of the massive wrought-iron gate: La Rueda Céntrica. 
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The gate opened under the command of an unseen hand, and we were 

swallowed up into the grounds of a large, private villa.

 Death spurs pleasures and rules over life.
           — Octavio Paz, Time Magazine, 1974

 Number 9 . . .  Number 9 . . . Number 9 . . .
           — John Lennon & Yoko Ono

     

 21
You don’t forget that first image of Angelo Santanasta — a gangly skeleton 

once more standing on the earth, swathed in a white drape, tight to its skin. 

He was dressed all in white, as I soon realized he always dressed — bright, 

sometimes blinding, colorless. His pale skin and blanched hair with the 

last traces of gray fading away gave no contrast to the nonchromatic aura.

Wherever he stood, whether at the edge or in the middle of a room, be-

came the center of attention, as if a spotlight shone upon him. Everything 

focused on Santanasta. The entire mansion and the entire estate — its many 

film studios, gardens, and wooded walks — all were absolutely his brainchild, 

under his control to the smallest detail. His world.

This omniscience and omnipotence was unsettling and eerie from the 

moment his servants brought me into his presence. For, along with his 

bleached white figure, most obvious was his stasis, his immobility. He stood 

— he always stood — with the support of two intricately carved wooden 

canes inlaid with gold, silver, and precious jewels and crowned with spheres 

of polished ivory. His step was so slow that he rarely moved; when he did, 

it was with such deliberation that, I soon realized I never saw it happen.

He was simply there. Wherever you looked he was there. He knew every-

thing in La Rueda Céntrica. He appeared everywhere to exert his lordly power.

This was the film world of Angelo Santanasta — director, producer, writer, 

controlling creator — a movie mogul on the grandest scale. But it was in 

a cinema world few knew existed, yet which held sway across the globe.

Protégés and technicians such as me, who worked on lesser projects at 

La Rueda Céntrica, were many and told stories they themselves had only 

heard second- or third-hand about the director. Closer associates of Santa-
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nasta never strayed far from the Master — whether by choice or compulsion 

no one seemed to know. Their company was difficult to join because they 

were usually sequestered in inaccessible parts of the estate, especially in 

the last studios — #7, #8, and #9 — where the most important work was said 

to be created under a hush of secrecy. Rumors were constant; but no one 

beyond Santanasta’s inner circle knew the nature of the art created there.

What about these stories told of the man in white? If the stories of San-

tanasta were true, he was brought up among the highest strata of the upper 

classes — where, no one said. He spent much of his early life traveling the 

globe, learning from and working with the greatest filmmakers of America 

and Europe, living under another name or names that no one any longer 

remembered. He had been vivacious, inquisitive, and dandyish, it was said. 

He experienced the world with unbounded relish, energy, and optimism. No 

photographs corroborated the claims, but it was said he was handsome to 

the point of irresistible, both to women and other men.

These were the foundations for tales told time and again. Yet they were 

always couched in generalities and uncertainty; every tale contained enough 

contradiction to make even the thought of tracing it impossible. Hard facts of 

Santanasta’s life — his original citizenship, his real name, and with whom he 

studied and associated — were all long lost in the vagaries of foggy decades.

And was it true?

The portrait of a dashing globetrotter starkly contrasted the ghostly lord 

of La Rueda Céntrica. Santanasta radiated artistry and brilliance — you felt 

the force — but the aura was chilling. His inspiration produced no joy — only 

manipulation. At some past time some power had transformed him, some 

force had placed him into the seclusion of this villa. It was a sanctuary where 

he created his own isolated idea of art, from which he exerted hypnotic power 

over an underground empire that stretched its talons everywhere, but from 

which he never left. He himself was cemented into the villa’s foundations.

With my introduction to the 1st studio, the purpose of the villa seemed 

obvious. This was a pornographic enterprise on a scale and of a sort I would 

never have imagined. And no one beyond the walls could know anything 

of what transpired inside. Entry and exit was tightly controlled. I lived for 

weeks within the walls without a hint of the existence of the outside world.

The villa was populated with beautiful young men and women. They had 

been discreetly recruited — some, I later suspected, abducted — from the Ameri-
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cas, Europe, and Asia, and brought to La Rueda. Much as I’d come, I assumed.

The atmosphere crackled with constant expectation, unparallelled thrill 

and excitement, exhilaration as if the air were saturated with uppers and 

hallucinogens. A moral code existed, understood though unspoken — a code 

built on expressing and satisfying your physical needs. It was alluring and 

exciting, and all found their appetites for every physical desire sated. It was 

an encapsulated, locked-in world of uncomfortable, tense, artificial joy.

None of the actors or technicians knew what to expect from moment 

to moment. All sense of security was lost, even in one’s very existence. Every 

second, waking and sleeping, was a net-less tightrope walk over a wind-swept 

gorge. You feared in your sleep. Just beneath the surface was uncertainty, 

treachery, discomfort, tremors of the ground itself rumbling, . . . and chaos.

Santanasta did nothing to quash rivalries among his world’s inhabitants. 

Jealousy, greed, and excess of every sort — excess that could destroy without 

warning — went unmoderated. It was as if our nourishment bred these ram-

pant grips. Saturnalian evenings erupted into temper and violence; some 

nights they crumbled into fights that left people gravely injured. I can’t be 

sure, but it seems impossible that many weren’t crippled, disfigured, even 

killed in the flooding frenzy that washed over La Rueda night after night. 

Yet I never saw the aftermath, never saw a scar on anyone, never heard a 

word about any deaths. But people constantly disappeared.

It’s obvious now. Santanasta kept his world that way, where survival 

of the fittest turned bestial, violent, and uncompromising and reassumed 

life-and-death dimensions. Survival in Santanasta’s world meant more than 

just being promoted, retained, or fired.

The travel films I’d worked on were actually another part of the huge 

pornographic film industry — the scenic filler, the background locales for 

his movies. Crews worldwide filmed the most photogenic locations, secretly 

trained and evaluated for use in his central complex.

I saw many other technicians and many, many young, attractive actors. 

Some advanced along the involved path created by Santanasta’s many studios, 

due in brief order to reach the peak of the maestro’s pyramid, to be accepted 

into that special arena reserved for the most talented and most deserving — 

the last three studios, and particularly Studio #9. These studios — #1 through 

#6 — were training grounds, too, one more screening, one more place to perfect 

technique, hone skills, and learn the methods of the operation. One more 
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chance to learn who could be trusted in a world where trust didn’t exist.

Others stagnated in the training grounds of the lower studios. They’d 

made it this far — all the way into Santanasta’s villa and studios — but they 

were stuck working on three- and five-minute films, plotting lengths of foot-

age that would make their way to cheap storefronts as 8mm film loops that 

men watched in private booths at a quarter per minute. They had proven 

insufficiently talented, or incompletely attractive, or too inquisitive about 

what lay ahead.

It was a secret to be shared only by those who would wait. 

I passed many as I moved through the studios, always training my dispas-

sionate lens on a panting theater of Eros playing out before me. My initial 

shock numbed, and it seemed quite natural. Each new studio presented 

greater and stranger talents, more lavish equipment and sets, escalating 

luxury, and greater physical and sexual beauty, all more explicit and savage.

Months pass. I’d never been in a place before where time had so little 

meaning except as frames on endless streams of film. I had finally advanced 

to Studio #7, and I found close contact with the Master for the first time. 

You have to understand: he was everywhere; however, until then he was a 

phantom force. Now he stood directly before me. Santanasta appeared but 

briefly in the previous studios; he’d instill restless, unidentifiable panic in 

everyone, assure himself that all was as he wished, then disappear. 

I left behind the ranks of the partially initiated, and was escorted into a 

section of the mansion for the fully initiated. There in this cloistered wing, 

I dropped into an endless, 24-hour party that carried on even as the work 

in the studios continued. There, daily, I came face to face with the Master.

In Studio #7, Santanasta stood as the overlord. Only from here and from 

the studios farther down the line would films bear his name. Yet from here, 

as I sat behind the camera and filmed his writhing scenes, Santanasta still 

appeared to be appraising, searching for the proper ingredients for future 

projects. And I was one of those carried along. By the time I was led to Stu-

dio #8, I could feel the dreadful hope that told me I’d soon be admitted to 

Santanasta’s most select circle. I had done it by always peering through the 

camera, capturing the images of entwined bodies, and keeping my silence, 

successfully submerging curiosity and personality within myself. The only 

personality anyone knew was what burned onto my film.

The unending soirée of the inner circle had a different tone from those 
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I’d seen before. They were rarefied, serious, rarely concerned with physical 

or sexual except for the occasional exhibition the Master staged to amuse, 

amaze, and shock. In the studios we filmed orgies I’d have imagined impos-

sible only months before. And we had all survived the violence and lust of 

the lower studios. But here the lust and violence was all for my lens. The 

perpetual gathering was intently, calculatedly intellectual, in which the 

blood of treachery, deceit, and uncertainty reigned stronger than ever.

Most important, the parties focused on Santanasta himself. Every evening 

he recited an extended monologue, a flood of words in a dozen languages, 

an endless set of variations on a theme, mesmerizing the entire company, 

interweaving thoughts that cast an indoctrinating web over everyone.

“Our purpose here, our purpose in life, is to fuse art and reality, to heighten 

our art until you cannot know what is real and what is imagination, and in so 

doing make you see that reality itself is every moment an artistic creation. . . .

“Those films we create on the outer grounds of La Rueda are mere stimu-

lants, foreplay for a grander act. . . .”

Santanasta wove rhapsodies each evening over strangely tense, un-

earthly crowds. The monologue was never exactly the same — sometimes 

brief, sometimes extending for hours, sometimes fixated on the moment 

of death, sometimes on the “undiscovered country,” sometimes on betrayal, 

sometimes on the inadequacy of modern film and modern man.

Within days I knew well the select, tightly interwoven fabric of thoughts 

that obsessed Santanasta’s mind, that tyrannically governed his art, that 

dictated the nature of the films closest to his heart. Everything he did, every 

project committed for him and under his aegis, was rehearsal and trial for 

a single ultimate goal — the fusion on film of life and death, stripped sexual 

passion, betrayal, raw emotion, and illusion and reality.

Some evenings he spoke sotto voce, barely audible beyond a few feet, clearly 

heard only by those few next to him. Other nights, it was as if he were a grand 

opera centerpiece, spotlighted and heard from every corner of the hall, visible 

from wherever one stood. Yet I’d swear he wasn’t on a raised stage or platform. 

On some nights his voice brought silence and motionlessness — everyone 

watched and listened with hypnotic fixation; and on some nights the party 

swirled about Santanasta as if his talk were of no interest. Yet, when dawn 

reappeared and the party ebbed, before it swelled  up hours later, everyone 

would realize they had heard and absorbed the Master’s every word.
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However meaningless, misguided, mad his words might seem, however in-

audible, repeated night on night on night, whatever else might have dictated 

our behavior lost its context and its power. We were gently, luxuriously being 

guided into a world where the nihilistic metaphysics of Death rule, and the 

one mind that controlled was Santanasta’s, not ours. He stole our thoughts, 

drained, withered, ransacked our sense of self. Yet it was too subtle to identify, 

label, and fight. Every element that sustains life — every bite of food, every 

swallow of drink, every gulp of breath — was subtly and thoroughly tainted.

Then, one day, without warning, I was brought into the final studio and 

learned the secrets. I saw the special equipment, the cameras I would hold, 

and the opulent soundstage enclosed in thick transparent glass.

“You will see blood, young man, much blood,” Santanasta himself in-

formed me. Until that moment he had never addressed me directly. It felt 

like an icepick stabbing into my spine. “But do not worry about the blood. 

Adore the blood. Keep shooting. Listen to my commands. Caress the action 

with your lens. Keep shooting. You are filming the ultimate beauty.”

That night, in the corner of the party reserved for the few most select, 

especially his personal aide, Sticario, Santanasta’s mad piercing voice envel-

oped everything: “Jodorowski is assailed for killing 10,000 rabbits.10  Rabbits! 

They are sacrificed every day for food and to test for babies.

“Rabbits! I do not care about rabbits! They are of no consequence, for 

what is to be learned by the death of a rabbit? Who can read the expression 

of a rabbit facing death, or understand that hideous, marvelous shriek it 

expels when Death finds it? What can man learn by viewing such a useless 

act? But the human is not a rabbit. It has an infinity of facial expression, 

an infinity of meaningful movement, an infinity of language. Infinite! We 

have only begun to explore the possibilities. . . .

“There is a moment — a vital ultimate moment that must be lengthened 

until we see every nuance in our starlet’s fleeting glory. It only comes once. . . .

“Death is such a solitary act, filled with dread, the dread of what follows, 

the undiscovered country from whose bourn no traveller returns. No one 

accompanies you on that journey to the undiscovered country. Worst of all, 

10 This is a reference to the Mexican film El Topo (The Mole), released in 1971, directed 

by and starring the cult director Alejandro Jodorowski.
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no one is there to witness your departure. At the moment of death so few, 

if any, are there to share it.

“The modern world’s twin obsessions — sex and violence. So much of 

each. Yet in art we rarely see the essence of either. You see in the news foot-

age on our television sets — murders, and wars, and famine, and death. But 

never . . . never the two fused into one to find the ultimate expression of art. 

That moment when the two can be combined, fused, forced together can 

be magic. And to do so in art is further exaltation. Approaching the ecstatic!”

Every word I heard repulsed my every fiber. Nausea unlike any other 

blanketed me — echoing and magnifying every wave of sickness I’d ever expe-

rienced, deeper and more penetrating but without hope of relief. Still, I stood 

among the initiated, and we all laughed and smiled as Santanasta’s words swept 

through us. “Et cum aperuisset quintum sigillum, vidi subtus altare animas 

interfectorum propter verbum Dei et propter testimonium quod habebant. 

Et clamabant voce magna dicentes Usque quo domine sanctus et verus, non 

iudicas et vindicas sanguinem nostrum de his qui habitant super terram? 11

“There is little art in the reality of violence. Its messiness, its impulsiveness, 

its haphazard manner — all drain what impact and value there is and we find 

only destruction and death. But planned and choreographed, stimulated and 

heightened until every passion is piqued, every nerve excited, it is the final 

expression. Nothing can surpass it. No director can ever hope to discover a 

moment more worthy of immortalizing on film than this one. Everything else 

is artistic filler, triviality, meaningless dross. The greatest scenes that DeSica, 

Bunuèl, Bergman, or Kurasawa could create are nothing, just empty frames, 

compared with what we are approaching in La Rueda Céntrica. . . .”

Then there were our days and nights in the studio. Santanasta was motion-

less, always motionless, clamped onto his hellish vision on the other side of 

the glass barrier, where a beautiful young woman’s dream of pornographic 

immortality filmed on a luxurious silken set snapped into the graphic night-

mare of her end. He was transfixed by the perfect horror of it all, of life sucked 

11 “And when he had opened the fifth seal, I saw under the altar the souls of them that 

were slain for the word of God, and for the testimony which they held. And they 

cried with a loud voice, saying, How long Lord, holy and true, judgest thou not and 

revengest thou not our blood of them that dwell on the earth?” — Revelation 6:9–10.
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away amidst unbridled screams; floating in the insane fulfillment of his vision. 

Near Santanasta, Sticario moved about nervously — a kinetic contrast to the 

Master, yet never moving more than a few feet from him.

The action would stop for no one. In a flood of fleeting seconds, the scene 

unraveled to be captured once or lost. Then all there would be to show for 

it was a ransacked body and a stinking, stained room of gore to wash away.

Santanasta watched, absorbed, and directed: barking orders for camera 

movement, closeups, attention to particular details. Always hoping that in 

there he had captured those essences he treasured. When he began to realize 

that this was the film, that this was the murder he had envisioned all of his 

life, it was an orgasm, a ripping away of all of Santanasta’s restraint and order.

“Yes!” he screamed in an ear-piercing crescendo. I never stopped peering 

through the camera. Only moments existed to capture it all. And then it 

happened, and the moment began to stretch, to extend to an eternity. The 

girl wasn’t simply being killed; she was being tortured slowly, mercilessly, 

and vilely; her body was being destroyed with malignant joy. Was this only 

moments, as Santanasta told me?

He said it was “only moments.” But it stretched forever. She was being 

tortured by human executioners but more by the hideous creeping of time. 

Under Santanasta’s direction, death’s instant must have been filling entire 

reels of film. And I was no longer remote and safe from it. I was at its center. 

I and the camera I controlled were the reason for the entire scene. The girl 

was dying for me. She was a sacrifice to my camera.

I glanced from the lens; I could watch no longer. And I saw the camera 

mechanism; it was slowing — the seconds stretching until I feared they’d snap.

“Yes, it’s there in the film, my ecstasy!” It was my camera that held his 

dream, my skill that made it possible. I was buried in the foulest shit. “Yes, that 

moment of mortal recognition, of death, of the horror. Yes, it’s coming! Yes! We 

found it, Yes!! —” His scream cut short, disintegrating into an undiluted cry.

My camera had swiveled around without my knowing. I was no longer 

filming through the glass wall at a detumescing scene where two killers sat 

quietly, almost timid, exhausted. The camera aimed at the director.

Sticario stood over Santanasta, slowly piercing the Master’s chest time 

after time with a long stiletto. “It’s my turn as director,” Sticario said, dryly, 

emotionless, as if it were a natural succession, staring into Santanasta’s open, 

glazed eyes, toying with them with the point of his knife.
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The crew stood surrounding the body of Santanasta. I realized I was 

watching through my lens, filming it all, as Sticario recommenced slicing the 

knife into Santanasta time and again, then deliberately pulled out the blood-

stained blade a final time. He smiled with a sickening calmness. Touched the 

bloodied blade to his lips. He said nothing. I simply put it onto film.

They carried Santanasta’s body to a large couch, where the blood 

dripped onto the fabric in large, strange patterns. Then we were led away. 

Only Santanasta’s select entourage — men who I assumed were now led by 

Sticario — remained behind.

Ten days later, the first, early print was set for screening. Santanasta was 

gone from the evening parties — only his echoed speeches. The gatherings 

had no form. But at last we had the film to watch. In the weeks to follow, 

a limited set of prints would be lovingly produced in a secret darkroom. 

No one knew where. Yet another Santanasta film, perhaps his crowning 

hideous glory, would surreptitiously travel to private screenings around 

the world, where chosen audiences would pay a thousand dollars a head 

to watch the dramas of actual death captured as no artist had ever cap-

tured it before.

I entered the shadowy theater, terrified. Spectators already sat scattered 

in the darkness, none of their faces visible. I thought I was among the first 

to enter the hall. Where had they come from? I sensed Santanasta among 

them. I knew he was among them. He was somewhere in the tiny audito-

rium, as always. I couldn’t see his face, couldn’t hear his voice or even his 

breathing, that breathing like a chilling pampero wind, which I knew now 

as well as my own. But the nausea welling up through me was the sickness 

that gripped me only in the Master’s presence. Yet he was dead — killed . . . 

murdered. I’d witnessed and filmed it myself.

Had I any way to avoid the theater, I’d have done so. But others were fol-

lowing me in. I realized that no one ever exited through the same door by 

which we entered; we passed through every chamber — whether the cam-

eraman, the sound technician, the actors, the corpses, or even the director 

himself. So I walked in and sat in the back row, where nobody could watch 

the back of my head, and where I could see everyone sitting motionlessly, 

glued to their seats.

With neither warning nor explanation, a violent choking enveloped me 

that forced all nausea preceding it out of my mind. But my fellow filmgoers 
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in the near-pitch-blackness just stared ahead at the screen and the rough 

print that was beginning to appear on it. The first of the three young women 

had just realized she was trapped. When the killing began, I realized that 

I loved her; did I tell you that? Here they were . . . we were killing her. The 

border was crossed, transforming from fantasy to reality. Her eyes were 

frozen open in disbelief, then terror, then death. The last image I recall in 

the theater was not on the film. I could no longer look. It was the face of 

Sticario, sitting near me and his rapt, contorted smile faintly illuminated by 

the brightness of the screen.

But I didn’t leave then. I was paralyzed. My seat held me down. The air 

conditioning seemed to suddenly intensify. The room was a wind-swept deep 

freezer. Time was evaporating, as if there was no longer time to speak of. The 

sounds of the next two girls rattled about my skull — sounds metamorphos-

ing into abstract and mechanical emanations, becoming more and more 

repetitive, as I struggled both to listen and to shut it out. How could such a 

monstrosity have been committed? And how could I have filmed it frame 

by frame, embracing death not merely for the moment but permanently.

I must have jumped up and fled. I don’t remember. I was walking the 

night streets of a city I think I realized was Rosario. No one followed me. The 

street, everything, was deserted. Not a sign of life. Rumbles of thunder settled 

over the darkness. The pampero swept in, almost a gale, as it had been inside 

the theater. But now I didn’t feel enchained but in danger of being carried 

off. A hideous cold wind permeated my skin and bones. All the sounds of the 

previous hour flooded my mind in one compressed cascade, amplifying and 

distorting into devilish babble. Then I was falling. My thoughts themselves 

were being crushed, squashed into nothingness. And then . . . then . . .

It was no longer December; it was April. I was standing below the large 

clock in Grand Central Station. I even remember the time . . . 9:30 A.M.  I don’t 

know how I got there or where I’d been, except that in my pocket I found 

seven recent traffic tickets from Trinidad, Colorado. That’s when I called 

the magazine.

I have to recover those lost months. But I’m afraid to go back to that 

time; I’m scared to know what, if anything, is hidden there. I need help. But 

I have no one to turn to because no one knows who I am.
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 There’s much that is confused and unclear both
 in [his] life and in the creation of his music.
 There’s much that I like in his biography, above
 all the darkness—those entire chunks of his life
 about which we know nothing.
  — Dmitri Shostokovich, Testimony, 
      speaking of Mussorgsky

 22
APRIL 20, 1981, 11PM
“`Why can’t you find out yourself?’ I asked as L.C. ended his story.

“`I can’t,’ L.C. told me. His voice stayed calm, like the night around us, 

which only made him seem stranger after telling me a history like the 

one he had. `I’m afraid of what I might find if I get to the center of things.’

“`I don’t understand,’ I said to him. `You just told me this story; what 

could be more terrible than what you told me?’

“`Knowing that it’s the truth,’ L.C. replied. `You see, I don’t know if what 

I’ve told you is true. I have no memory of going down there; I’ve no memory 

of coming back. Just a memory that may be imaginary of being there.”

“After this, after L.C. finished this long, wearing monologue,” Walker said, 

as he finished his own nightlong recounting, “he pulled a few pieces of paper 

from his pocket and threw them onto the table in front of me. I’d barely 

noticed when he did so.

“The night had long ago taken hold by the time his story ended at 10 P.M. 

The Rittenhouse Square café had closed. His hazy silhouette was now more 

indistinct than ever. All I was left with was an alcoholic fog that combined 

with the dark square to make L.C.’s face unintelligible. I couldn’t hope to 

read in his appearance whether what he had said was true; I doubted that 

I would have been able to do so even in daylight.

“There was a silence for a long time after that, and eventually I put my 

head down in my hands to rest, I thought for only a second. When I raised 

my head, he was gone. I hadn’t heard him move the chair or walk away. There 

wasn’t a trace of him in the park.

“Then I saw the pieces of paper he’d thrown down, mixed in with a half 

dozen café receipts. After I’d tried to read them without success, the darkness 
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and my state of mind conspiring against me, I gathered them up and shoved 

them in my jacket pocket. By then I’d long forgotten my date with Tara. My 

idea of meeting you was gone, too. I walked slowly, exhausted, to 30th Street 

Station, arriving just in time to take the 11:05 train home for New York.

“Back in my apartment in New York the next afternoon I looked again at 

the pieces of paper he’d thrown down on the table — the traffic tickets. As 

he’d told me, they were from a town in Colorado. Seven of them, and scribbled 

in a corner of one was the name Elias Dauber.”

“L.C.?” Pick said.

“I learned that a few months later. When I woke up that next day — even 

in the midst of my hangover — I found myself questioning, asking dozens 

of questions about L.C.’s story. I was wondering also why I cared — bothered, 

if you want to know. But that irritation was overwhelmed by the rekindled 

desire to understand more, which had sparked momentarily several weeks 

earlier. But this time there was no breaking away from it. He’d ensnared me.”

 23
KATHMANDU, NEPAL: 10,000 miles from anywhere this story has as yet car-

ried the reader, but as central a spot as any on the globe and a spot to which 

the reader will be transported again by the time this history ends. All travelers 

to this long-hidden capital eventually find the Durbar Square, where they 

will see many temples of various sizes, a fountain used for drinking water, 

for washing, and for laundry, a steady stream of tourists from East and West, 

and, within a courtyard of one of the old buildings, the young girl who is the 

Kumari, the Living Goddess.

A few minutes’ walk west of that important square one may find a small, 

back-street establishment called the Chi & Pie. By most western standards, 

it is a rat-hole — a tiny hideaway with a low ceiling, uneven wood chairs and 

cheap, unstable wooden tables crudely topped with third-rate formica, noth-

ing exactly at right angles to anything else, nothing new. Nothing seems even 
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second-hand, neither in this small pie shop nor in the entire nation of Nepal. 

This is a country entirely crafted from third-hand materials.

The air is old; the circulation is deficient. Anyone who enters will smell 

the unmistakable, disagreeable remnants of fumes from a Nepalese cigarette 

— a powerful, funnel-like stump of strange tobaccos — still hanging in the air, 

even an hour after the smoker has departed. There are many ghosts hanging 

in the air, much as the odor of the cigarette lingers.

Western standards are easily left behind, even forgotten. They rapidly 

lose meaning so far from where they were born. There is a charm — seedy, 

one must admit, but definite nonetheless — in this small restaurant serving 

its strange selection of pies, cakes, and brownies, made from recipes taught 

by US AID wives in the 1960s. By mystic transformation even the annoyances 

and threats of the place assume an allure.

Two men, strangers both to this country and to each other, sit at a table 

on seats built not for them but for the smaller Nepalese people. Both sit with 

their legs stretched to the side, appearing to be giants in this tiny restaurant. 

They aren’t; where they come from they are both quite average.

It is impossible, observing them within the confines of the Chi & Pie, to 

know the exact date or even year. They speak of the late ’60s and early ’70s 

as the past, but recent or fading past? Who knows? Their conversation is 

couched in many indefinites, as if both are guarding or even hiding some-

thing — maybe just a corner of themselves, perhaps everything. Yet they are 

very frank, as only travelers who are strangers can be.

One of the men, more experienced in the region, talks far more. He tells 

many small histories of the area: ancient stories of feudal times; more re-

cent stories of the counterculture world of Jhocchen, a street rechristened 

“Freak Street” by the drug users who flocked there a few years back; stories 

of explorers, mountaineers, and dilettantes.

He explains the unwritten laws and bits of wisdom about the Himalayan 

valleys that stretch into Tibet and into oblivion, and offers advice on surviving 

in Kathmandu and on the subtleties of trekking the trails of the foothills.

After a long time, he delves into his canvas knapsack and pulls out 3 

identical leather-covered books — volumes from an abandoned building 

in the Langtang Valley, he says, an isolated Tibetan valley not far due north 

of Kathmandu, still on the Nepalese side of the border. Found by him? by 

someone else and passed on to him? He doesn’t say. Perhaps they are even 
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his books. The volumes of bound blank pages filled with writing — a journal, 

notebook, and series of meditations — have no name and no title.

The other man examines the books with fascination. Reading passages 

here and there, he expresses a desire to read the entire work. They were 

probably an American’s books, he comments; an American price-tag sticker 

is on the inside back cover of one of them.

Perhaps, the other replies. But there is no proof. In Kathmandu’s shops, 

especially along Freak Street, you can find anything left or traded by travelers. 

There is no reason to imagine such a diary couldn’t reach such a shop. 

True, those books surely originated in America, but how they reached 

this country, this end of the earth, and what they had gone through before 

reaching the Valley, are matters best addressed by fictional accounts, not 

conjectures posing as iterations of the truth.

The volumes are placed on the table, near plates of half-finished apple 

and berry pies and thick glasses filled with milky Nepalese tea. The conver-

sation wanders on for a long time.

The more experienced traveler suggests to the other that, if he wishes 

to escape the world and remain in Nepal, he might himself acquire that 

mountain retreat in the Valley where the journal was found and trek up to 

Langtang. It wouldn’t be a simple matter.  It would require bribes, flattery, 

favors, and uncommon patience; nothing works expeditiously in Nepal. But 

that house was inhabited before; it could be inhabited again.

As the man with the canvas sack is about to leave, the other vaguely 

thanks him for his advice and picks up the books to hand them over.

“Keep the books,” the man says.

“I couldn’t,” the other replies.

“These sorts of things are best passed along. I’ve read the books several 

times; I have what I want in my mind now. The books are unnecessary. I travel 

light; they’d weigh me down.” He walks to the door, throwing his hand up in 

casual farewell, says “Namaste” without turning around, and leaves. In weeks to 

come the men will see each other from a distance on the streets of Kathmandu, 

but they will never come close enough to talk or even exchange greetings.

Over several more pies and brownies — all tinged with strange reminders 

of an America he vaguely remembers — the traveler remaining in the Chi & 

Pie reads the diary. The diarist writes nothing directly of his own past. He 

speaks of studies with a Master. He examines and re-examines literature and 
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tales, occidental and oriental. He meditates on hidden arts and secret mental 

power. What especially interests the man reading in the pie shop is a series 

of entries spread across many months in which the writer casts a new eye 

on an ancient Greek myth.

Here, looking down from the distance, I am still fascinated by that laby-
rinth. How could it have imprisoned me for so very long? And so, naturally, 
I am drawn by that ancient Labyrinth, still such a mystery, and by the myth 
of Theseus, who dared to set foot within. . . .

The man in the pie shop reads on. He decides that, as he has the financial 

means and endless time, he will try to find Langtang and that retreat.12

 24
AUGUST 4, 1974
7:45 p.m.  Walker sat on Metropolitan Museum of Art steps. Much of the 

afternoon he wandered the museum, every room a revelation. When the 

12 To read the Langtang Journal entry that originally appeared at this point in the 

manuscript, refer to Appendix 1. When editing this book, I was inclined to remove 

these entries entirely. Almost every reader I shared the manuscript with had the same 

opinion — that these sections weren't simply tangential; they were totally obscure.

     One reader, however, disagreed vehemently. For him, these chapters are the book’s 

thematic core. I think he’s crazy, but he keeps arguing. Given that the manuscript’s 

author cannot be consulted, we should give him the benefit of the doubt that he did 

know what he was doing when he included these chapters. There is a lot of obscurity 

and uncertainty in this story. Just because these sections may be more difficult to in-

terpret, a waste a time for many, a few readers may, like my friend, find a key in them.

     So I keep the Langtang Journal chapters, where they can be found and read by 

those who wish to read the full manuscript, but remove them from the main narra-

tive so that they don't bog down most readers.
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museum closed, he walked through Central Park, biding his time until 

returning just before 7 P.M. to the museum steps.

Walker was waiting for the new Metrotime  arts columnist, Anson Graves 

Jr. (known to the staff as “Junior,” a nickname to which neither son nor father 

took kindly). Where his father was taut and hard as metal, Junior was mush, 

a leech — off his father, off friends who never stayed his friends for long, off 

everyone. A ruthless personality, morally dishonest but on a trivial level.

Junior — nasty, condescending, impatient — arrived without apology 

at 7:45. They walked several blocks south along the park to the Countess’s 

apartment house, Walker towering over Junior, but only Junior speaking a 

monologue that he barely deigned to aim in Walker’s direction.

“Listen, Littlefeet, why don’t you just give me your invitation, and I’ll find 

some chick in the park to join me,” he suggested. “What’s it going to look 

like if I escort you in? People may think we’re a couple.”

“They won’t,” Walker said.

“One false move and you’re dead. We wouldn’t want some faux pas getting 

back to Dad. So stay out of my way, ’cause this may be my break. Strike up 

a few connections. I hear there are important folks there. Arrange a couple 

of exclusive interviews. Maybe I’ll even conduct one” — he opened his jacket 

and displayed a tiny cassette recorder, just on the market, which his father 

had given him. “I even have a microphone hidden in my lapel,” he said, un-

impressed and uninstructed by the lessons of Watergate, now reaching its 

climax. “I’ll have a knockout article from it — an inside look at high society.”

Walker said nothing, leaving Junior as he was best left, basking in his 

delusions undettered. Walker may have been low man on the Metrotime 
totem pole, but he knew Junior was yet to write a single article worth print-

ing. Everything under his byline since he had come to the magazine three 

months earlier had been researched and ghostwritten by other staff writers.

✴       ✴       ✴

7:50 p.m.  At the Countess’s building, the doorman scrutinized Walker 

and Junior and inspected their invitations. Once past that door, they found 

themselves in an expansive lobby, elaborate and sparkling — marble, mirrors, 

crystal, gold leaf, and fine leather-upholstered antiques. A second sentry met 

them as they neared the private elevator to the three floors of the penthouse.

Again their invitations were inspected, and they were handed a long sheet 

of paper. Junior folded it, unread, and stuck it in his pocket. Walker thanked 
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the man and, as they entered the elevator, looked at the paper.

“What is it?” Junior asked.

“You got one, too,” Walker said.

“Sure I did, but that doesn’t mean you can’t tell me what it is, right?”

“Some sort of program.” A long list of music and two dozen classical 

musicians — young artists sponsored by the Countess. The 1st piece had begun 

at 7:30 — Copland’s Appalachian Spring. By the time they arrived it would be 

concluding, and the second work would soon begin, Stravinsky’s L’Histoire 
du Soldat. Below that nearly 20 works followed — by Bach, Mozart, Beethoven, 

Gershwin, Liszt. Pieces by Mendelssohn, Puccini, Debussy, and others — names 

Walker barely recognized and others that meant nothing at all. There were 

works for soloists, duets, trios, quartets, even several pieces for larger ensembles.

“You won’t mind,” Junior said, ripping the paper from Walker. “What is 

this? A sit-down concert, or something? I thought this was a party.” He ran his 

finger down the sheet. “Wow, they have stuff planned right until morning.”

The elevator opened to a brightly lit, round vestibule. The cream-colored 

marble floor was laced with reddish veins and polished to mirror brilliance. 

The walls were covered with matching velvet, and thin ribbons of polished 

wood wrapped the whole foyer like living branches of a bower. Nestled among 

the branches, a dozen framed artworks — flowing pen-and-ink drawings 

depicting fantastic people that mirrored the lines of the wood.

Junior approached a picture and read the title, “Juvenal Scourging 

Woman”; he read the artist’s printed signature, Aubrey Beardsley, with only 

vague recognition. “Hey, look at this,” he said loudly. “It’s downright lewd. 

His weenie’s hanging out.”

Walker avoided the pictures. Perhaps it would be in bad taste to look; 

but then, why were they on display so prominently? He was too scared and 

unsure, and dropped the thought, focusing on figuring out where to go 

next. In front of him double doors stood open, flanked by a pair of servants, 

like bookends. Guests of all sorts arrived as the elevator doors opened every 

minute with new people. They all seemed, in Walker’s eyes, to move so com-

fortably and assuredly, where a woman stood greeting them with warm 

handshakes, hugs, and kisses. Walker knew he was looking at Madeleine Fay.

The Countess was a Beardsley etching come to life — at its most elegant 

and least salacious, yet still sinuous and sensual. Dark and cleanly defined in 

every feature, aquiline in her face, and lithe in the cut of her gown. She was 
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ageless, as only a woman in perfect harmony with herself and her surround-

ings can be. Walker would learn as the night progressed that she was indeed 

of every age without changing a thing about her, without masking a blem-

ish or imperfection, without deception or chicanery. She was the moment, 

whatever the moment dictated and desired, whatever the moment was.

Then Walker turned and looked at Junior. A rude shock — a maladroit 

gnome scuttling away from his cave and into a royal chamber. Walker 

didn’t know if the Countess had ever met Junior before, or even knew of 

his reputation. But he saw she recognized something. Perhaps it was merely 

her intuition, the kind some people have of seeing through insincerity as 

easily as they look through crystal. But it was clear.

Junior walked directly at the Countess, grabbing her hand in greeting. He 

shook it for many seconds, the hand appearing as if it might be crushed, at 

least bruised, within Junior’s grip; and the motion he created seemed enough 

to shake her entire body. Yet nothing except her hand was disturbed by Ju-

nior’s invasion. She greeted him with impeccable grace, but her hospitality 

was matched by total coldness, a chill filled with insinuation but never voiced. 

Walker felt it; inexperienced in such social circumstances, he recognized in her 

single gesture that the Countess was a social artist. The others present felt it, 

too. And Junior felt nothing but warmth. . . . and moved on.

The Countess shifted to Walker. “And you are Mr. Graves’ colleague?”

She’s being too nice, Walker thought as the Countess spoke, and without 

thinking, quickly transformed the thought into spoken words he imagined 

would sound polite: “You do him a kindness.” He immediately regretted it.

The Countess, however, burst out laughing, as did everyone else. “Oh, I’m 

afraid you’re quite right,” she said, clasping Walker’s hand in greeting.

Glancing past the Countess, Walker could see Junior, too far off now to 

have heard the exchange, turn around to see what the laughter was about.

The Countess gently surveyed Walker. A slight smile opened on her lips. 

To the surprise of several assembled around her, she took the lead and in-

troduced herself to the young man. Then she led him along the inner foyer, 

mentioning a few pieces of music, a few names, opening her home to him 

as if he were the guest of honor.

Strangely, Walker was instantly at ease, despite his nervousness until he 

crossed the threshold. He was at ease, but mystified — that she’d take any 

interest in him, that he'd find himself in such a magnificent stratum. Not 
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until hours later, when he would sit up in the library talking and speak with 

an old man, a lifelong friend of the Countess, would he begin to understand 

that he was the opposite of an annoyance to the Countess at her party.

The Countess’s soirées were complex affairs, social experiments she 

conducted not only to further the arts and young artists but for her own 

amusement and for the chance to alter the course of a few selected lives. Her 

home was so vast — two dozen rooms spread over the top 3 floors of one of the 

city’s finest addresses — that several gatherings coexisted in her penthouse, 

like a number of small societies, entirely separate, never touching, barely 

aware of the others’ presence — socialites, artists, power brokers, journalists. 

Most people would leave by midnight, though they could stay and enjoyr 

music until daybreak; most would depart with memories of a delightful 

gathering, but each would recount a party of a different sort. Only the music 

everyone heard formed a thread tying them together in any way, and the 

Countess herself . . . and a few wanderers who chose or were thrown into a 

role of crossing borders. Walker couldn’t realize his vital role; he could only see 

himself as an interloper. But the Countess, with the same intuition that under-

stood Junior in a moment, knew Walker was exactly what she most enjoyed — a 

virgin spirit, a Candide, untouched by the blasé knowledgeability and cocky 

self-assurance permeating most of the young artists, writers, and musicians, 

untouched by the cynicism and refined tunnel vision of the businessmen and 

politicians, untouched by the skepticism and self-importance of the critics.

✴       ✴       ✴

8:00 p.m.  A mismatched pair engaged in a tense dialogue, each word and 

each facial expression brimming with suspicion.

“Like Sancho Panza and Don Quixote, don’t you think,” the Countess 

whispered into Walker’s ear as she escorted him toward the main salon, huge 

with a cathedral ceiling and balconies affording views down from the home’s 

upper floors onto the audience and the musicians. Walker dumbly agreed.

Sancho Panza was in fact a young woman, less than 5 feet, overweight, in 

her late 30s, named Barbara Bentenalterhausen, a literary critic for one of the 

city’s most exclusive magazines, and known  as Barbara B.  Don Quixote was 

a man about 6 feet 3, shy despite his size, very casually dressed in contrast to 

most of those around him, wearing jeans and a clean, new workshirt that 

mostly covered a Cornell University t-shirt.

The two were discussing the year’s fiction. Or more a propos, Barbara B. 
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was pressing the man towering over her with a rude persistence bordering 

on harassment, questioning in a literary vein but failing to get more than 

the man’s repeated denials that he knew a thing about literature.

“And this is Thom— . . .” The Countess stopped herself, cut short by a 

quick glance from the tall, gangly man. “Ah yes . . . simply Tom,” she sighed.

Barbara B. smiled, not quite stifling a self-contented laugh. “You told me 

your name was Douglas.”

“Tom Douglas, then.”

“No, Tom,” said Barbara B. “Douglas was your first name a moment ago.” 

She turned to Walker and said knowingly, “You’re in the presence of a major 

talent. I’ll bet you didn’t know that.”

“I didn’t,” Walker murmured. “Major what?”

Tom tried to sidestep, but the Countess gently grasped his arm. “I hope 

you will excuse me,” she said, “if I leave you here, Walker. I promised to in-

troduce L’Histoire .” She swept away.

Momentarily, Walker was carried off by the blithe figure of the Countess 

gliding away to the main salon. Then abruptly he was knocked back to earth 

by the mismatched pair, engaged still in spirited verbal fencing.

. . . “Famous writers, like Tom here . . . “

“I . . . “

“ . . . though we both know he’ll never admit it.”

Over the speakers, the Countess could be heard. “Thank you, everyone, 

for coming to our summer musical soirée. As a lyrical aperatif, all of our 24 

young musicians have collaborated to give you Appalachian Spring. Next, we 

have a true treat. Seven of our players conspire with three youthful actors 

— Harlan Boothe as the narrator, William Youmans as the Soldier, and David 

Kerrigan as the Devil — to give you Stravinsky’s L’Histoire du Soldat, in a new 

translation by my dear friends, Michael Flanders and Kitty Black.”13 

13 The Flanders-Black translation of the words to Igor Stravinsky’s L’Histoire du 

  Soldat (The Soldier’s Tale) was released in 1975, a year after the performance at 

  the Countess’s penthouse. It appeared on the Deutsche Grammophone label,  

   with John Gielgud as the Narrator, Tom Courtenay as Soldier, and Ron Moody as 

    the Devil. I am still seeking to get permission from the publisher to use the numer- 

   ous excerpts that appear.
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Then music — a lilting trumpet and bass march, joined moments later 

by a narrator’s voice:  

— Down a hot and dusty road, tramps a soldier with his load. Ten days 
leave he has to spend. Will his journey never end?

“Excuse me,” Tom said, addressing Walker to the exclusion of Barbara 

B. “I really think I have to be leaving.”

“But you were just saying,” Barbara said, “that you love big all-night parties, 

and I don’t want to ruin it for you. I know this isn’t as raucous as you like . . . “

“How would you know if I like raucous parties?” Tom said.

“Oh, we know. Anyway, it’s I who have leave soon. But before I go, let me just 

say I’ve loved everything you’ve written, even if I think they are products of 

a sick, disturbed mind.” She moved toward the door, then looked back. “Don’t 

worry. Your precious, perverted secret is safe. But you can’t hide it forever. 

People are always out there like me to figure it out.” And she left.

Walker was silent through the tirade. He thought of L.C.; maybe Tom 

was another L.C.

“What the hell was that all about?” Walker asked.

“Wha?” Tom said.

“What was she saying?”

“Oh, nothing. Jibberish. She thinks I’m somebody I’m not.”

“Who’s she think you are?”

A spare violin tune fell to silence.

— Enter the Devil, he’s a little old man carrying a butterf ly net.
— Give me your f iddle.
— No.
— Sell it me.
— No.
— I’ll give you this book for it then.
— Can’t read.
— Makes no difference; there’s no need with this book; you don’t have 

to read. It’s more than a book; it’s wealth untold. You’ve only to open it, lo 
and behold; bank notes, bearer bonds, and gold.

“Who did she think you are?” Walker repeated impertinently.

Tom appeared to listen to the soldier’s tale. “No one really. It doesn’t matter.”

✴       ✴       ✴

8:20 p.m.  Tom, with Walker in tow, was on the lowest of the three floors 
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of the penthouse in search of hors d’oeuvres and had entered what seemed 

to be a garden grove. It was a dining room. The walls, ceiling, and furniture, 

all smoothly polished rosewood and mahogony surrounded them with 

light-brown warmth.

“A museum in Paris displays one just like this,” Tom said, “except this 

one’s better executed.”

Thin, sinewy grape vines grew from the floor along the walls, branch-

ing out naturally, spreading leaves and carved wood bunches of fruit that 

looked almost alive, ready to harvest and serve in a summer garden party. 

Cabinets and side tables grew naturally out of the wood that covered the 

walls. Mirrors gave Tom and Walker the illusion they were peeking through 

the bowers into another nearby clearing. Was it a large tray with meander-

ing rounded edges and a mirrored bottom or a small pond, at the center of a 

huge polished-mahogony table. Underfoot was a muted green carpet. Filtered 

sunlight bathed the room, though nestled in the interior of the apartment 

and sunset was minutes earlier.

The room was a beehive of activity — laughter, small arguments, money 

being exchanged freely, a man at the table scribbling on a sheet of paper 

and stuffing the money (a few dollar bills, but mostly 20s, 50s, and 100s) into a 

box. A betting parlor, Walker realized. But the nature of the betting left him 

mystified. No mentions of horses, dogs, racing cars, or any sports he could 

discern — just dates and odds announced and constantly changing: August 

5th, the next day, 20-1; the 6th, 8-1; the 7th, 4-1; the 8th, 5-1; the 9th, 5-2; the 

weekend of the 10th and 11th, 10-1.

— Two or three days — a step out of your way — then you’ll be rich as the King 
of Cathay. The soldier’s tale had followed Tom and Walker to the diningroom.

“Have you been listening?” Tom said to Walker.

“To what?”

“To that story they’re performing?”

“Sort of,” Walker said.

“It’s telling us what to bet: two or three days. Bet he’ll resign on the 6th 

or 7th.”
— . . . the way of the fiddle and the way of the book. Yes, the old fellow 

kept his word; two days well spent, and then came the third. That morning 
the old man wakes Joseph as soon as its light, and he says, “Are you ready?” 
and Joseph says, “Right.” “Did you have a good night?” and Joseph says, “Yes.” 
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And the Devil looks on as he gets up to dress. “Do you have any complaints?” 
And Joseph says, “No.” “Right you are,” says old Nick. “Then off we go.” They 
get in the carriage waiting beyond, and the Devil says, “Hup!” and off they 
go. . . .

Tom slapped a $10 bill down and registered his bet for August 7th. Duly 

marked, the bookie gave him an informal betting ticket.

— . . . faster and faster, up and up they soar, ’til time stands still.
Walker took out a $20 bill and followed Tom’s suit. Then off they walked, 

in tandem, to the beat of the soldier’s march. After a few steps, Tom stopped 

short and blurted out in a voice that could be heard over the pari-mutual 

and political arguments, “August 8th. Of course. Napoleon!” He returned to 

the betting “officials.” “Mind if I change my bet.”

“No problem, nothing formal here.”

“Make it the 8th.”

“Sure. Any reason?”

“On August 8th, in 1815, Napoleon strode onto the Northumberland and 

left England for exile on St. Helena, never to see Europe again. Our paranoid 

president will call it quits on that day. Anything to elevate himself in the 

history books. What better could old Dick do than mimic Napoleon?”

The chatter, the betting, and the food and drink continued. Throughout, 

the tale — interweaving words and eerie marches and dances — wafted from 

the other side of the Countess’s world. Unaware how it spoke to events far 

away?

Tom stood silently, glancing at people discussing the falling President, 

an Icarus who dared fly too close to the sun and who at any moment 

would hit the sea. But mostly he stared transfixed in the direction of the 

loudspeaker — wherever it might be, invisible — in a corner of the room . . .  

listened to the incessant clock-like ticking of the bass . . . then . . .

— They have nothing and yet they have it all. And I who have everything, 
I have nothing. Nothing! Nothing! How can that be? Satan, Satan, you’ve 
cheated me.

“You don’t wonder about these things?” Tom said, sort of to Walker.

“What things?”

“Coincidences. Premonitions. Controlling forces.”

“I wouldn’t know.”

— The book must know the secret, then answer me: What can I do to be. . . . 
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“The odds are changing, folks,” the bookie announced.

— I have been proud and envied and in my pride I am dead inside to the 
world outside. I am rich, unbelievably rich, but all I’d give to be alive again 
as others live. I am a ghost among the living. . . .

“August 8th, now 2-1. . . .”

— The soldier throws the book on the f loor. The Devil pops his head 
‘round the door dressed as a woman, old and poor.

Walker listened, and listened too to the conversations around them. 

“Yeah, I guess it’s a bit weird.”

“I don’t know,” Tom said, disconcerted by the tam-tam beat and the 

trumpet returning to its march. “Maybe it’s just my own . . .” He looked 

suspiciously at Walker.

— Down a hot and dusty road, tramps a man without his load.

✴       ✴       ✴

9:20 p.m.  Aike a gypsy thief on a city street, Tom vanished from the room, 

shaking Walker, and leaving him to explore aimlessly the Countess’s realm.

— Where’s he heading? — No one knows; he doesn’t know himself.
Down every hallway he found more opulence: beautiful designs and 

drawings like the ones he had shied away from in the entryway (now he 

looked at them carefully and at leisure); sculpture; and most of all glass — 

stained-glass panels subtly lit from behind, lamps, vases, all in rich, living 

colors Walker never suspected could exist in glass, all re-creating life (flowers, 

leaves, vines, and fruit) and improving on nature’s beauty.

— Is he taking the homeward road? The road he took before, home? No, 
it’s not his anymore. Now he goes the other way.

Walker stood before a glowing panel of red roses that reminded him 

of his mother’s garden. He barely heard the trumpet, the drum beat, the 

clarinet . . . when he was startled by the almost subliminal phrase.

— Enter the Devil in Devil’s clothes. 
Walker thought of L.C.; if only he would appear in his own clothes once, 

perhaps the silly little mystery would be solved.

Walker had never imagined glass could be so magical or that he would 

be so near to such beauty. Then the voice returned . . .

— You have no right to share what you are with what you were. . . . No 
one can have it all — that is forbidden. . . . You must learn to choose between. 
One happy thing is every happy thing; two is as if they had never been. . . .
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I shouldn’t be here, thought Walker. He looked for someplace new to hide 

before making a getaway.

✴       ✴       ✴

9:30 p.m.  An open door, an uninhabited room. Strange, Walker thought. 

It was the most inviting spot he had encountered yet.

Music continued quietly in the background, at low volume in this room. 

Walker browsed the bookshelves, an interest that was just beginning to awaken 

into a passion. The music was Mendelssohn’s Octet, but Walker still heard a 

line in his mind he’d heard an hour earlier — “It’s more than a book; it’s wealth 

untold.” Was there a book like that one, hidden among these shelves?

Walker looked at a book by a man named Collinsworth. A yellowed clip-

ping near the front of the volume, a New York Times book review, described 

an exciting young author and lauded his talents. Walker began to read the 

novel, a young baseball player’s story.

He thought he heard a sound behind him. An old man stood at the door.

“I shouldn’t be touching these books, should I?” Walker said to the man, 

who merely continued to observe. “They must be far too valuable for that.”

“If you don’t touch them and open them, what’s their value?”

“I’ll just put this back and get back to the others.”

“A cigar man?” the old man said, producing two long, thick cigars from his 

jacket pocket. Walker declined. “Back to the others?” he said, nipping off the 

end of his cigar with a silver clipper and puffing deeply as he lit it. “Why ask 

for others when you’re already in the company of 10,000 of man’s best friends?”

Walker looked around the room, empty except for them.

“Books,” the man said. He coughed repeatedly on his cigar smoke. “I’m 

not a well fella.” He eased into a high-backed chair and caressed the leather 

of its arms. “Go ahead, keep looking. I’d be nobody if people didn’t. . . .  

Ten thousand of the most prized books in the world filling these shelves. 

Madeleine has the finest private book collection in the country, so you should 

relish this opportunity. But however much an appraiser says they’re worth — 

and he might say a million — maybe two — they’re just paper, glue, and dyed 

leather as long as they sit there untouched. . . . Do you know the question 

about the tree in the forest?” the old man asked.

“No. Does it have to do with books?”

“In a sense. It’s basic philosophy: If a tree in the forest falls to the ground 

and no one is there to hear it, does it make any noise?”
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“Sure.”

“Don’t be too quick; the obvious answer isn’t always the true one. And 

sometimes you find the truth in both sides of a contradiction.” 

Upon those who step into the same rivers, different and different waters 

flow, Walker heard in his mind. It scatters and gathers; it comes together and 

flows away, approaches and returns.

“I still don’t quite get it.”

“It’s like a book that remains closed.” The old man smiled as he saw 

Walker still not following his meaning. “It isn’t important it you don’t under-

stand now. Your mind will bring you back to the question, and eventually 

you’ll realize an answer that satisfies you.”

“You mean the right answer?” Walker said.

“The answer that satisfies you,” he repeated. Silence again. “There’s a book 

of mine, my debut, a 1st edition — it appeared 45 years ago — my signature 

inside with a dedication to Madeleine. She tells me it’s worth $600, and she 

jokes that as soon as I’m dead it’ll jump in value 50%, maybe 100%, and another 

50% when she dies. But it’s valueless to me unless people have it open in their 

hands. Then it’s priceless. That spark in a reader’s mind — something I’ll never 

see and never know — is worth more to me than any gold-leafed volume. 

And more than all of the prizes.”

“You’ve won prizes?”

“All the prizes.” The old man was amused. “You don’t know who I am?”

“Should I?”

“Some say you should. I’m told most well-read people at least recognize 

my name.”

“Which is . . . ,” Walker said, admitting he was not well-read.

“It isn’t important, is it?”

“I guess it depends,” Walker replied. “I know a man — met him a few 

months back — who has no name.”

“None?”

“No name. No identity it seems sometimes. Just the initials L.C.”

Walker sat down in a matching leather chair to the one in which the 

old man sat, and he told the old man about L.C.

“Quite a strange character,” the old man said after hearing the story.

“Most of us do have names,” Walker said. “For instance, mine is Walker 

Middlewheat.”
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The old man smiled. “And mine is Reynolds Collinsworth. Pleased to make 

your acquaintance, Mr. Middlewheat. . . . In ways L.C. is like Tom, I guess,” 

Collinsworth said after a long pause, “or perhaps exactly the opposite.”

“You know Tom?”

“I met him tonight.”

“But you know who he is — I mean, beyond just ‘Tom’?”

“Oh, of course.”

“Who is he then? I heard that Barbara lady trying to get him to admit 

who he is.”

“She’s too crass — she robs people of information like she’s brandishing 

a switchblade when a pickpocket’s slight-of-hand would be far more effec-

tive and far less disturbing.”

“But who’s Tom? Maybe it can help me figure out who L.C. is.”

“Tom doesn’t want anyone to know. That’s his right, however eccentric. 

So it isn’t my place. But if I were in your shoes,” Collinsworth said, shifting 

the subject, “I’d get to know that L.C. better. He’ll lead you down paths you 

never imagined before.”

“But what if I don’t really want to go down those paths?” Walker said.

“You go anyway. How do you know what’s at the other end unless you go?” 

He puffed on his cigar and settled farther back into the warm leather chair. 

He said no more as he watched Walker return to the books in the library.

“What Madeleine has created here is a construction,” the old man 

eventually said, without introduction. “People realize when they enter this 

penthouse that it has a theme, but they don’t see that every detail is planned 

and perfectly placed. An endless reflection; a reflection of Madeleine. This 

home is an organism, as alive as a living being; it is a living being. We’re all 

living within Madeleine’s being as we sit here.

“Let me show you something.” He stood up and walked to the bookcase, 

mumbling as he scanned the shelves, expressing his admiration. After sev-

eral minutes, he found a volume that he held at arm’s length and gripped 

securely in both hands. “This book, son,” he said, “is the most valuable object in 

this whole grand residence — more valuable and historic than the Beardsley 

prints by the elevator, or the Van de Velde or Galliard chairs in the salon, or 

this Tiffany vase,” placing the book down and casually picking up a flowing 

crystal vase. In his comfortable grasp Walker could see he and the precious 

glass were well acquainted.
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Walker opened the book to the title page. Wrens City Churches, by A. H. 

Mackmurdo, A.R.I.B.A, 1883. A sinuous, almost fiery design of flowers and 

ribbon and elongated cockerels interweaving endlessly.

“Never heard of it,” Walker said. “Should I?”

“No. I’m not surprised. No one knows his books nowadays. He’s better 

known as an architect and furniture designer, and even there many others 

have eclipsed him. Most people don’t know about this book, but it’s still wealth 

untold, more valuable than anything else you see around you because it’s the 

1st fruit of a great idea — of a new form, a new art. That’s what art nouveau 

is — a new art, even now, 90 years later. You see, it isn’t just a manner but a 

philosophy that touches every object, whether a paperweight or a 50-story 

building; every object is an organic whole that unifies structure and ornament 

so that they are inseparable.

“I’ve never told anyone this, but that single idea has molded all of my 

novels and stories ever since. The day I met Madeleine I burned every sheet 

of writing I had written and began again. But don’t tell anyone that; it’s our 

little secret.” Walker smiled. “This whole home,” Collinsworth said, his voice 

hushed but youthful and clear, “is designed by that principle. It’s a huge or-

ganic structure and never more alive than when scores of people circulate 

like corpuscles coursing through blood vessels and organs. It’s no wonder I 

come here whenever I can, and no wonder I never feel more alive than when 

I’m here. I’ll miss the place when I’m dead.”

Collinsworth fell silent, listening to the string quartet music from the 

salon. To Walker it didn’t sound like any specific music, but to a well-ac-

quainted ear it sounded like late Mozart, perhaps one of his Haydn quartets.

“Arriaga,” Collinsworth said softly, barely wishing to disturb the music. 

“He wrote that piece when he was 15. I used to be envious, but then I saw 

that you never envy art. Beautiful, isn’t it?”

“I wouldn’t know.”

“Ah, you’re honest, at least. But that’s too bad. Really, you can’t hear the 

beauty?”

“It’s just kind of boring and stuffy.”

“Such a strange stereotype, Walker. It’s nothing of the sort. I guess you 

listen to that rock music.” Walker nodded. “Now, that’s far more boring. And 

in a funny way, when you get below the glossy surface and the loud beat, 

it’s pretty stuffy. You think I’m a babbling old geezer right now, but some 
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day you’ll know what I mean. There’s a great deal there. . . . Tell me, what 

do you like? Baseball?”

“Love it.”14

.

.

.

“I’ve fought stereotypes my whole life. For 65 years, I’ve written tales that 

stream through my head, and for the past 45, people have been paying me 

money and throwing garlands at my feet for doing so.” He puffed his cigar. “I 

just think I’m fooling people. They think I’ve been telling deep, dark secrets, 

exposing universal truths from unique perspectives, when all I’ve been do-

ing is scribbling silly tales. But why fight what people want? So I continue 

to scribble, and people continue to buy what I write and make up amazing 

analyses. Perhaps it is there after all, and I’ve been missing it myself.”

“But you wrote the stories,” Walker said. “You must know what the mean.”

“The mind is a mysterious mechanism, young man. Just because this one’s 

mine doesn’t mean I’m completely in control of it.” Collinsworth told Walker 

about his books, about how he wrote, about how his mind worked. At last, 

as his next cigar burned down to  stub, he took a last puff and watched the 

smoke dissipate around him. “I don’t tell people such things often,” Collinsworth 

admitted. “I prefer to let people figure things out for themselves. It isn’t an 

author’s metier to spend his hours explaining what he creates but to create.”

“Then why are you telling me?” Walker asked.

“Because you don’t know who I am beyond a name. Because you’ve never 

read a word I’ve written. Because you don’t worship any of what I’ve said, 

when many worship every word from my mouth, even the stupidest drivel I 

might say, and I’ve managed some good drivel in my time. Because you don’t 

understand, at least now, though my intuition tells me you have the capacity 

within you. There are a multitude of fine reasons, Walker. . . . Life is filled with 

paradoxes, contradictions, and dilemmas. We all fight to be recognized; but 

when we find recognition, we yearn for just a bit of privacy and anonymity.”

14 Hiatus maxime def lendus. Two pages of manuscript missing. It becomes evident 

from a comment a couple of pages later that an analogy between baseball and music 

was made at this point.
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Collinsworth offered Walker a cigar again as he pulled out a third to 

smoke. Walker once more declined.

“What’s your game, Walker?” Collinsworth asked.

Reading minds? Walker thought.15 Playing the horses, betting on the 

presidency, looking for L.C. But he knew what Collinsworth meant. He 

considered whether to perpetuate the lie he had seen developing around 

him. “Well, I work for Metrotime .”

“Oh yes,” Collinsworth said with a hint of submission. “Yes, Madeleine 

mentioned she met a couple of writers from there, and that I should be 

sure to talk with you. I guess you’re glad we found each other as we did. 

Good acting, Mr. Middlewheat.” Collinsworth’s tone was turning distant.

“Actually . . . ” Walker hesitated. “Actually I’m just a go-fer — you know, a 

messenger. I’m not really a writer for the magazine, or anything like that.”

“Just a messenger?” Collinsworth laughed, and with it his distance fell 

away. “You demean yourself. Mercury was ‘just a messenger,’ but he was a god.”

“No. I really should have told the Countess that I wasn’t a writer.”

“I remember. I saw you when you arrived.”

“I could have told her then.”

“It was an awkward moment. And in any case, I’m sure she knows.”

“I really don’t belong here,” Walker murmured.

“If you didn’t belong here, you wouldn’t be here. But you are, just like me.” 

He enjoyed his smoke, his pleasure undeterred by intermittant coughing. 

“Some people would pay thousands of dollars for the exclusive interview 

you're having with me,” the old man said. “It isn’t really all that much, but 

they hunger for that sort of thing. Like that friend of yours from Metrotime.”
“Junior?”

“Who?”

“Anson Graves Jr. He tried to interview you?”

“You saw that then?”

“Yeah. Maybe I should have butted in. But I didn’t know who you are.”

“Some folks, like young Mr. Graves, want a key to unlock the mysteries; 

they want the solution to my puzzles. They want the easy way out. But is the 

15 This line of Walker’s may be an indication that this scene and the next one,  

  involving a mind-reading game, have been transposed since an earlier draft.
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purpose to get out, or is it to get there? In fact, maybe the only aim is to get in, 

get more and more entangled, and never extricate yourself. Until death pulls 

you out, of course. But these people imagine it can be done in a statement or 

a phrase. Yet I doubt I could provide the answer, or even an answer. What I 

could say would just be a new question in an unusual form.”

Collinsworth eased himself from his armchair, then lit yet another cigar. 

“Stay tonight as long as you can, Walker. This is the Earthly Paradise.” He 

stepped toward the door. “But I must be leaving. I’ve spent enough time in 

paradise for this evening. The night is young, but I’m not.” He took Walker’s 

hand in his. Walker noticed a strength and steadiness in the old man’s grip. 

“So I hope you will excuse me if I bid you good evening and take my leave. 

Those few blocks back to my apartment will take a while to walk.”

“Can I help you?” Walker asked.

“A kind offer, but allow me to decline. Your place is here.” And he walked 

slowly out the door.

The Arriaga piece ended a few minutes later. Walker was sorry. He 

wished to hear it again, to see if Collinsworth was right, if the game was 

there in the music. He had never imagined such an idea. His eyes had been 

opened, and he wanted to thank the old man, but he was already gone.

✴       ✴       ✴

10:45 p.m.  A parlor in a far corner of the Countess’s world. A gathering of 

young people — artists, their friends, and those without definition who inhabit 

this sphere. A parlor game — mannered, quiet, with an overtone of mystery.

Collinsworth had departed, leaving Walker behind in the library, alone 

with thousands of friends. But with Collinsworth gone, Walker felt a sudden 

emptiness, and left, too. He barely made a sound as he crossed the parlor 

threshold, and everyone’s attention was focused on a young woman who 

had walked into the parlor and across the room just seconds before Walker 

arrived and a young man about the same age as Walker, the leader of the 

parlor game.

The young man, named Thane, had straight, light-blond hair cut short, 

eyebrows that were thick but didn’t stand out because they were the same 

color as his hair, and a slight, near-invisible mustache; its only effect was to 

soften the appearance of his face. His complexion was light and still slightly 

marred by a rough adolescence. Though almost 6 feet tall, his thin frame 

gave the impression of a smaller man. His clothing was entirely nonchro-
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matic — mostly black with flecks of charcoal gray. He presented a clerical 

appearance, which was fitting and intentional, for, as Walker learned a bit 

later, Thane was a Columbia theology student.

Thane’s most obvious trait was his almost constant yawning, which 

occasionally ceased for a few minutes, but invariably returned, making it 

difficult at times to understand him.

On top of this, Thane spoke quickly, in spurts, in a slightly monotonous, 

garbled manner that further muffled his sentences. This contributed to an 

initial impression of him as a bit dull. But those who made an effort found 

an encyclopedic mind and a live wit, sharpened but also darkened by his 

current religion studies.

No one said a word for a long time after Walker came in.

“Karen, is your mind ready?” Thane said gravely.

“I think so,” replied the young woman. “What about you, Thane?” She 

smiled, and everyone laughed slightly.

Walker leaned over toward the woman nearest to him. “What’s going on?”

Thane relaxed for a moment, looked at Walker, then around the room. 

“We have a new person with us, so let me explain to him. A few of you might 

also like to hear the explanation once again. My friend, Karen, and I read 

minds, and we are demonstrating that skill. It is a special ability, but one 

you may assimilate by joining us. Magic is in the air, just as magic inhabits 

every person’s mind. If you, during our demonstration, develop the skill, tell 

us, but you mustn’t divulge the source of your power. You, too, can display 

your ability. . . . Okay, it’s time for the next test. Are you ready, Karen?”

“Yes.”

“Listen carefully now. I have only 1 thing to ask Roger Kemp. . . . Would 

you like me to repeat it?”

“That’s it?” someone asked. “That’s all?”

“Who’s Roger Kemp?”

“One of Thane’s and Karen’s professors.”

“He here?”

“No.”

Karen peered at Thane, disregarding the side talk. “No, you needn’t 

repeat it. I’m getting a clear picture.” She spoke deliberately. “It’s someone 

in the Bible . . . the Old Testament, I believe. In fact, this person is near the 

beginning, in the Book of Genesis.”
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Everyone was smiling or laughing uneasily, except Thane, staring at 

his partner.

“How’d she get all that from that insignificant statement?”

“I have no idea.”

“Noah,” Karen said confidently.

“How did you do it?”

“I read minds,” she said.

“Shall we try it again?” Thane asked.

Walker realized this was the third or fourth demonstration. No one had 

solved the mystery, and one or two were already baffled and annoyed.

Thane left the room, and swiftly the group decided Karen would attempt 

to transmit Richard Nixon. Thane was called back in and returned to his chair.

“Concentrate. . . . At age 30, Mary Pickford proved how great an actress she 

was by playing two roles in one film, which was entitled Christmas Holiday.”

“Obviously this game doesn’t depend on telling the truth,” someone said.

“Simple,” Thane answered without hesitation. “Richard Nixon.”

The game continued. “Stuart Little is one of my favorite children’s books. 

The best part was when Stuart met his friend Harriet and the two of them 

pretended they were spies in Rome,” Thane said. Two children’s stories were 

being confused, someone argued. But Karen’s response, correct although 

so strangely removed from innocent children’s tales, was Jack the Ripper.

Walker stood up, excused himself, and left the parlor. A few minutes later 

he walked back in just behind Karen and took his place again.

The tension in the room was greater than when Walker had left, the 

group getting edgier and more hostile yet more intrigued and trapped into 

attempts to learn the secret. A new demonstration was about to start, and 

no one had broken through. Thane and Karen obstinately continued, not 

caring that their entire audience was turning tired and irritated.

The couple was sending messages by hand signals or body language, 

someone said. Karen turned her chair away from Thane.

“Are you reading my waves?” Thane said.

“Oh, c’mon,” came a protest. “Quit laying it on so thick.”

“You’ll have to pay attention very carefully. . . . A famous book starts with 

the statement, ‘Call me Ishmael.’”

Walker thought back to the initial interview with L.C., those early 

minutes in the shadowy office, the hum of the tape machine and the back-
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ground noise of the city coming in through the window. Then he shook 

off the daydream and looked at the young man. Before Thane’s telepathic 

partner could reply, Walker interrupted. “That’s not exactly fair. The answer 

is you,” he said, pointing at Thane.

Everyone looked at Walker, dumbfounded. He was right.

✴       ✴       ✴

midnight.  Junior found Walker in the main salon listening to the concert. 

Many guests, as expected, had sifted out and home over the hours. Before 

10 P.M., the soirée had been formal. But now the night and the night music 

assumed control. The mood and tempo of the gathering were transform-

ing. A string quartet played, somber and pensive, the fourth movement of 

Beethoven’s Opus 132, according to the program Walker scanned.

Junior had done little, talked to almost no one, managed to find little 

of interest. In four hours he had learned nothing. His tiny recorder had 

caught little but noise; his hidden lapel microphone didn’t function, and 

the machine continued to record through its built-in mike. Junior had 

discovered only his own heartbeat on his tiny cassette.

Walker’s evening had been the opposite. He was tired, but his mind was 

sparked with an inexplicable renewed vigor. He didn’t mention Collinsworth 

to Junior, though he knew it was just what Junior had hoped to find; he did 

mention the Nixon betting pool, which Junior found interesting, scribbling 

every detail Walker told in his notebook. It was the first Junior had heard of it.

“I hear you’ve been mistaken for a Metrotime writer,” Junior laughed .

“A few times,” Walker replied.

Junior went home. Walker stayed, listening to the music, his mind 

opening up.
✴       ✴       ✴

2:00 a.m.  Walker had fallen asleep. He didn’t know exactly when.

Where was he? Perhaps in a sitting room. In the haze of night, the lullaby 

sounds of Gershwin’s string quartet softly filled the air, followed without 

pause by Puccini’s Chrysanthemums; he could be anywhere, at anytime, 

in any state of mind. Daytime definition and detail had lost their edge. The 

Countess’s world was a whole, not a series of rooms from which you moved 

one to the next. Walker felt the whole world within him wherever he was.

Faintly he heard sounds. Two people making love quite nearby in the 

darkness. No, as he listened, it was three people, perhaps four, invisible, gently 
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just above the audible threshold, enveloping one another.

Walker felt warmth. Was it his own — the warmth you develop when 

snuggled in sleep — or was it the strangers nearby — how near he couldn’t 

tell — emitting their heat?

The sounds were young. The breathing quiet and easy. The joys muted 

but free and innocent. He thought he heard a voice’s hushed whisper, the 

Countess’s voice as young as a maiden: “Oh, I just imagined we aren’t alone.”

“Then we aren’t, are we?” A man’s voice as softly, before the veil of silence 

returned.

✴       ✴       ✴

4:00 a.m.  Bathed in shadows and unidentifiable, 7 or 8 people sat on 

the penthouse terrace staring at the skyline and sky, caught in the reverie 

that was the night. The eastern horizon had the faintest glow, suggesting 

imminent sunrise. Elsewhere in the penthouse, scattered people reclined 

in chairs or sofas sleeping or drifting, in pairs or alone.

In deepest night, the party had transformed into the sort that the Count-

ess secretly liked far more — a relaxed, nighttime interaction of strangers.

In the salon, now quiet like an empty church, the musicians sat en-

chanted. They no longer played or observed for the sake of an audience but 

for themselves. A few had gone home, but the rest had remained through 

the hours, some especially to hear this: four sat in the performing section of 

the salon — a violinist, a cellist, a clarinetist, and a pianist — while the others 

sat in a semicircular enclave around them.

Out on the terrace, Thane sat not far from Walker. He was yawning his 

perpetual yawn, although he remained awake and talkative.

“How’d you figure out the game?” he asked Walker.

Walker hesitated. “To be honest, I cheated. When I went out of the room 

I called a friend, a librarian, who plays with codes.”

“Cheated, huh,” Thane mused. “Well, it’s a legitimate strategy in this world. 

Most of what we do on this earth is cheating of some sort. No matter what 

anyone says, I’ll bet you that heaven is a sparsely populated place.”

“I thought you said you were studying to be a priest,” a voice said.

“I’m in divinity school, if that’s what you mean.”

“Then it sounds pretty strange you talking like that.” Another voice.

“Does it? I don’t think so. I know plenty about heaven, and I doubt I’ll 

ever see it.” He yawned. “And when the Horsemen and the Lamb of God and 
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the Angels with their trumpets all come on the Judgment Day, I’ll be sealed 

in doom forever.”

“Jeez, what makes you say such things?”

“You believe in revelation, Walker?”

“I’ve never thought about it. . . . I don’t really know. I guess you do, with 

your mind-reading game.”

“That? Oh that’s not what I mean by revelation” — yawning again — “That’s 

only gaming; it’s entertaining, but it’s just hocus-pocus.”

“I’m not sure I know what you mean then.”

“You must have a gut feeling about it,” Thane’s girlfriend said to Walker. 

She had been there the whole time, invisible in the terrace’s darkness, listen-

ing. “He means, do you believe a holy Day of Judgment will come when the 

Second Coming is revealed and great heralds of doom and eternity, maybe 

looking something like that,” she said, pointing behind her at a huge cloud 

formation shaped vaguely like a human figure, “announce that all is done and 

it’s time for one and all to take our places in the rose garden of light or forever 

entombed in the wretched gloom and pain of hell? That’s what revelation is 

all about, at least to Thane.”

“And to you?” Walker asked Karen.

“I suspend judgment on it.”

Walker thought about everything grinding to a halt. . . . “Doesn’t that scare 

you?” he said finally. “I mean, the thought of everything ending like that?”

“It scares the shit out of me,” Thane said through another series of yawns.

“Revelations are all a hoax. They’re the deluded ravings of madmen and 

lunatics,” an unidentifiable voice said, as all stared out at the moonlit sky.

“Revelation only happens in books,” said another shadowed voice. “Life 

is different from books. There aren’t any massive apocalypses with greater 

messages. All that Bible stuff is just metaphor.”

“Life’s just metaphor,” Thane said.

“No, it’s just nature. And men are part of it, and nature doesn’t carry deep 

meanings that show themselves when a cosmic curtain parts. That idea’s 

pure, unadulterated, metaphysical bullshit. It’s absurd.”

“Absurd? Not having them is absurd,” Thane said. “I’d go crazy if I thought 

there were no greater meanings. That’s terrifying.”

“But look at you,” Karen replied. “The greater meaning you envision 

for yourself is eternal damnation. You lose either way.” Thane was indeed 
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trapped — by the turn of the argument and by his own reflections.

“What made you ask me if I believed in revelation?” Walker asked.

“The music. This quartet they’re playing right now.”

Walker was confused. Was Thane hallucinating other sounds? The mu-

sic that melded into the darkness, sinuous and beautiful in a way he had 

never imagined before, was a single clarinet. At this moment the clarinetist 

was sustaining one long, lingering note that flowed in and out, sometimes 

barely touching the human ear.

“The music,” Thane repeated. “It’s by Messiaen. The Quartet for the End of 
Time,” he whispered through another yawn, his words melting in with the 

music.

Walker heard that title and, to himself, murmured, “Faster and faster, up 

and up they soar, until time stands still.” He couldn’t remember hearing any-

one speak the words, but now they permeated his mind and he knew they 

weren’t his. Time standing still; at the end of time. This night, and this world, 

had a planned circularity; he felt it revolving around him, dizzying him and 

leaving him giddy with a senseless aura of strength, meaning, and purpose 

to everything. But he felt unable to garner that strength to use and unable to 

grasp what the meaning or purpose was.

“But there’s only a clarinet,” someone said.

“Just this movement,” Thane explained. “It’s called ‘Abîme des oiseaux.’ 

Abyss of the birds. The abyss is time.”

The haunting strain continued to fill the silent air. On a small wooden 

bench too small for his lanky frame, Tom sat, dragging in deeply on the re-

maining stump of pot and sucking in large breaths of the rare summer night 

of New York City. He was vaguely troubled, vaguely puzzled by the music and 

by that tall bank of clouds rolling slowly in from the west. Was it the drug, 

or was it what he saw? His lips moved in silent conversation with himself.

“What’s it mean?” another veiled voice asked of the music, wondering 

if it might give a clue to the shivers of emotion touching her.

“It’s biblical,” Thane said.

“The Book of Revelation,” Tom said from his new position peering 

out over the railing at the western end of the terrace. He said no more.

“Let’s have a reading. Like a séance, a meditation.”

“No, don’t,” Tom said.

“No, the music’s enough,” Thane added.
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“Why not have one?” someone asked.

“Just don’t,” Tom repeated.

“Well, why not?”

“I can’t say.”

“Oh, Tom, you can’t say so many things,” the Countess said. “I can go find 

a few Bibles in the library if you’d like.” She stood up to leave.

“You needn’t do that, Madeleine,” Thane said. He paused. “Then I watched 

as the Lamb broke the first of the seven seals.” His voice speaking from 

memory, crisp like the lightning just now illuminating the horizon — his 

yawns fallen away. “And I heard one of the four living creatures say in a 

voice like thunder, ‘Come!’ And there before my eyes was a white horse, and 

the rider held a bow. He was given a crown, and he rode forth, conquering 

and to conquer. . . .”

The music continued, through several movements, contemplative and 

without interruption, as did the recitation in the darkness.

“They gave a great cry: ̀ How long, sovereign Lord, holy and true, must it 

be before thou wilt vindicate us and avenge our blood on the inhabitants 

of the earth?’ . . .”

“This scares me,” Karen whispered. “I’ve seen him when he’s like this.”

“From all the tribes of Israel there were a hundred and forty-four thou-

sand; twelve thousand from the tribe of Reuben . . .”

From every corner of the sky, the clouds were forming. From all the 

rooms atop New York, the souls gathered to listen. From the depths of the 

night, the music of the spheres could be heard.

“Now when the Lamb broke the seventh seal, there was silence in heaven 

for what seemed half an hour.” The music ceased — the end of a movement, 

but the silence Thane seemingly predicted was terrifying. “Then I looked, 

and the seven angels that stand in the presence of God were given seven 

trumpets . . .”

The music began again. Eerie piano and violin in a minor key. Joined 

by the clarinet. Sparking into a flair of activity. Clusters of rainbows for the 

angel who announces the end of time.

“The third angel blew his trumpet; and a great star shot from the sky, 

flaming like a torch; and it fell on a third of the rivers and springs. The name 

of the star was Wormwood; and a third of the water turned to wormwood, 

and men in great numbers died of the water because it had been poisoned. . . .”
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The light on the terrace had changed. Was it the lights from within the 

house turning off, or the lights of the city extinguishing? Was it the last 

glimmer of the moon and stars getting consumed by the clouds?

“Nor did they repent of their murders, their sorcery, their fornication, or 

their robberies. Then I saw another mighty Angel coming down from heaven. 

He was wrapped in cloud, with the rainbow round his head; his face shone 

like the sun and his legs were like pillars of fire. In his hand he held a little 

scroll unrolled. His right foot he planted on the sea, and his left on the land.”

In panic, Tom whispered to himself, “That’s what it is.” 

“Then the angel that I saw standing on the sea and the land raised his 

right hand to heaven and swore by him who lives for ever and ever, who 

created heaven and earth and the sea and everything in them: ‘There shall 

be no more delay; but when the time comes for the seventh angel to sound 

his trumpet, the hidden purpose of God will have been fulfilled, as he prom-

ised to his servants the prophets.’” Thane paused. “Is this right?” he asked. 

No one answered; the moment, now the end of time, held them all in a spell. 

He waited for the music, hearing something in it no one else could hear. “So 

I took the little scroll from the angel’s hand and ate it, and in my mouth it 

did taste sweet as honey; but when I swallowed it my stomach turned sour. 

Then they said to me, ‘Once again you must utter prophecies over peoples 

and nations and languages and many kings.’”

Tom was suddenly standing, starkly staring at the western sky. “My God!” 

His mouth was wide open. So, too, his eyes. Not so much in surprise, but in 

a crescendo of shock.

Like a titan crossing the earth, the tall human cloud swiftly approached, 

illuminated by almost constant flashes of lightning in the distance. The 

roar of thunder and the swirl of wild rain could be heard across the silent 

city, marching in like a battalion.

✴       ✴       ✴

dawn.  The rain was torrential. Walker and the few other remaining guests 

watched through the plate glass as blankets of windswept water cascaded 

across the terrace, sheeting the vast sliding doors with water. It was hard 

to tell when morning had come that day; it came surreptitiously, hidden 

by opaque clouds and thick veils of rain. But finally the horizon began to 

brighten and an end to the storm was in sight, though hours away.
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An	Author’s	Note
The history of this work has turned out to be much like an aspect of the story it tells. 
The book was conceived in late 1981 and early 1982, in the University of Chicago’s Harper 
Library (which L.C. haunts for a time — see Chapter 12), less than two years after a life-
changing trip to the Indian subcontinent, including a trek up to Nepal’s Langtang Valley. 
Over the next three years, I completed a first draft, finishing it in early 1985 during a year 
in Paris. Another three years of intermittent revision led to a finalized draft in early 1988.

That draft passed before a few literary agents in the ensuing year, without success . . .  
at which time, like the manuscript in this book, it slid into a drawer. It emerged from  
the drawer in late 1990, when a friend from my college days (who I’d recently learned was 
a novelist) agreed to read and critique it. His advice, in the first days of 1991: It needed one 
more thorough revision, then he would feel comfortable showing it to his agent or at 
least letting me use his name in introducing myself. Alas, life intervened, pulling me into 
the strangest of rabbit holes. The manuscript slid back into its drawer.

In 1998, I came up for air and unearthed my manuscript. Reading it for the first time in eons,  
it read well. I pursued that “one more thorough draft.” Late in 1999, I sent it to the agent. 
Six months later came the reply — a rejection based mostly on a reviewer’s observation 
that the work, though praiseworthy, was clearly derivative of David Foster Wallace. It was a 
curious and strange observation. I hadn’t read a word of Wallace at that point. Moreover, I’d 
completed my first full draft 11 years before Infinite Jest appeared, and indeed two years 
before his first novel was published, at about the time he was graduating from college.

Thin-skinned in the face of rejection, I slid Incognito back into that drawer for another 
decade and resolved to write a more accessible novel. During that time, too, I read Infinite 
Jest and understood the comparison, including the footnote obsession harking back to 
Nabokov’s Pale Fire. What came as a revelation was reading the New Yorker memorial piece 
six months after Wallace died. Which is where I read that he had been a double major in 
English and philosophy at an elite Northeastern liberal arts college, with strong interests 
in Wittgenstein, Gödel and logic; in Pynchon, Barth and other postmodernists; in Borges, 
Garcia Marquez and other magic realists. That he had a close literary friendship with 
Jonathan Franzen that began in 1990. That his father was a college professor in philosophy.

I read with thoughts of dopplegängers. He had gone to Amherst, I to Swarthmore. I had 
double majored in English and philosophy seven years ahead of Wallace. I only dropped 
the philosophy major weeks before graduation, in 1978, to focus on my senior English 
thesis on Pynchon’s Gravity’s Rainbow. My father was a college professor, albeit in Freudian 
psychology. And the college friend I had called in 1990 was Jonathan Franzen. I am far too 
biased, and insufficiently egomaniacal, to trumpet that I’m on the same playing field with 
Wallace, yet it is a strange set of coincidences indeed that explains the reviewer’s impression.

So what is Incognito now? Although I edited the work lightly in 2009 and undertook a more 
thorough go-round in preparing this printing, it remains a creative product of the 1980s.  
It has become in its way a work of modern historical fiction, written by a different me.

 — Matthew Kiell, June 2016




